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Summary
The use of finitely parametrized linear models such as ARMA models in 
analysing time series data has been extensively studied and in recent years there has 
been an increasing emphasis on the development of fast regression—based algorithms 
for the problem of model identification. In this thesis we investigate the statistical 
properties of pseudo—linear regression algorithms in the context of off-line and 
online (real-time) identification. A review of these procedures is presented in Part I 
in relation to the problem of identifying an appropriate ARMA model from observed 
time series data. Thus, criteria introduced by Akaike and Rissanen are important 
here to ensure a model of sufficient complexity is selected, based on the data.
In chapter 1 we survey published results pertaining to the statistical properties 
of identification procedures in the off-line context and show there are important 
differences as concerns the asymptotic performance of certain parameter estimation 
algorithms. However, to effect the identification process in real-time recursive 
estimation algorithms are required. Furthermore, these procedures need to be 
adaptive to be applicable in practice. This is discussed in chapter 2. Technical 
results and limit theorems required for the theoretical analysis conducted in Part II 
are collated in chapter 3.
Chapters 4 and 5 of Part II are therefore devoted to the detailed investigation of 
particular algorithms discussed in Part I. Chapter 4 deals with off-line parameter 
estimation algorithms and in chapter 5, the important idea of a Description Length 
Principle introduced by Rissanen, is examined in the context of the recursive 
estimation of autoregressions. Empirical evidence from simulation experiments are 
also reported in each chapter and in chapter 5, aspects of speech analysis are 
incorporated in the simulation study. The simulation results bear out the theory and 
the proofs of asymptotic results are given at the end of the chapters.
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Introduction
Models are fundamental in science and come from past experience and from 
theory. They provide an aid to understanding the properties of a system (whose 
behaviour we may be interested in analysing, affecting or controlling), and underlie 
solutions to problems. In time series, the exact structure of the mechanism 
generating the process is usually unknown and one is naturally led to consider the 
observed signal as a realization of a stochastic process. The problem of model 
identification from measured data has been extensively studied and in particular, 
the estimation of parameters within models. An important part of this problem is 
recursive identification and the associated parameter estimation algorithms.
In this thesis we consider the statistical properties of algorithms associated with 
the identification and estimation of finitely parametrized ARMA models. These 
models, made popular by Box and Jenkins (1970) in their influential book, are 
widely used in statistics, systems engineering and econometrics to describe 
stationary processes. In practice, the data may exhibit charactistics suggesting 
non—stationarity (eg. seasonal or trend components), in which case the time series 
needs to be transformed so as to achieve stationarity. Common transformations are 
differencing, Box and Jenkins (1970), and trend—regression, see Anderson (1971), 
Hannan (1970). However, we shall not be concerned with these matters and assume 
that this model class is appropriate for modelling the (possibly transformed) time 
series.
Identifying a particular ARMA model involves the selection of order which in 
turn, corresponds to the number of parameters that need to be estimated. Thus, we 
use the term identification to mean both order selection and parameter estimation. 
In other fields, identification has different meanings. In reality, the time series data 
is unlikely to be precisely generated by any particular ARMA system, so it is 
important that a model of sufficient complexity is selected in order to describe the
features of interest. Criteria of the type introduced by Akaike (1969,1972,1974) and 
Rissanen (1978,1983,1986) are important here, and make it possible to compare 
models of different orders. These criteria use the data to determine the order rather 
than a priori knowledge, and under the assumption that a true model exists (and is 
contained in the model class considered), certain consistency results can be 
established. Furthermore, using these criteria the order selection process can be 
systematized to a large extent through repeated use of a suitable parameter 
estimation algorithm.
The choice of algorithm depends on the application and, in practice, an 
algorithm would be implemented in a form modified to cater for specific 
requirements. However, an important factor in any application is whether the 
identification process is required online, that is, during the operation of the system, 
for example, to allow decisions to be made according to the current state of the 
system. In this situation, it is necessary to identify the models at the same time as 
the data is collected. The model is then "updated" as new data becomes available 
and the updating can be performed by a recursive algorithm. This is referred to as 
recursive estimation. Of course, off-line procedures, which are based on all the data, 
could be used to perform the updating and may be more appropriate if the data is 
collected in "batches". Hence, off-line identification is also called batch 
identification. However, because an upper bound can be put on the number of 
calculations required for recursive estimation at each update, recursive algorithms 
can be effected in real-time where a fixed time interval exists between successive 
observations. Thus, we use the term recursive identification for procedures that can 
be implemented in this context.
The objective of this study is to investigate the statistical properties associated 
with computationally efficient algorithms that typically, would be applied in the 
situation where the data set is large or being augmented on a regular basis (or 
both). However, as our attention is directed to the statistical analysis of algorithms
(via)
we do not discuss algorithms as they might be realized as computer programs. 
Indeed only the general form is required, wherein design variables may need to be 
specified by the user. The effect that these choices have on the properties of the 
parameter estimates is investigated analytically. Conducting the analysis in 
conjunction with simulation studies provides a useful guide to the applicability of an 
algorithm.
However, the analytical treatment involves extensive calculations, thus for 
clarity, the thesis is presented in two parts. In Part I a range of procedures and 
techniques used for the identification of ARM A models are presented. In chapter 1, 
after formally defining the ARMA model and the associated identification problem, 
estimation methods are dealt with in the off-line context. Recursive algorithms are 
examined in chapter 2. As mentioned above, these algorithms can be computed in 
real-time and the implementation of a recursive order selection strategy is also 
discussed. The techniques and conditions required for the analytic treatment of the 
algorithms that we investigate in Part II is given in chapter 3, which concludes Part 
I. Thus, Part II contains the results obtained from statistical analyses and 
simulation studies of particular algorithms that have been discussed in Part I. 
Chapter 4 examines off-line regression procedures for parameter estimation where 
the order of the ARMA model is assumed to be known. The recursive estimation of 
order in relation to autoregressive processes is considered in chapter 5. In Part II the 
proofs of certain results are given in chapter appendices.
Notation
Abbreviations
AM L ap p ro x im ate  m ax im u m  likelihood
A R autoregressive
A R M A auto regressive m oving average
a.s. alm ost surely  (w ith  p ro b ab ility  1)
C L T cen tra l lim it theo rem
ELS ex tended  least squares
H R alg o rith m  (A l.4 .3 )
L R R alg o rithm  (A l.4 .2 )
LSE least squares e s tim a te
MA m oving average
M DL m in im um  descrip tion  leng th  p rincip le
M LE m ax im um  likelihood e s tim a te
P M D L p red ic tiv e  m in im u m  descrip tion  le n g th  p rincip le
P L R pseudo—linear regression
P R C positive  real cond ition
RLS recursive least squares
RM L recursive m ax im um  likelihood
SPL alg o rith m  (A l.4 .1 )
Symbols
A N a sy m p to tic  no rm al d is tr ib u tio n
r E uclidean  ^ -d im en s io n a l space
real p a r t  of com plex variab le  z
«y K ronecker d e lta
A®B tenso r p roduct of m atrices
(ix)
matrix or vector norm
[ / □ i j i j  th element of matrix A
a(z) AR 2:—transform
b(z) MA 2—transform
k(z) rational transfer function
T sample length
q t (io g io g r/T )l/2
h t
(logT)a, a< oo
0 unknown parameter vector
00 true value
On off-line estimate at nth iterate
0(t) recursive estimate
y(t) observed data
f ( < ) white noise sequence
f ( < ) residual estimate
i ( t ,0 ) residual estimate using fixed 0
a—algebra generated by e(s), s <t
Xk{t) regressor variable of dimension h
Ch (t) prediction error from a model of dimension h
4 prediction variance
A forgetting factor
At(«) forgetting profile
v , t= 0 ( v t ), Op(t)t) limsup | ut/vt  | <oo a.s., in prob.
% = o ( « t ) ,  O p ( « t ) lim | Ut/vt | =0 a.s., in prob.
PART I
Procedures
Chapter 1
Estimation of ARMA Models
§1.1 ARMA Models
Linear systems are widely used to describe the behaviour of physical processes 
because, notwithstanding their structural simplicity, experience shows that they 
work well. For stationary stochastic processes autoregressive moving—average 
(known as ARMA) systems play an important role in modelling time series. In the 
remainder of this section we define the ARMA system, introduce some of the 
associated terminology and briefly discuss conditions relating to the uniqueness and 
stability of such a system.
Let y(t) be a discrete-time, stochastic process satisfying an equation of the form
(i- i.i)  J 0«ü ) y { t - j )  - ft(o)=/?(o)=i
Then y(t) is said to be an ARMA(p,q) process where the order parameters p,q refer 
to the highest lags in (1.1.1). If y(t) consists of m components then (1.1.1) describes 
a vector ARMA process where the a(j),/?(j) are ra*m matrices and a(0)=/?(0). (But 
not necessarily o(0)=Im). The addition of an observed input or exogenous variable 
u(t) can also be included whereby (1.1.1) is known as an ARM AX process, the X 
referring to the presence of an additional input. The sequence y(t) is often called the 
output or endogenous variable and it is assumed that the sequence of unobserved 
inputs, e(£), are stationary and ergodic and satisfy 
(1.1.2) £[e{t)\ =  0 , =  <72£st
In the vector case, o2 is a positive definite matrix. However, we will only be dealing 
with the scalar ARMA case, m =l, hence shall not be further concerned with details 
relating to vector models or additional inputs. The assumption £[e(£)]=0 means 
that, in practice, the data will need to be mean—corrected but since this will not
1
2make any difference to the asymptotic results we obtain later, we ignore it for 
simplicity.
The functions
(1.1.3) a(z) =SQa ( j ) z j , b(z) =S (^ ( j ) z J,
are called the generating polynomials or z-transforms for the process (1.1.1) and 
treating 2) as a lag operator (i.e. zy(t)=y(t-1)) we can write (1.1.1) as
(1.1.4) a(z)y(t) = b{z)e{t)
The ^-transforms, a(z),b(z) are assumed to be coprime (i.e. have no common 
factors) and have no zeros on or inside the unit circle:
(1.1.5) a(z),b(z) /  0 , I z\ <1
As a result of (1.1.5) the e(t) are then also the linear innovations. That is, 
e(t)=y(t)-y( t \ t- l)  where y ( t \ t - l )  is the best linear predictor (in the least squares 
sense) of y(t) from y(s), s<t. Note that y ( t \ t - l )  is a theoretical quantity and like 
e(£), is not observable. These statements also have vector analogues and, as with 
any of the results asserted here, are established in Hannan (1970) and Rozanov 
(1967). For the asymptotic analysis it will be necessary to further restrict e(t) and 
for our purposes the following conditions will suffice.
(1.1.6) £[c(t) |J t-i]=0, £[c(t)2\7t-\\=(r2, £[e(t)A}<oo
is the a—algebra of events determined by e(s), s<t. These conditions will be 
discussed again in chapter 3, however, the first part of (1.1.6) means that the e(t) 
are martingale differences. (Note that it is also equivalent to the statement that the 
best linear predictor is the best predictor).
When (1.1.5) holds, (1.1.4) can be written as
00
(1.1.7) y(t) = k(z)e{t) , W  = J 0* 0 )A  *(°)=1
The generator k(z) is called the transfer function from c(t) to y(t), or the linear filter 
in engineering terminology. It can be seen that if (1.1.1),(1.1.5) hold then 
k(z)=a(zylb(z) will be a convergent series. However (1.1.7) may be used as a more 
general model with c(t) satisfying (1.1.2) and subject to
3(1.1.8) J 0«(j)2 < oo
If e(t) is to be the innovation sequence for y(t) we require,
(1.1.9) k(z) ± 0 , I z\ < 1
Now if (1.1.7),(1.1.8),(1.1.9) hold with k(z) rational so that k(z)=a(z)~1b(z) where 
a(z),b(z) are polynomials, then (1.1.1) also holds. Note that (1.1.9) shows that a 
stationary solution of (1.1.1) is still possible when b(z) has zeros on |2 |=1. However 
we need to exclude this possibility and this is reflected in (1.1.5).
So far, the above assumptions have been made in order that theoretical results 
may be established, however, there are also important numerical consequences, 
particularly when the boundary conditions are approached. For example, should b(z) 
have a zero near \z\=l  or there be near common factors, numerical instability in 
the estimation procedure may result. Both these situations constitute "critical 
cases" and play an important role in the simulation studies carried out in chapter 4.
We can also characterize the structure of a stationary process such as (1.1.1) 
through the autocovariance sequence
(1.1.10) 7 (r) =  S[y{t)y(t+r)]
The autocorrelation function is defined by p{r)=°f(r)/1(0). From (1.1.7),(1.1.2) it 
can be seen that
00
(1.1.11) 7(r) = KCf*-r) , r> 0 = 7(r)
If g(cj) is the function with Fourier coefficients 7(r) then the spectral density, g(u), 
has the Fourier series
00 2
(1.1.12) 2 i   ^70)e“’;u' = I*(«'")I2 > we[-jr,jr]
(Writing kk?=\k\2 since it is a scalar variable, * denoting conjugation with 
transposition). The spectral density g((j), has direct a physical meaning in terms of 
the decomposition of y(t) into sinusoidal components with period 2n/u. This leads 
to the spectral analysis of time series; a subject in which an extensive literature 
exists. Of many possible references, see Priestley (1981), Brillinger (1975). Due to
4the Fast Fourier Algorithm, it may in fact be more efficient to carry out 
computations in the frequency domain even when the time domain approach is 
adopted. However, the mathematical equivalence between the frequency domain and 
time domain means that it is only a question of representational value. In the 
analytic treatment it will be convenient to use a spectral representation of certain 
quantities. For example,
(1.1.13) 7( j)=  f  _ J H e , u) \ 2 e'lu du ,
which can be obtained directly from (1.1.12)
The representation (1.1.12) is also unique subject to (1.1.9) and <j2>0. Thus, 
given a complete realization k , a 2 can be uniquely determined. Of course, we only 
ever see part of a realization hence the statistical problem of estimating these 
parameters. Since we can regard (1.1.1) as an approximation to (1.1.7), this 
corresponds to the problem of identifying the parameters in a model of the form 
(1.1.1). This is now discussed.
§1.2 Identification
The identification of an appropriate ARMA(p,</) model to represent an observed 
stationary time series involves a number of inter—related problems. These include 
the choice of p and q (order selection), and the subsequent estimation of the 
parameters a (j)j= l,...,p , and innovation variance a2. In addition to
the standard assumptions given in section 1.1, namely (1.1.2),(1.1.5),we assume 
there are no further restrictions on the a(j),/?(j), (or a 2). In selecting the order we 
shall use information criteria of the type introduced by Akaike (1974) and Rissanen 
(1983) which are discussed in section 1.5 along with other methods. Thus, the 
structure of the model we fit to an observed sequence of length T  say, which we 
denote by y = ( y ( l ),...,?/(T )) ',  is determined by the data rather than a priori 
knowledge.
In off-line identification (also called batch identification), all of the observations
5in the sequence yT are assumed to be available before any modelling procedure is 
effected. Thus, implicitly, y represents a "batch" of data of fixed length T, which 
has been stored as it was collected. Hence the alternative terminology. Clearly then, 
it is only the order of the observations in y and not the actual time of recording, 
which is of consequence. Because y has been stored, several ARMA models can be 
examined and compared by reprocessing the data. The comparison of different 
models can be systematized to a large extent by using some type of information 
criterion to select an appropriate order. Here we choose h=p+q to minimize a 
function of the form
(1.2.1) log bl + hC{T) /T,  h < H
where H may depend on T, C( T) is a prescribed sequence and is an estimate of 
a2 assuming the order to be h. Because (1.2.1) and order selection methods in 
general, are calculated by the repeated application of parameter estimation 
algorithms over a specified range 0<h<H, we have left a detailed discussion of order 
selection procedures and their properties until later in section 1.5. Hence, we shall 
assume for the present, that this part of the identification procedure has been 
carried out. It remains to consider the problem of estimating the parameters of a 
particular model, for given p, q. The advantage of working in the off-line context, is 
that the data can be processed all at once and more importantly, since the data can 
be reprocessed, the parameters can be re—estimated using possibly a different 
algorithm, to obtain better estimates. As we shall see, a modelling strategy 
incorporating (1.2.1) can be employed to significantly reduce the computational cost 
involved in obtaining good parameter estimates. Although in some cases it may not 
be practical to process the data all at once, (e.g. a large amount of data), we assume 
the estimation procedures used in off-line identification can be considered to have 
processed the data in this manner.
Often however, the identification process needs to be performed online, (i.e. 
during the operation of the system), so that decisions which might affect some
6future action can be made based on the current state of the system. Then these 
decisions can be updated as new information is received. For example, in electricity 
load forecasting, ARMA models can be used to provide regularly updated, 
short-term predictions of the future power demand. (See Frick and Grant, 1985, 
Abu—el—Magol and Sinha, 1982). Decisions based on these predictions therefore lead 
to the more efficient production of electricity. In this type of situation, the use of 
off-line procedures to perform the model updating from y1 to yul at each t, may be 
prohibitive in terms of the increasing number of calculations required since all the 
observations in yui will be used. In fact, it becomes impossible if the sampling 
frequency, 1/A t, where At  is the real-time interval between observations, is high, 
as is the case in speech encoding, for example. In the next chapter we investigate 
recursive identification procedures which solve this problem. Thus, for the 
remainder of this chapter off-line identification is considered.
To compare the performance of different estimation procedures the statistical 
properties of the estimates are investigated. Under the assumption that a true model 
of the form (1.1.1) exists, consistency results can be established. We shall always 
distinguish the true model by a zero subscript as in (1.2.2)
v o ?o
(1-2-2) 2 0ao{j)y{t-j) = Zo0o(j)e(t-j)  ,ao(0) = /?o(0) = 1
£[e(i)]=0 , f [e ( l ) e( s) ' ]=4t
The generating polynomials a0(z), b0(z) are equivalently defined as in (1.1.3) and 
the standard assumptions of section 1.1 are assumed to hold for (1.2.2). Without 
loss of generality we will also often take <Jo=l. For convenience, we introduce 9 as a 
general coefficient parameter vector, so that, for example, 90' =(a0(l),...,a0(p0), 
ß0(l),...,ßo(q0)). Hence (1.2.2) may be written as 
(1-2.3) y(t) = Oo'xo(t) + e(t)
where x0( t )= (-y ( t- l ) , . . . , -y ( t -p 0),c(t-l),...,e(t-q0)) and 90 is as above. Thus an 
estimate 9 of 90 is said to be strongly consistent if 9 —>90 a.s., and weakly consistent 
if the convergence is in probability, denoted by 9 -^9 0. Thus the mean squared error
7of 0 can be used for comparing the performance of different estimation procedures.
Suppose qo= 0  so that (1.2.3) defines an autoregressive (AR) process of order p 0
v o
(1-2-4) Z 0« o ( j ) y ( t - j )  = e (0
Then (1.2.4) satisfies the Yule—Walker equations,
(1.2.5) r o 0 = o g = 7 ( 0 ) + V C
where T is the autocovariance matrix, [y( j -k) ] , j ,k=1,.. .p0J and ( '= (7 (1 ) , . . . ,  
7(^0)). Here, 0o consists only of the a 0(j). Because of ergodicity and (1.1.2) we have 
that,
T - r
(1.2.6) c(r) = r 1 ^  y ( i ) y ( t + r )  —► 7(r) fl.s.
Hence asymptotically, a consistent estimator of 0o can be obtained by solving 
(1.2.5) with c(r) in place of 7(r). This is known as the Yule—Walker estimate which 
we denote as 0yw- Because of the Toeplitz structure of T, the matrix inversion 
required for the direct solution of ^yw can be avoided through the use of the fast 
Levinson—Durbin Algorithm given below.
Al.2.1 Levinson-Durbin Algorithm for AR Models
If c(0)>0, then the parameters 0m a l  of an AR(ra) model, ra= l,2 ,...,T -l 
can be recursively calculated as,
m —1
( 1 . 2 . 7 )  0n(m) = - j . S 0 0m-i(j) c(m-j)/ a\.  1 , ^ m ( 0 )  =  1 ,  V/n
K( j )  =  t f m - i ( j )  +  On(m)0m.i(m-j) ,  j  =  1 , . . .  , / w - l  
c l = (I- ^m(/w)2)^m-l, m^=0 = c(0).
Note that the öm(m)'s are estimates of the partial autocorrelations (also called 
reflection coefficients) and as a result of the last recursion in (1.2.7) this algorithm 
could also be used to estimate p 0 in (1.2.4) by the criterion given in (1.2.1).
However, for an ARMA process a linear relationship is not obtained. Indeed for
a MA(<7q) process,
8( J o - r
cl 2, ßo{j)ßo{j+r) , r=  0,1,...
(1.2.8) 7(r) = l
I 0 , r > q0
which is non—linear and would need to be iteratively solved. The determination of 
the ß0(j) from the 7(r) via (1.2.8), is spoken of as the spectral factorization since, 
from (1.1.12), we have
2 Qo
(1-2.9) X0ßoU)e'3U
(The property, (1.2.9), will be used later in chapter 4). In practice, a solution based 
on (1.2.8) using c(r), is not recommended since the estimates can be shown to be 
very inefficient. See, for example, Brockwell and Davis (1987, p246) where the 
MA(1) case is discussed.
Alternatively, we can regard (1.2.4) as a straightforward regression where the 
regressor variable x(t) consists of lagged values of y(t) only. Hence, for (1.2.4) the 
Least Squares Estimate (LSE) for 0o, #Lg say, is given by,
A l.2.2 Least Squares E stim ate-A R  Model
(1.2.10) §LS= -P(T)n(T)
where
( 1.2.11) P(T)-' = 1 ^ 1 ) ' ,  u(T) = l ^ t ) y ( t )
In (1.2.11), only positively indexed terms of y(t-j) are included in the sums of 
squares and cross products, so that p0- r  estimates of 7(7*) will be formed in 
T XP{T)"1. Hence, P(T)'1 does not have a Toeplitz structure and the LS estimates 
are different to the Yule—Walker estimates for finite T. Asymptotically this 
difference becomes negligible and it can be shown that both estimates have the same 
limiting distribution (Hannan, 1970). Indeed in Part II, the assumption of a 
Toeplitz structure considerably simplifies the asymptotic analysis and we shall 
discuss this point further in chapter 3.
9However, there are some important differences for finite T. Let 0 (z), 0 Jz)
I W L o
denote the z—transforms associated with the Yule—Walker and Least Squares 
estimates, respectively. That is,
v o A
0YW(z) = 1 + W0V>
with 0 Jz )  defined in similar fashion. The advantage of Yule—Walker estimates is 
that 0Yy{z) is guaranteed to be stable in the sense that 0 {z)^0, \z\<l, (Hannan, 
1970), whereas 0 (2) is not. It is shown by Cybenko (1980) that the Levinson— 
Durbin Algorithm is also numerically stable (in terms and fixed or floating-point 
arithmetics) and comparable to the Cholesky algorithm which would typically be 
used to solve (1.2.10). Often, no stability problem arises and the stability can be 
easily checked and rectified if necessary as we shall see in section 4.3. A 
disadvantage is that it is known 0yw can be severely biased in small samples and is 
in general inferior to LSE's (Tjostheim and Paulsen, 1983). The same bias effect also 
occurs when al is calculated from (1.2.7) (Paulsen and Tjostheim, 1985). As the 
bias inflates the value al this would affect the order estimates obtained from 
( 1.2 .1).
One of the main reasons for examining AR estimation is that, under (1.1.5) we 
can write (1.2.2) as
(1.2.12) M z)y{t) = > <Po(z) = KizY^oiz)
which represents an AR(oo) process. Furthermore, as k(z)A exists from (1.1.7) then 
putting ip0(z)=k(z)A in (1.2.12) defines a more general model. Thus, approximating
(1.2.12) by a finite AR process of order h say (by choosing h arbitrarily large or via 
(1.2.1)), means that a computationally inexpensive estimate, 6h, can be obtained. 
Of course, 6h cannot be a consistent estimator unless h is allowed to tend to infinity. 
However, often a good fit to the data can be obtained for moderate h and 
consequently autoregressive approximations are widely used in practice.
There are situations however, where AR approximations do not work well. For 
example, in spectral density estimation where features such as troughs are not easily
10
detected due to the all—pole filter. (This is another term for the generator a(z)_1). It 
can be seen from (1.2.12) that if b0(z) has a zero near |z |= l ,  the coefficients of 
(p0(z) will only decrease slowly to zero and hence h may need to be large for a good 
approximation to be obtained. In this case, an ARMA model may provide an 
equally good, but far more parsimonious, fit to the data.
In the next section maximum likelihood estimation of ARMA processes is 
discussed which provides accurate, but computationally expensive parameter 
estimates. Therefore, an alternative procedure is presented in section 1.4. In both 
cases off-line estimation is assumed where the orders p0,</o of the ARMA model are 
known or have been estimated. Again, we deal with that question in section 1.5.
§1.3 Maximum Likelihood Estimation
TSuppose for the observation sequence y , we can associate a T-dimensional 
random variable whose known probability density ?(y ) depends on some unknown 
parameter, ip say. Then from the likelihood principle (assuming the model is 
correct), all the information that the data can provide about ip is contained in the 
likelihood function C*(ip\y ), which is of the same form as 7(y ) except that y is 
treated as fixed. This is therefore an appropriate function for estimating ip and the 
value of ip which maximises the likelihood function is called the maximum likelihood 
estimate (MLE). In our case, ip denotes the p+q+l parameters (0,cr2) of the ARMA 
model (1.1.1). Again, we are assuming the data is mean corrected. For the case of an 
ARMA model with nonzero mean, the reader is referred to Anderson (1971). It will 
be more convenient to work with a log—likelihood function, - 2 T ' l\og[C¥(ip\ ?/T)], 
which on Gaussian assumptions and omitting constant terms is given by 
(1.3.1) £(</>)= r 'lo g  detGt(V>) + r 1yT'GT(V>)-1/
where G (ip)=£[y^y^']. Thus the MLE of is obtained by minimizing (1.3.1).
However, the assumption of Gaussianity is not maintained even though the 
likelihood has been written down as if the observations were Gaussian. This is
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because we can regard (1.3.1) as a measure of the goodness of fit of the covariance 
matrix G  (ip) to the data. Hence, choosing ip to minimize (1.3.1) is still sensible 
even if y  is not Gaussian. Furthermore, the asymptotic properties of the resulting 
MLE can be established under much weaker conditions. (Such conditions will be 
discussed later in chapter 3).
Since a MLE is the best we can do (according to the likelihood principle), its 
asymptotic properties provide a lower bound to which the properties of estimators 
obtained by alternative procedures can be compared. An estimator is said to be 
ef f icient  if it has the same limiting distribution as that of an equivalent MLE 
constructed an Gaussian assumptions even though Gaussian assumptions are not 
maintained. Therefore, the performance of an identification procedure may be 
judged, in part, by the efficiency of its estimates. At the end of this section we shall 
state what the asymptotic properties of a MLE are, but it is of interest to examine 
how the optimization of (1.3.1) can be carried out.
In general, there is no explicit expression for the MLE and the optimizing value 
needs to be iteratively calculated. When explicit expressions for the elements of 
GT (ip) are used, the procedure is referred to as exact. (Since under Gaussian 
assumptions the resulting MLE would indeed be exact). However, these expressions 
are usually complicated functions of parameters in ip, and approximations are 
frequently made to reduce the amount of computation required for the optimization 
process. This is well illustrated even in the simple Gaussian AR(1) case.
MLE: AR(1) Case
Consider the AR(1) process
(1.3.2) y(t) =  a y { t - 1) + e(t) , | or| <1, e( t )~N(0,<72)
To initiate the realisation ?/T, suppose y (0) is available. Then
1/(0) -  N(0,cr2/(1-Of2))
Putting ip = (ör, cr2) we have
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£*(0I iT.j/(o)) = ;n 1 I yt_1,y(o))Ay{o))
M 2*
* (jr^2)"1/,2exp{ y(0)2( l - a 2)
2?(2/(<)-«K <-l));
Giving
(1.3.3) C(ip\ yT,y(0))= logr2 -  ^ - lo g O - f t2)
+ ^ T ^ K °)2(1- ö2)
Thus, the minimising value of a satisfies
(1.3.4) 7l + - J jK O K * -1) = 0
Since 7i=cr2£*/(l-a2), algebraic expressions for the minimizing values of a, 
given a2, would be the solution of a cubic equation.
Clearly, for general AR(p) processes, the equations become more complicated. 
Now, if instead, we were to compute the likelihood using the conditional probability 
density ?(y \ y(0)), the minimizing values are readily obtained as
(1.3.5a) it = ^ y ( t - l  )y(t)/ t^ y { t - l
(1.3.5b) a2 =  (y (t)-i*y(t-l))2
With ?/(0) included, these estimates are just the LSE's that would be obtained from 
(Al.2.2) in the previous section. This approximation leads in general, to the 
minimization of a sum of squares and may loosely be described as "least squares" 
estimates. (We shall return to this point later). However, it can be seen that the 
main difference between the respective a estimates is that the effect of the initial 
value y(0), namely the presence of 71 in (1.3.4), is ignored when ?(y \ y(0)) is used. 
However, this effect becomes negliglible as t increases and it can be shown that the 
respective estimators have the same asymptotic properties.
Of course in practice, only y is available to estimate ip, so that the preperiod 
value, y(0), that occurs in (1.3.4), (1.3.5) represents an unknown quantity. One 
procedure would be to assign a suitable value to y(0), such as the not unreasonable
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choice of its unconditional expectation, which is zero. Similarly, for the general 
ARM A process we set the preperiod values, {y(t),e(t)}=0, t< 0. The assumption of 
zero inputs and observations before t=\ is referred to as prewindowing. 
Asymptotically this approximation makes no difference and since its effect is usually 
negligible in most samples where T is sufficiently large, it is commonly used. Note 
however, this means the resulting MLE's are now conditional on this choice and for 
small samples this approximation can lead to poor estimates, particularly if b(z) has 
its zeros near |z |= l .  (See Pagan and Nicholls, 1976). In that case, a transient effect 
may be introduced if y( 1) is not close to zero which may take some time to die out. 
An example of this is given in Box and Jenkins (1970, p219).
To obtain unconditional MLE's of an ARMA process the exact likelihood 
function needs to be used which, in the form of (1.3.1), is given by
(1.3.6) C{9,<?) = l o g -  r'log detA/x(0) +
where
(1.3.7)
to<X>81
IISTSTIIS'
and
(1.3.8)
where
* e ( 0 ' = ( — i)»---»— P)»ce(f — «))
Here, we have adopted the notation of Box and Jenkins (1970, chapter 7) where 
details of the derivation of (1.3.6) may be found. (See also Newbold, 1974). Thus 
o■2Mt (0)~1=Gt(0) and [ee(£)]= £[e0(/) | yT,0\. Therefore, the residual sequence ee(£) 
defined by (1.3.8) represents an estimable function of the unobserved inputs, e(t). 
The subscript 9 has been added to emphasize that the relationship is not linear. 
Note that [ce(^)]=€e(0? ^>0-
For an AR(p) process however, S (0) can be obtained directly. Consider again 
the AR(1) model given in (1.3.2). Putting 0=a we have
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ST(a) = I K (<)]2 =  S M *)]2 + tl 2( y ( t ) - a y ( t - l ) f  
” 00 ” 00
Now £ [ y ( t ) \ y T ,a\ =  1), t < 0, so that £[ca (t) \ yT ,a] =  a t - \ l - o ? ) y ( l ) ,  t < 1.
Therefore,
S ^ H l - ^ M l f + J ^ J / W - a ^ - l ))2
Note that with detM (a) = l - o 2, the minimizing value of a obtained here, satisfies 
exactly the same equation given by (1.3.4), but relative to the realization y only. 
These results can be obtained by more direct methods as shown in Box and Jenkins 
(1970, Appendix A7.4) for the AR(p) process and Newbold (1974) for the general 
ARMA(p,</) process.
The difficulty that arises is that even when M^{6) is known, its elements are in 
general, complicated non-linear functions of the 0 components. However, the direct 
calculation of M (0) can be avoided by using an algorithm such as the Kalman 
Filter (Melard, 1984) or Innovations Algorithm, Brockwell and Davis (1987, 
Proposition 5.2.2), to effect a Gram—Schmidt orthogonalization of the y  sequence. 
Thus, G (ip) and ce(J) are expressed in terms of one—step predictors y0(£ |£-l) so 
that the function (1.3.6) to be minimized becomes
(1.3.9) L (0 ,<r2) =  r 1 Jjlog Hb( s ) +  T i^ l (y{s)  -*/e(s| s -1 ))2/«e(s),
where ve(Q—><72. The advantage here is that (1.3.9) can be calculated recursively 
and in the case of the Kalman Filter, the derivatives required for optimization can 
also be calculated recursively. Even so, the amount of computation required may 
still be considerable.
In many situations, exact maximum likelihood estimation is not required and a 
significant reduction in the amount of computation is possible by optimizing
(1.3.10) c{o,a2)=iog<r2+ <r~2 r lsT( 6)
Thus the M%(0) term in (1.3.6) is ignored. Indeed, it was pointed out by Whittle 
(1951) in a more general context, where y( t) is in transfer function form as in 
(1.1.7), that detM^(0)—►! (at least if k(z)t0, |^ |<1+^, <Ü>0). This led to the
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Whittle likelihood and approximate ML procedures in the frequency domain which 
have been investigated by Walker (1964), Hannan (1969) and more recently 
Godolphin (1984). (See also Hannan and Diestler (1988, chapter 6) for an 
informative discussion). Hence, for T sufficiently large, the estimates obtained from
(1.3.10) should be little different to those from (1.3.6) which is often the case. Note 
that (1.3.10) results from using the conditional probability distribution ?(y \ y ) 
(where y represents the preperiod values) to calculate the likelihood. Thus (1.3.10) 
is often called the conditional or marginal likelihood. (Levenbach, 1972, used the 
marginal likelihood of standardized residuals to compute AR estimates). For 
simplicity we shall assume the approximation y =0 is used, although the method of 
back forecasting (described in Box and Jenkins, 1970) could be used to estimate y .
Since the minimizing value of a2 for given 6 is a2 = (0), where now
5T=E^_1ee(Q2, the optimization of (1.3.10) can be effected by minimizing the 
concentrated likelihood function
(1.3.11) Cc(0) = ST(0)
As the orders are assumed to be known here, Astrom and Söderström (1974) show 
that lim ^ ^  Cc(0) has a unique local minimum at 90. We should point out that 
under more general conditions than are considered here, Cc(9) may have no 
minimum in the region of minimization (see Deistler and Potscher, 1984). However, 
£c($t ) has a well-defined meaning as in£Cc(0), 0e0, where 0 is the MLE minimizing 
Cc(9) over 0. Thus, for fixed T, 0 may be regarded as a sequence converging to this 
infimum. Because of the form of ST(0), we could speak of 9 obtained from (1.3.11), 
and hence d2, as the "least squares" estimates to which we referred to earlier in this 
section. However, for <7>0, it can be seen from (1.3.8) that S^(9) will be non-linear 
in 9 so that 0 needs to be solved by iterative techniques. Consequently, this 
terminology is somewhat misleading and will not be used in this context.
A Newton—Raphson algorithm for optimizing (1.3.11) is described in Kashyap 
and Rao (1976, section 7b. 1) which, by using a suitable approximation for the
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Hessian, V2ST(0), can be implemented as a Gauss—Newton procedure that does not 
involve second derivatives. This is often referred to as the Prediction Error Method 
(see Goodwin and Payne (1977, section 5.4), Astrom, 1980). However as with all 
gradient based methods, there is sensitivity to the initial value, say, used to start 
the iterative procedure. That is, the procedure will typically only converge to the 
correct minimizing value when the starting value is close enough to the correct 
value to begin with. An illustrative example of this sensitivity is given in Kashyap 
and Rao (1976, pl68) where the following MA(3) process is considered.
(1-3.12) y(t)=e{t)+ßle(t-l)+ß2e(t-2)+ß3e(t-3)
01=0.8, 02=0.6, 03=0.4
Using the Newton Raphson algorithm mentioned above, 0o=(ßuß2,ßz)' was 
estimated using different starting values, from a simulated sample of size T=150, 
with e(t)~N(0,1). In most cases the algorithm converged to the correct result, 
however in some cases it converged to the wrong value or did not converge at all. 
(Here, convergence means that | 0n+1- 0 n | <0.001 occurred after some iteration n, 9n 
denoting the estimate of 90 at iteration n). Note that the zeros of b(z~l) in (1.3.12) 
are 0.73, 0.04±z 0.74 which are well—spaced in the unit circle but apparently close 
enough to \z\=l  to cause numerical problems for this sample size.
Clearly it is desirable to have good initial values from which to commence an 
iterative non-linear optimization of the likelihood function. This will not only 
decrease the possibility that incorrect or non—convergence occurs, but also reduce 
the number of iterations that are needed to obtain convergence (in the sense 
indicated above). Thus the amount of computation is also reduced. In the following 
section we discuss alternative algorithms which can be used for this purpose.
It is also of interest to consider the performance of such an algorithm in its own 
right. As we indicated at the beginning of this section the statistical efficiency of the 
estimates can provide a basis for evaluation and comparison. Thus, we now state the 
asymptotic properties of the MLE ip obtained from the minimization of (1.3.1), or
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equivalently (1.3.6), (1.3.9), (1.3.10). Let 0 denote the parameter space associated
with (1.1.1) under (1.1.5). Define
(1.3.13) 'll—{($,<72) 10<(72<oo, $£0}
Theorem 1.3.1 Consistency and Asymptotic Normality of the MLE
Assume that y(t) is generated by a ARM A process and ip is the maximum 
likelihood estimate of 'ipo^ where 4* is defined in (1.3.13). If e(t) is ergodic 
then
^ —► ip0 a.s.
Furthermore, if (1.1.6) holds,
s / T { 9 - S 0) ~ A N i O M ö 1)
where f!0 is given by 
(i.3.14) n 0 = 2 ^  P
J  - 7 T
where
\a0\~2vpvp* - (a 0b0)~lVpVq* 
I b0 \ ~ \ v q*
dw
vm' =  (*,...,2“), z =  el
flo, b0 = a0(z), b0(z)
These results are established in Hannan (1973a) and in a more general context in 
Hannan and Deistler (1988). (See also Brockwell and Davis, 1987, Walker, 1964). 
Friedlander (1984) discusses the computation of (i.e. the Cramer—Rao Lower 
Bound (CRLB)) and hence a method to estimate the CRLB. See also Box and 
Jenkins (1970, Appendix A7.5) and Giannella (1986).
§1.4 Pseudo—Linear Regression
As indicated at the end of the previous section, it is important to obtain good 
initial estimates before attempting to effect an iterative non-linear optimization of 
the likelihood function. Thus we seek alternative estimation procedures that will 
provide good initial estimates from which to commence the optimization above. Of 
course, these procedures may provide estimates of sufficient quality for the
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application at hand so that MLE's are not required. Indeed, the overall performance 
of a statistically less efficient procedure may be better here, simply because 
attaining the extra efficiency results in no additional benefit to the user and only 
costs more to compute. Furthermore, it may be totally unrealistic to try to calculate 
the MLE. (For example, where there are real-time constraints or where only simple 
or crude models used). In either context, a reduction in computation is sought.
An alternative can be seen by reconsidering (1.3.8). Here, it will be more 
convenient to adopt the notation x(t,0), e(t,0) for :re(£), e$(t) respectively. Thus 
c(t,0) =  y(t)-0'x(t,0). Assume an estimate 9 of 0O is available. Then, x(t,9) can be 
constructed using (1.3.8) to recursively generate the residual estimates e(t,9). That 
is,
(1.4.1) e(t,9) = y{t)-9'x(t,9) 
where,
(1.4.2) x(t,9)' = (-y(t-l), . . . ,-y{t-p),c{t- l,0), . . . ,e( t-q,0))
To initialise the recursion (1.4.1) we set {y(t),e(t,9)}=0, t<0. (Back forecasting 
could be used, but in the context of what are essentially suboptimal alternative 
procedures to ML estimation, the effect of this assumption can be dealt with by 
simpler methods. See chapter 2).
We now consider how an "improved" estimate of 90 can be found. Note that the 
objective function to be minimized is just Cc(9) defined in (1.3.11) which can be 
optimized using a Gauss—Newton procedure. Of course, this requires computing the 
derivative
- 4 0 ) '
at S, which we want to avoid. (In fact, as we shall see later, there is no need to). 
However, if 0 is a good estimate of 0o, an improved estimate can still be obtained if 
this derivative is approximated by (which is clearly reasonable since at 90,
dx(t,9)/d9 is zero). In this case, the Gauss—Newton iteration reduces to nothing 
more than a regression of y(t) on x(t,(f). This means we use the method of least
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squares to estimate 9 in the model structure 
(1.4.3) y ( t ) = 9 '  x ( t ,9 )  +  e(t,9)
Thus, the dependence of e(t,9) on 9 has been linearized. Of course, if the dependence 
of x(t,9) on 9 could be neglected then (1.4.3) would be exactly that of a linear 
regression. Following Solo (1978) we call (1.4.3) a p s e u d o - l i n e a r  regression  (PLR). 
This suggests the following iterative algorithm can be used to estimate 90.
r T A -| _ l r T  A
(1.4.4a) 0n+1= r 1 ^  x ( t ,9 n) y(t)
=  PT ( 9 n)uT {9n) , say
where n=  1,2,... denotes the iteration number. From (1.4.1) this can also be written
as
(1.4.4b) 9n+i=  9 n + P T {9n)vT{9n)
where
T
vT (9 n)=  r ^ ^ A M M n )
Clearly, provided 9n converges and the procedure is not unduly sensitive to the 
choice of 0i, the algorithm (1.4.4) presents a computational alternative to ML 
methods.
An advantage of (1.4.4) is that it can easily be converted to a recursive 
algorithm and used in online procedures (discussed in chapter 2). Indeed, PLR 
algorithms are better known as online procedures and the off-line version had, until 
the comprehensive study by Stoica, Söderström, Ahlen and Solbrand (1984,1985), 
only received isolated attention. We shall often refer to the Stoica et al papers 
throughout this thesis.
Obtaining an initial estimate presents no computational problem, since from 
section 1.2, an AR approximation can be used to provide the initial residual 
estimates needed to construct the regressor in (1.4.2). This results in a 
self-contained form of (1.4.4) which has been investigated by Spliid (1983) 
(although he considers a vector ARM AX model). We therefore refer to this 
algorithm as SPL.
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A 1.4.1 SPL Algorithm, Spliid ( 1983)
Stage I: Use (Al.2.1) or (Al.2.2) to fit an AR(h) model to yT
Obtain residual sequence t(t,91) and construct x(t,0\) as in 
(1.4.2) where 9\ is the estimated parameter vector of the fitted 
AR(h) model
Stage II: Iterate (1.4.4), initiating with x(t,9i).
Obtain ARMA(p,q) parameter estimates 9n,n=2,3,..., updating 
x(t,9n-i), f(^n -i) via (1.4.1), (1.4.2) at each iteration until 
convergence is achieved.
In part II, chapter 4, SPL is extensively studied (along with other algorithms that 
we discuss shortly) and will be dealt with in more precise detail there.
Note that by setting up a two—stage procedure no initial ARMA parameter 
estimate is required. If the Levinson—Durbin recursion (Al.2.1) is used in stage I, 
9\(z) is guaranteed to be stable, and also h can be selected via (1.2.1). The 
simulation results of chapter 4 suggest that this is a better strategy than taking a 
fixed value of h. However, when 9\ is calculated by LS (Al.2.2), the same algorithm 
format is maintained in each stage. Consequently, SPL can be programmed as an 
iterative loop using one (variable—dimension) regression residual—update routine 
call.
However, a stability problem arises in stage II, since the residuals e(t,9n) are 
recursively generated and therefore directly dependent on the quality of 9n. If the 
transfer function associated with the residual updating at stage II becomes unstable, 
the residuals will grow unboundedly with each successive iteration and the 
algorithm will not converge. Typically, numerical overflows would cause the 
program to abort. Also, if the true ARMA process has near—common factors or if a 
model of higher order than required is fitted, singularity problems (with PT(0n))
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may arise, due to near pole—zero cancellations occuring in the transfer function. In 
this case, re—estimating or reducing the order of the ARMA model may be 
worthwhile.
The stability problem can be overcome by implementing a monitoring scheme in 
parallel with SPL. Monitoring (discussed in detail in section 4.3) ensures that the 
transfer function used in the residual updating is stable at each n. Alternatively SPL 
can be modified and this leads to algorithms which have different convergence 
properties. Ideally, global convergence to the (unique) limiting point 90 is desired, 
since this removes sensitivity to the initial estimate. (Note that in our case, the 
initial estimate of the ARMA coefficients is given by § 2 ) .  However, global 
convergence results (even though they might exist), tend to be difficult to establish 
and often, only local convergence results are known. By "local" convergence we 
mean that there exists a nondegenerate ball about 90, such that, if the 9n sequence 
is initiated within this ball and T is sufficiently large, then it may be shown that 9n 
converges to 90. In contrast, no such initiation requirements are needed for global 
convergence results. Therefore, to a certain extent local results are of limited value. 
In either case however, conditions on the true parameters may be needed to 
establish convergence (in addition to the standard assumptions).
We now give two results relating to the asymptotic properties of the SPL 
algorithm. We emphasize that these are the results of Stoica et al (1984) (adapted to 
our notation) and will be discussed in detail in chapter 4. The following matrices 
will be referred to:
(1.4.5) X0=S[x{t,90)x(t,90) /], Do=£[x(ti9o)uj(ti0o)']i
where u(t,90)=b0(z)~1x(t,90) and x(t,90) is just x0(t) as defined in (1.2.3)
Proposition 1.4.1 Local convergence o f SPL
The SPL estimator of 90 converges locally to 90 as T,n—►oo, iff all the 
eigenvalues of X~qD0 satisfy
\X(Xö1D0) - l \  < 1(1.4.6)
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where A(A) denotes an eigenvalue of a matrix A. Here, the convergence is in 
probability and it is also assumed that the e(t) are independent. In chapter 4 it will 
shown that almost sure convergence holds with (1.1.6), under a condition closely 
related to (1.4.6). For p=q=l, condition (1.4.6) requires that cv0(l)ß0(l)<l/2.  Thus, 
as pointed out by Stoica et al (1985), SPL converges under rather restrictive 
conditions. However, when SPL does converge, Stoica et al (1984) obtain the 
following Central Limit Theorem (CLT) result (also derived heuristically by Spliid, 
1983).
Proposition 1.4.2 Asymptotic Normality of SPL
Let 6 denote the limit of n—>oo. Assume Proposition 1.4.1 holds and that
0 is a consistent estimator of 0O. Then
y/T{0-6o) -  AN(0,HS)
where
(1.4.7) = Dö'XoiDo'Y1
As we have said above, the asymptotic properties of the SPL procedure will be dealt 
with more precisely in chapter 4 and the above results rigorously established. 
Simulation results for the ARM A (1,1) case are also presented in chapter 4 which 
clearly illustrate the effect of the condition a0(l)ß0(l)<l/2  required for convergence 
and the need for modifications to the SPL procedure.
In Stoica et al (1985) a Step—Variable form of SPL is considered where a gain 
sequence {pn} is introduced. Thus (1.4.4b) becomes 
(1-4.8) ^n+l— ^n+MnP^(^n)^rp(^n)
where the pn are assumed to satisfy,
00
(1.4.9) /in>0, lira  //n=0, B? 1/*n= oo
Under (1.4.9) the condition required for local convergence is shown to be 
S[A(Arö1Do)]>0, which is less restrictive than (1.4.6). The same limiting distribution 
is suggested in Stoica et al (1984) but it is pointed out that this algorithm will 
require more iterations than SPL to obtain convergence. Also the choice of {//n} is
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critical. However we do not deal with the step—variable form and refer the reader to 
Stoica et al (1984, 1985) for further details.
An alternative which does not require monitoring is considered in Stoica et al 
(1985) and which we refer to as LRR (for Lagged Regression Residuals) for reasons 
that will become apparent.
A l.4.2 LRR Algorithm, Stoica et al (1985)
Proceed exactly as in SPL (Al.4.1), except from n >2 on, when the residual 
updating (1.4.1) in Stage II is replaced by 
(1.4.10) e ( t jn) = y (t)-6n'x(t,0n-i)
Thus (1.4.10) lags (1.4.1) by one iteration. It follows that the transfer function 
associated with (1.4.10) is a polynomial with geometrically decreasing weights (see 
chapter 4) since under (1.1.5) the roots of a(zA), b(zA) are less than unity in 
modulus. Consequently, it should not matter if 0n+i leaves the stability region (at 
least temporarily) since, asymptotically, the parameter estimates must eventually 
return. Hence, monitoring of the LRR algorithm is not required. LRR is also 
extensively studied in chapter 4 and the following convergence result is established. 
Proposition 1.4.3 Restricted Global Convergence o f LRR
The LRR procedure (Al.4.2) converges globally to 0o as T,n —>oo, in a 
certain restricted sense, when b0(z) satisfies the positve real condition (PRC) 
(1.4.11) S[260(clu,)_1- l]  > 0 , a;e[-7r,7r]
We shall explain precisely what we mean by the statement, "a certain restricted 
sense", in chapter 4, but it essentially refers to the fact that we have not shown 
0n—>0 as asserted in Proposition 1.4.2 for SPL. Consequently, a CLT result has not 
been obtained for LRR, although we suspect the same limiting distribution as SPL 
would be obtained. Stoica et al (1985) consider a step—variable of the form of LRR 
and show local convergence when the strict PRC (that is, > replacing > in (1.4.11))
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holds for b0(z) although the proof appears somewhat incomplete. Again, the reader 
is referred to chapter 4 for details.
Clearly, all the preceding algorithms depend on conditions which are essentially 
"uncheckable" since they relate to a true parameter 90 which is unlikely to be 
known or, in reality, exist. What is required is an algorithm that does not depend on 
such conditions and, asymptotically, will always work. (Of course, in practice, 
monitoring may still be required for finite T). Such an algorithm is the three—stage 
procedure of Mayne and Firoozan (1978, 1982) originally suggested by Durbin 
(1960). Hannan and Rissanen (1982) extended this to a full identification procedure 
incorporating order selection and in this form, investigated the asymptotic 
properties of the algorithm. We shall refer to this algorithm as HR and denote the 
respective stages by HR(j), j= 1,2,3.
Before presenting the HR algorithm we first return to the comment made earlier 
concerning the derivative dc ( t ,0 ) / d 0 .  Recall that e ( t , 9 ) = y ( t ) - 9 / x( t ,9).  Thus, putting 
< - (« (1 ) ....«(p )Ä  1).-,/?(?))> we may write
<t,9) = J 0a - j t f l M t - j J )
Define
Then it can be seen that
(1.4.12b) K z) v ( t )  =  y( t )  , b(z)£( t)  =
where the first term in (1.4.12b) may also be written as a(z)rj(t) =  c(t,9). Clearly, 
given an estimate 9 of 9 , estimates of the "derivatives" in (1.4.12a) can be 
recursively calculated from (1.4.12b) since b(z) ,  e{t,9) and y(t) are known. (Again, 
the recursion may be initiated by setting preperiod values to zero). Thus, consider 
the regression of w ( t ) = c ( t , 0 ) —£ ( t ) + r j ( t )  on X2{ t ) ' =  — [d e ( t ,9 ) / 0 9 \q=q. Then since
= c(M)-(a(z)-l Mt)-e(t,S)+(b{z)-l)i(t)
=  X2(t)' 9
it follows that the parameter estimate obtained from this regression is given by
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ß = [Y,tx2(i)x2{t)/Y1[Y,iX2{t)w(t)\
= [TliX2(t)x2{t)/Y1[TliJ (^t)e(t,ß)+T,ix2(t)x2{t)'0 ]
=  9 +\ZtX2(t)x2(t)/Y1\Efö(t)e(tJ)]
where E denotes the sum over 1 <t<T. This is therefore, just a Gauss—Newton 
iteration and constitutes HR(3). We now describe HR for given p,q.
Al.4.3 HR Algorithm (p,q known)
HR(1): Fit AR(h) by selecting h via (1.2.1)
Output e(t,01) at selected h
HR(2): Compute 6(2) = 6 2  from (1.4.4)
Output 62(z) and €2( ^ 6 2 ) from (1.4.1)
HR(3): Efficient Estimation
Recursively calculate rj(t), £(t) from 
b2 (z)rj(t)=y(t), b2 (z)i(t)=c2( t j 2 ), rj(t)=i(t)=0 , t<0.
Construct, X2( t ) '= (- f j ( t - l ) , . . . , - r j ( t -p ) ,£ ( t - l )y. . .^( t -q))
Regress, e2(t,02)+rj(t)-£(t) on x2(t).
Output ^(3) via (1.4.4)
It is shown by Hannan and Rissanen (1982) that 0(3) is asymptotically efficient 
which can be seen to be plausible by noting that - x 2(t)' estimates de(t,0) /d 0 . 
Consequently, HR(3) corresponds to one iteration of a Gauss—Newton procedure to 
optimize the concentrated likelihood function Cc(0) given by (1.3.11). (For a more 
detailed discussion of the Gauss—Newton procedure with respect to HR see 
Kavalieris, 1984 and Hannan and Deistler, 1988). Although there can be no 
improvement asymptotically, it may be useful to iterate HR(3) for finite T. 
Typically only one or two iterations would be required. The asymptotic properties 
of both 0(2) and 6(3) are given below. Note that there are no restrictions depending 
on 60.
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Proposition 1.4.4 Asymptotic Properties of HR Algorithm
A For HR(2), 0(2)—>90 a.s. and
(1.4.13) VT(0(2)-0O)~  AA(0,ftH)
where ft., is derived in chapter 4.
H
B For HR(3), 0(3)—>0O a.s. and
VT(0(3)-0O)~ ANiO&ö1)
where ft0 is given by (1.3.14) and is exactly Xöl of (1.4.5).
In chapter 4, the CLT result (1.4.13) for HR(2) is established and the remaining 
results in Proposition 1.4.4 are established in Hannan and Rissanen (1982), and 
Hannan and Kavalieris (1984a), the latter reference dealing with the vector form of 
HR. However, it is also shown in chapter 4, that
where ft is given in (1.4.7). Thus, it follows that, asymptotically, no gain is
o
obtained from iterating (1-4-4) in the SPL procedure. For finite T however, there 
will be differences between HR, SPL and LRR and these are investigated through 
the simulation studies carried out in chapter 4. Since HR can be used as full 
identification procedure, it is appropriate that we turn to the problem of order 
selection in the following section.
§1.5 Order Selection
The consistency results stated in the previous sections only apply when the true 
order of the ARMA system is known. However, for the identification problems we 
consider here, the order will not be known a priori and needs to be estimated.
In the Box and Jenkins (1970) approach, the sample correlogram is used to 
determine the order. Extensions to this approach have been considered by Chatfield 
(1979) and Gray, Kelly and McIntyre (1978). This technique can often be applied 
successfully when the data is well approximated by a purely AR or MA process, but 
for general ARMA processes, order selection based on this method is difficult. This
(1.4.14)
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is because these techniques depend, to a certain extent, on pattern recognition 
which is subjective. Consequently, it would be difficult to study these techniques 
analytically and also, the user interaction required would preclude their use in 
online situations. Note however, that the correlogram is an important diagnostic 
tool for detecting seasonal and trend characteristics.
Since the selection of order corresponds to model estimation over a 
variable-dimensioned parameter space, direct use of the maximum likelihood 
principle invariably leads to the highest possible order being selected. This cannot 
therefore provide consistent estimates and is in conflict with the intuitive notion of 
selecting an appropriate order. The analogous situation is encountered in standard 
regression analysis for the selection of regressor variables. There, the residual sum of 
squares decreases monotonically as the number of variables included in the 
regression increases.
An extension to the maximum likelihood principle was introduced in Akaike 
(1972) in terms of an information criterion of the form of (1.2.1) called AIC (below). 
Other criteria have since followed and two special cases of importance are
(1.5.1) AIC{h)=log dg +h2/ T , BIC{h)=log dg + /ilogT /T
Here, dg is the MLE of al from a model of order h. BIC was introduced in Akaike 
(1977) and has been justified on a Bayesian basis by Schwartz (1978) and on 
another basis by Rissanen (1983). Akaike (1969) had in fact, earlier considered a 
criterion asymptotically identical to AIC in the context of fitting autoregressions. 
However, as suggested by Akaike (1974), these criteria can be applied to the more 
general problem of choosing among different models (not necessarily time series) 
with different numbers of parameters. See for example, Sakamoto, Ishiguro and 
Kitagawa (1986) where AIC is used in a wide variety of statistical applications.
To emphasise order selection for the ARM A case we rewrite (1.2.1) as
(1.5.2) log dg,q+{p+q)C(T)/T, p<P, q<Q
where <fp,q is the MLE of al from an ARMA(p,q) model. Then p,q are chosen to
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minimize (1.5.2). Assume that the true orders satisfy Po<P,q0<Q- A characteristic of
(1.5.2) is that to determine p0 and q0, orders greater than the true orders need to be 
examined. Problems now arise, both numerically and with the asymptotic theory, 
since the parameter vector 0 (of dimension p+q) does not converge in any reasonable 
sense. This is because the likelihood function is constant along the line where 
ap(z)bq(z)~1=a0{z)b0(z)~1 so that as T increases the extra zeros, nearly common to 
aP(z),bq(z), converge to \z\= l  in an erratic manner thus causing 0 to fluctuate 
between sample points close to this line. An example of this type of behaviour is 
discussed in Hannan and Deistler (1988, section 5.4). Consequently, it is necessary 
to strengthen (1.1.5) to the following
(1.5.3) a0(z),b0(z) coprime and öo(^)/0, |^|<1, öo(^)/0, | 2r|<l-h^, <^ >0
for S known a priori. This ensures the zeros of b0(z) are bounded away from | z\ =1.
The following theorem is due to Hannan (1980), but uses the results of An, Chen 
and Hannan (1982) to remove the assumption of independence on the e(t) sequence.
Theorem 1.5.1 Consistency of(  1.5.2)
Let p,q be the minimizing values obtained from (1.5.2) assuming p0<P, qo<Q 
is known. Assume (1.5.3) is known to hold and let (1.1.6) hold for the e(t). 
Then there are co,ci, 0<co < ci<oo such that the following are true:
(i) If liminf {C(T)/21og logT}>ci then (p ,q)—>(p0,q0) a.s.
(ii) If limsup {C(71)/21og logT}<co then (i) fails 
(hi) If C( T)—>oo then (p,q)-*-> (p0,?o)-
(iv) If limsup C(T)<oo then (iii) fails unless P=p0, Q=qo- 
If £[e(t)2 |7t-i]=0o is assumed, as in (1.1.6), co,ci may be taken as 1 in the above. 
(By relaxing this condition, Theorem 1.5.1 can be shown to hold for P,Q depending 
on T, but we shall not discuss that here). Now, while (iv) shows that (p, q) are not 
consistent in this case (unless P=p0, Q=qo), the following result also shows that 
under—estimation is impossible in this case.
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Corollary 1.5.1
Let the conditions of Theorem 1.5.1 hold. Assume p0<P , qo<Q and
limsup C(T)<oo. Then
lim  1 im ?[p >p0,q >q0]=l 
Ö+0 T-+00
This result clearly shows that AIC does not provide consistent order estimates and 
is also certain to overestimate the orders. The same conclusion is also true if one of 
Po—P  or q0=Q, is used in Corollary 1.5.1. In particular, if q0=Q= 0, p0<P, so that 
AIC cannot consistently estimate the true order of an AR process. Indeed, Shibata 
(1976) showed, for a Gaussian AR process of finite true order p0, that using the AIC 
procedure will overestimate the true order with non—zero probability.
However, while these asymptotic results would appear to distinctly favour BIC 
over AIC for example, there will be more chance, for fixed T, of underestimating the 
order the larger C( T) is taken. Thus, it is of interest to find a C(T) increasing with 
T as slowly as possible yet still giving consistent order estimates. As can be seen 
from Theorem 1.5.1 strong consistency eventually holds to the accuracy of the law 
of the iterated logarithm (LIL). That is for C( T)=cloglogT, c>2 under (1.1.6). This 
result was established by Hannan and Quinn (1979) in the context of autoregressive 
processes but as pointed out by these authors (op. cit. pl93) the LIL can hardly be 
viewed as operating for small T. Thus in effect, loglog T increases too slowly for the 
asymptotic theory to have much meaning.
Of course, Theorem 1.5.1 applies to the case where p0,q0 are known to exist and 
does not necessarily reflect the performance of different criteria in practice. Indeed, 
AIC was designed for the more likely situation where there is no true rational 
transfer function model and in fact, is shown to be optimal in the situation 
considered by Shibata (1981). Thus "overestimating" the order may be preferable to 
selecting a model with too few a number of parameters, particularly if the sample 
size is small. Again, this does not always provide the best results and in an 
empirical study conducted by Steinberg, Gasser and Franke (1985) where AIC and
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BIC were compared on some EEG data, BIC performed better. Consequently, 
theory relating to order selection criteria (such as Theorem 1.5.1) should be treated 
with a certain amount of caution and experience with their practical use needs to be 
considered.
For Theorem 1.5.1, (1.5.2) was minimized on the assumption that <fp,q was the 
MLE. Thus (7p,q would need to be obtained by optimizing the likelihood function at 
each p,q to be considered. This would at best be a computationally tedious task, so 
it is of interest to examine what effect alternative procedures to estimate < jp ,q have 
on the properties of the resulting estimates p , q . Here we discuss the HR procedure 
(Al.4.3) which, as we indicated in the last section, can be amended to a full 
identification procedure.
The full HR procedure has been extensively investigated, in a more general 
context, by Hannan and Kavalieris (1984a) and in particular, Kavalieris (1984). A 
detailed discussion is also available in Hannan and Deistler (1988, section 6.6). 
Thus, we shall avoid much of the technical detail here and simply outline the main 
points of interest. The reader is referred to the above references for a more complete 
exposition.
Using the notation of (Al.4.3), assume BIC from (1.5.1) is used to select the 
order of autoregression in HR(1) and let h be the selected order. Now at the second 
stage, #(2)=0p,q(2) is calculated as in HR(2), for each p,q up to P,Q along with the 
quantity,
(1.5.4) ^ S 1f2(^^p,q(2))2
Then P2 A 2 are chosen to minimize the BIC version of (1.5.2) but using (1.5.4) as 
the residual variance estimate. Thus, the filtering in HR(3) is now done with 62(2) 
of dimension <72- However, as was pointed out by Hannan and Rissanen (1983, 
Correction), P2 A 2 may not converge asymptotically to p0,<7o-
Indeed if BIC is used, then
(?•>,'/•>) - L» (Po+iMo+i’o)(1.5.5)
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where v0 is an integer greater than or equal to zero. Thus a bias is introduced at 
stage II which may cause overestimation. (Note for vo>0 only when
|/?0(1) I >0.89, so that overestimation will not always occur). Hannan and Kavalieris 
(1984b) consider a modified version of BIC which eliminates this bias. However, if 
the orders are also selected in HR(3), the bias effect disappears anyway since pz,q% 
estimated at HR(3) will converge to p0,qo (in probability). The overestimation at 
stage II may therefore be of no great consequence. Thus, consistent order estimation 
is possible if the full HR procedure is used. Note that the last part of (1.5.3) is not 
required in this procedure.
However, in this form, the HR procedure requires a reasonably substantial 
amount of computation to be carried out since, at stage II for example, it is assumed 
that each value in the lattice P*Q={(p,q) \ p=0,l,...,P,<f=0,l,...,Q} is to be 
examined. Franke (1985) produces a recursive—in—order algorithm for the ARM A 
case that generalizes the Levinson—Durbin recursion (Al.2.1) and allows these 
computations to be carried out in a computationally efficient manner. But it seems 
more economical to treat the parametrization as p=q. That is, consider only the 
diagonal elements of the lattice P*Q (with P=Q) in selecting the order at HR(2). 
This is because if the search is repeated at HR(3), ^3—>max(p0,q0). Thus, if the true 
orders are required it is now only necessary to consider values q<p% or p<p%. This 
type of search strategy is often employed and many cases only ARMA(p,p) models 
are actually estimated.
The bias in stage II is due to the fact that h estimated at HR(1) increases as 
logT. Indeed, in establishing results such as (1.5.5) it is assumed that the maximum 
order considered in minimizing criteria such as BIC is bounded above by 
H^=(\ogT)a, l<a<oo. How large HlT should at least be, is indicated by the following 
result.
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Proposition 1.5.1
Let y(t) be generated by an ARM A process (1.2.2) with qo>0 and let p0 
denote the largest modulus of the zeros of b0(z~l). Assume (1.1.6) holds. Then 
if h minimizes AIC or BIC for h <H^=(\ogT)a, l<a<oo,
(1.5.6) lim  h/i{T) = 1
T-*00
where
(1.5.7) « m  = logr/(-21ogpo)
and the limit in (1.5.6) is a.s. for BIC and in probability for AIC.
This result is established in Hannan and Kavalieris (1986) under much more 
general conditions than we have assumed here and in the case of AIC, is essentially 
due to Shibata (1980). However, simulations suggest that i(T) overestimates h 
unless T is large, particularly when p0 is near to unity. See Hannan and Kavalieris 
(1986, Table 1).
A modified HR strategy is suggested by Poskitt (1987a) whereby BIC is replaced 
by the criterion A, (discussed in Poskitt, 1987b), at stages II and III,
(1.5.8) Ap,q =  T log (fp,q + (p + ? ) [ l+ l0 g ( rc p,q)]
Here, CP, q= t r MP! q /  (p+ ?) where Mp,q is an estimate of Fisher information per 
observation pertaining to the parameter 0P,q. Thus, the PT(0P,q) matrices used at 
stages II and III can be used as an estimate of this quantity. It is shown in Poskitt 
(1987a) that A is consistent at stage III and although overestimation may still occur 
at stage II due to the bias introduced from stage I, A reduces the region of the 
parameter space where bias may occur. Indeed, for </0= l, ^o>0 only if |/?0(1) | >0.94.
Another feature of this criterion, is that P,Q do not need to be specified a priori. 
This attribute arises because, while (theoretically) <rP,q remains constant at al for 
p>Po,Q>Qo, the information matrix is singular if p>p0,q>q0. Consequently, the 
criterion can be expected to possess a sharp global minimum at max(p0,<7o)- In 
practice (where no true order may exist), the significance of a jump will need to be 
assessed. (Of course, such an assessment in terms of where the minimum occurs is
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also required for criteria of the form (1.5.2) and there, an upper bound is needed). 
Again,at stage III, p —►max(p0,</o) when true orders exist, and reduced models 
could be examined at (p<p, q) or (p, q<q).
The determination of order by a series of significance tests has been suggested by 
Potscher (1983) based on modifications to procedures due to Poskitt and Tremayne. 
Here, a sequence of Lagrange Multiplier tests are carried out at each p,q along path 
{p,q} in the lattice P*Q starting from (0,0) (maximum P,Q values need to be 
specified). That is, p or q is increased by 1 until the test statistic becomes 
significant. It can be shown that this will occur at (p0,q), q>q0 or (p,q0), p>p0 when 
PoAo exist. An advantage of this procedure is that the likelihood is optimized only 
at stable values of p,q. However, if only a single path is to be examined, the order 
estimates obtained will depend on the user's choice of path. The method also 
depends, rather critically, on the maximum P,Q values and may be rather 
ineffective if P,Q are too large. For this reason the method does not lend itself to 
the case where there are no true values p0,qo-
While a certain subjectivity is present in the above procedure it does raise the 
question of so-called expert—system identification in practice, where again no true 
model is likely to exist. The mechanical application of a particular criterion does not 
guarantee that the best results will be obtained for every data sample as we have 
previously indicated. Indeed, different criteria may choose different models and a 
number of models may each be reasonable. A practical procedure for determining a 
"portfolio" of models is discussed in Poskitt and Tremayne (1987).
A rather different approach, that we shall relate to the problem of order 
estimation, has been introduced by Rissanen (1978,1983,1986). He considers 
encoding the observed data, using a model to determine the optimal encoding. The 
model that provides the smallest total code length is then selected. If the coding is 
done in such a way that it can be decoded by a receiver (who knows the coding 
principle and the family of models used but does not have any knowledge of the data
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itself), then all of the information that the data can provide is contained in that 
code. Since the smallest code length is to be used we have the rationale behind 
Rissanen's Minimum Description Length (MDL) principle.
The data will be measured with finite precision, so we can assume the data has 
been suitably quantized and therefore, representable by a specific number of binary 
digits. If ? ( y  I ip) is the associated probability density and is the true model, then it
is known that —log2? ( y  \ip) bits will be the "ideal" length of the optimal encoding
T Tfor y  . (Here, "ideal" is used in a sense that when ? ( y  \ ip) is the true density
-£[log2? { y  I ip)] provides a lower bound to the average code length required for y  .
We refer the reader to Rissanen (1983) for a more detailed discussion). However, to
decode, ip of dimension h  say, is needed and has to be transmitted also. Let M(/i, ip)
be the code length for ip. Then the total code length to be used is
(1.5.9) £ ( y T ,ip) =  - \ o g 2? ( y T \ i p ) + M ( h , i p )
which is to be minimized with respect to the parameters h ,  ip. Thus we have the 
MDL principle mentioned above. Unfortunately, the quantity M ( h , i p )  is a 
complicated function of these parameters and such an optimization would be 
difficult to carry out. However, it can be approximated by
(1.5.10) I A log i T
This can be seen to be plausible by noting that there would be little point in 
encoding ip more accurately than it can be known from the data. Hence the accuracy 
of the best estimate will be 0 { T ^ 2) so that log20 ( T 1/'2) bits will need to be 
retained and thus approximately |  h  log2 T  bits in all. Note that in a Gaussian 
ARM A context, 2 T 1 by (1.5.9) becomes, to a first approximation, namely (1.5.10), 
and after optimizing with respect to 9, where i p = ( 9 , a 2),
log <7i? + h  log T / T
Here we have changed to natural logarithms and constants independent of h = h - 1 
have been omitted. This is to be compared with BIC in (1.5.1) and is a heuristic 
explanantion of Rissanen's justification of BIC spoken of at the beginning of this
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section (see below (1.5.1)).
However, to avoid the complex argument involved in encoding 0 (or Rissanen 
(1986) considers a predictive form of (1.5.8) which he calls PMDL. Here, the 
conditional probability density is modelled for the possible values of the next 
y(t+1). That is
log2?eih(s/(*+1) IJ/1)= si 0loS2^e I h (y( 1) 19s)
which gives a code length of the data to time t in an optimal encoding of
(1.5.11) - J o 1°62'?eth(9(«+1)l9s)
Now let 6(t) optimize (1.5.11) for given h and with 0(t) in (1.5.11) for each /i, choose 
h(t) to minimize (1.5.11). Now there is no need to encode h(t), 9(t) at time t+l since 
the decoder will have decoded y(s), 1 <s<t, know what h(t), 0(t) are, and hence be 
able to decode y(t+1). It follows that
(1.5.12) - j sJ|log2?e(t, )h(t)(s/(f+l)|j/t)
is a measure of the total code length for y, which can be decoded.
Clearly, such a procedure is designed for the online situation. Thus, from section 
1.2, recursive estimation methods will need to be used. These are discussed in the 
following chapter.
Chapter 2
Recursive Estimation
§2.1 Introduction
The parameter estimation algorithms discussed in this chapter have the common 
property that they can be implemented in real time. To achieve this property 
however, it is necessary to place certain constraints on the way in which the model 
parameter ip is determined from the data sequence y l , that is, how we perform the 
identification process.
Following Ljung and Söderström (1983) we may express the identification 
process in terms of a mapping from y t to ip:
( 2 . 1. 1) ' J t -y1—♦
Here, i p ( t , y l ) represents an estimate of ip that can be computed at time t, based on 
the information contained in y l . For simplicity, we write this as i p ( t ) .  How i p ( t )  is 
obtained depends on what procedure or algorithm j (> is used.
In off-line identification, a prescribed or known quantity of data y  is used, so 
that conceptually, no constraint is placed on j t .  Thus, any of the procedures 
discussed in the last chapter could be used, or indeed, as suggested at the end of 
section 1.5, some of the procedures that we shall examine here.
For on-line identification i p ( t )  is required for each t. Complications may now 
arise because, in practice, a real-time interval A t  say, exists between observations 
in which ip ( t )  must be physically calculated. Since the computation time is directly 
related to the number of calculations required, the real-time aspect becomes 
increasingly important as A t —>0 (i.e. the sampling frequency 1/A t  becomes larger). 
This introduces restrictions on c^and on the way i p ( t )  may be formed, in particular, 
that the number of calculations involved, must not increase indefinitely with t.
One way to ensure that this last condition is satisfied, is to use only
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ym={y{t),y(t-l),...,y(t-m-\-l))' to calculate the estimate This is referred to as 
a sliding window since only m of the most recent observations are retained at any t. 
Of course, the window or frame length m needs to be prescribed and although this 
method is useful in some applications (see section 2.3 later), there is a limit to what 
accuracy ip(t) can achieve. Thus, asymptotically, ip(t) will not improve as t—>oo and 
cannot be consistent for fixed m.
Although the sliding window method can be recursively calculated, an 
alternative is to use a recursive estimation procedure where yiA is condensed rather 
than truncated, into an auxiliary "memory" quantity, M ( t - 1) say, of fixed 
dimension (otherwise the memory space would increase with t). Then M ( t -1), and 
hence ip(t-1), can be updated using the following recursive algorithm structure.
(2. 1.2) *(t) =
Here, Ft,Ht are given functions which will be chosen appropriate to the model 
structure (1.1.1). Only the information {^(£),M(£)} needs to be stored at time t and, 
as these quantities are of fixed dimension, a finite upper bound can be given for the 
number of calculations required by the algorithm (2.1.2) at each t. Note that the 
data sequence yt itself, is discarded.
The dependence on t for the functions Ft and Ht has been emphasized to 
illustrate an additional feature of (2.1.2). Namely, that (2.1.2) can also be used for 
modelling a time—varying process without the need to change the structure of the 
algorithm. This property is referred to as adaptive estimation and will be discussed 
in detail in section 2.3. The importance of adaptive estimation techniques can be 
seen from the recent developments in so-called "active suspension" systems for cars 
and high speed trains. For non—time—varying processes, adaptive procedures can 
also be used to compensate for transient effects that may be introduced in the initial 
stages of the estimation, when there are few observations available.
Clearly, (2.1.2) provides a convenient and general framework in which to
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consider recursive identification methods. Indeed, a wide range of existing methods 
can be recognized as special cases of (2.1.2) so that presenting a (possibly 
contentious) catalogue of known methods may be better approached from the Ljung 
and Söderström (1983) viewpoint:
" There is only one recursive identification method. It contains some design 
variables to be chosen by the user."
Ljung and Söderström (1983, p9)
Of course, the choice of particular "design variables" is important, and will effect 
the applicability of the procedure, in terms of the statistical quality of the estimates 
and computational requirements. This is comprehensively treated in the above 
reference.
For our purposes, the Recursive Least Squares (RLS) algorithm provides the 
basic structure of the recursive estimation procedures we consider here. These 
include the online versions of the PLR algorithms discussed in section 1.4. Our main 
interest however, is directed towards incorporating a recursive order selection 
strategy in these procedures. Consequently, we shall reserve the term recursive 
identification for procedures where this may be done. (Note that this terminology 
differs from that typically used in the engineering literature).
§2.2 Recursive Least Squares
In its simplest form the least squares method is based on the minimization of a 
function of the form
(2.2.1) Vt(6)=$l l(y{s)-e'x{s))2
For the present, the exact structure of the regressor variable :r(s), (of dimension 
ra=dim$), is not important and is treated as a constant in the minimization of
(2.2.1) . Thus, it follows from (Al.2.2) that the LSE of 9, based on observations to 
time t, is given by
(2.2.2) 9{t)=P{t)u(t)
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where P (t),u(t) are defined as in (1.2.11).
Suppose y(t+l),x(t+l)  are now observed. Then
p(t+iy. P{t) +#(2+l)£(2+l)7
-1
P(t) x ( t + 1 )j( 2+1 ) ' P(t)(2.2.3) = I—
\-\-x(t+l)' P(t)x( t+l )  
where the expression (2.2.3) is obtained via the matrix inversion lemma. Hence the
LSE of 0, based on observations to time 2+1, can now be computed and results in
the well-known Recursive Least Squares (RLS) algorithm.
A2.2.1 Recursive Least Squares Algorithm
The LSE of 9 from (2.2.1) can be calculated recursively as
(2.2.4) 9{ 2+1) = $ (  2 ) + A(2+l) (|/(2+1) —O^ t)' j ( 2 + 1 ) }
where
A (2+ 1)=2>( 2+1) P( t) x{ 2+ 1) — P( 2+1) x( t-\-1) 
<5(2+1 ) = [l+£(2+l)/ P(2) ;r(2+l)] 1 
and P(2+1) is updated as in (2.2.3)
As in any recursive algorithm, initial values are required to start the procedure. 
In (2.2.4) we require 0(0), P(0). One method is to delay the start up until time 
2i>dim0 when off-line estimates 0(2i), P(2i) can be calculated and used as the initial 
values. Then (2.2.4) will produce estimates which are identical to the corresponding 
off-line estimates that would be obtained at any given time t>t\. It is more usual 
however, to start (2.2.4) at 2=0 with some prescribed 0(0) and P(0)>0. In this case, 
the estimates resulting from (2.2.4) are
(2.2.5) 6(t)= P f o r '+ J ^ s jz f s )  P(0)‘1^ (0 )+ J 1i(s)y(«)
A common choice is 0(O)=O, P(0)=/c/for some sufficiently large ac>0.
Comparing (2.2.5) with (2.2.2) it can be seen that the effect of the initial values
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becomes negligible as t—>oo. In fact, this effect can be made to diminish quite 
quickly by applying some of the adaptive methods discussed in the next section. In 
practice, n would need to be found by trial methods, but too large a value may 
cause numerical problems (in <*>(£), for example). Note that the quantity (2.2.1) also 
provides an estimate of the residual variance b2(t) since Vt(#(0) IS residual sum 
of squares and b2(t)=t~1Vt(0(t)). Although direct substitution is not possible (since 
yt has not been retained), b2(t) can be recursively calculated.
Lemma 2.2.1 Recursive Calculation for b2^)
t
Let 5(^)2= 5S16t(5)2, where et(s)=y(s)-0(t)/ x{s). Then 
(2.2.6) s(H-l)2=s(£)2+<!>(H-l)et(M-l)2
where 0(t) is defined in (A2.2.1.)
Proo f :
By direct calculation we have,
tui(s)=y{s) -x(s) ' [9( t)+K(t+l)et(t+l)]
(2.2.7) =et{s)-x(sy I<(t+l)et(t+l)
Squaring both sides of (2.2.7) and summing gives
s(^+l) — s(t) — 2^E^et(s)£(s)/ K(t-\-l) 6t(^+l)+ 
t
K(t+l)'  Y>lx(s)x(s)/ I<(t+l)et(t-\-l)2+(l -x( t+l) 'K(t+l))2et(t-\-l)‘
Since J i et(s)^(s)=
and K(t+l)=S(t+l)P(t)x(t+l), this reduces to (2.2.6) as required. 
Clearly, s(t)2= Vt( ^ ( ^)), hence bri(t)=t~1s(t)2 can be recursively calculated.
□
It is known however, that the recursion (2.2.3) is not numerically sound. The 
equation is sensitive to round-off errors that can accumulate and make P(t) 
indefinite (Hanson and Lawson, 1969, Bierman, 1977). Although no numerical 
problems are often encountered, the stability problem is important because if a 
stability problem does arise, it needs to be dealt with online. Recursive monitoring
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schemes can be incorporated in (A2.2.1), but these add to the amount of 
computation required. It is better therefore, to avoid the need to include monitoring 
and this is possible by using factorization methods. These methods exploit the fact 
that P{t)> 0 and also guarantee this property is maintained during the 
computations.
Another problem concerns the form of (A2.2.1) itself. Namely, that the RLS 
equations (2.2.4) are associated with a regressor variable of fixed dimension. Hence 
the dimension of 9 is also fixed. Since we anticipate associating 9(t) with the 
parameters of an ARM A model, we would like to examine 9(t) at different 
dimensions, as this corresponds to different model orders. By partitioning P(t), a 
lower dimensioned estimate, 9h(t) say, can be obtained, but this would lead to an 
unnecessary amount of computation if, for example, a sequence of h values were 
required. Again factorization methods provide a solution to this problem. 
Factorization Methods
Because P(t)>0, it can be represented as a product of factors. For example, the 
square root algorithm discussed in Ljung and Söderström (1983, section 6.2.2) 
represents P(t) as
p(t )=Q(t)Q(ty
where Q[t) is a nonsingular matrix. Thus, (2.2.3) is replaced by an equation which 
updates Q(t). It will be necessary to constrain Q(t) to be triangular even though this 
will require more calculations. Then, putting n(t)=Q(t)' u(t), (2.2.2) becomes 
(2.2.8) 9{t)=Q(t)n{t)
and with Q(t) constrained to be triangular it follows that a subvector 9h(t) can be 
easily computed from the appropriate submatrix block.
A number of decomposition methods are available for recursively updating the 
quantities in (2.2.8) such as Cholesky, Householder and Givens Transformations. A 
comprehensive analysis of these methods is available in Golub and Van Loan (1983). 
(See also Seber, 1977, chapter 11, for a discussion of these methods in the regression
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context). However, although Givens transformations are slower to compute, there 
are certain advantages from using this method. After making some minor 
corrections, we follow Goodwin and Payne (1977, Result 7.2.2) where the 
factorization P(t)~1=R(t) / R(t) is used.
A2.2.2 Square Root RLS -  Givens Transformations
The LSE in A2.2.1 can be recursively calculated as 
(2.2.9) 0( t+l)=R( t+l)~ln( HT)
where R(t+1) is raxra upper triangular and ra(HT) is an rax 1 vector. R(t+1)
and n(t+l) can be computed recursively as follows:
(2.2.10a) R(£Tl) n(t+l) 
0 r’m (N - l)
=
R ( t) n( t )
A 1**1) '  2/(*+1).
= VmA(t) say,
where 'km is an orthogonal matrix expressible as the product
(2.2.10b) 'km — QmQrn-l---Q2Q1
where
(2.2.10c)
and
(2.2.lOd)
r / H
c ) 5j
^ra-j
~ s j c \ -
C j = [ f i ( $ ) ] j j / d j
Sj =  LZj-l(M -l)Hj/dj , Z o ( t + l )  = x(t+l)'
The notation [ J i j  in (2.2.lOd) denotes the i,j th element of that quantity. Also, 
Zj-i(H-l) represents the first ra elements in the last row of the intermediate matrix 
'kj-iA(^), where =/• Thus when Qj is applied to 'kj-iA^), the
first j - 1 elements of 2j-i(H-l) would be zero. The starting values for the recursion 
(2.2.10) may be taken as R(0)=kI , 7z(0)=0 (although k> 0 may be different to that 
in (A2.2.1)).
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Clearly, the advantage of using Givens transformations as defined in (A2.2.2), is 
that the augmented matrix A(t) in (2.2.10a) can be processed row by row beginning 
with the first. Consequently, the following quantities
(2.2.11) #h(H-l), %(£+1) and Vh(t+1), 1 <h<m,
can be sequentially examined. These correspond to the first h rows and columns, the 
first h rows of the ra+1 column and the (ra+ l,ra+l) element of the intermediate 
matrix 4>hA(t), respectively. Also 0h(^+l) can be easily obtained by back 
substitution from i?h(£+l)#h(£+l)=nh(Cl-l). The significance of the quantity 
Vh(t+1) is shown by the following Lemma.
Lemma 2.2.2 Recursive Calculation for o\(t)
Let a^(Q =f15h(02 with Sh(t)2 defined as for Lemma 2.2.1, but corresponding 
to 6h(t). Then
(2.2.12) s\l(t+l)2=Sh{t)2+v\l{t-\-l)2, h < m  
where ^h(M-l) is the quantity defined in (2.2.11)
Proof:
As Rh(t)0Yi(t)=rih(t), we can write
sh(02= J i
Hence also,
(2.2.13) Sh{t+l)2=Sh(t)2+nh{t)'nhitf+yit+iy-rihit+l)'nh{t+l)
Now consider (2.2.10a) but with 4>h- Since 'Lh/vIrh=/m+i for any h< m we have 
that ('IrhA(^))/ (^fh>l(0)—A(t)' A(t). Hence, using the notation introduced in 
(2.2.10d), we have
E(4/hA(£)) ('LhA(£))]m+i,in+l =  EA(£) A(^)]m+i,m+i
That is,
(2.2.14) % (^+ l)/ n'h(^+l)+c+^(^+l)2 = nh(t)'rih(t)+y{t+l)2+c
where c is the sum of squares of the remaining m -h  elements in n(t) which 
have not been changed by the transformation \kh- Thus by equating (2.2.14) 
with the terms on the right in (2.2.13), the result (2.2.12) follows
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immediately.
□
Clearly, cr^t) can be recursively calculated in h as well as t, and this is referred 
to as time-and-order updating. Because 9h{t) is not required for (2.2.12), including 
(2.2.12) as part of the recursion (2.2.10) would add very little to the overall 
computational cost, and in addition also provides a means by which a recursive 
order selection procedure could be effected. However, (A2.2.2) involves square roots 
(in (2.2.10d)) which are relatively expensive to perform computationally.
The computation of square roots can be avoided by using Fast Givens 
transformations (Hammarling, 1974) and this corresponds to the popular U—D 
factorization of P(t), (Bierman, 1977). Thus,
(2.2.15) P(tyl=R(t)' D(t)R(t)
where R(t) is upper triangular with the main diagonal elements equal to unity and 
D(t) is a diagonal matrix. Note that no extra storage is required over R(t) as 
R(t)=D{t)1^ 2R(t), n(t)=D(t)l^2n(t), so the purpose of this factorization is to find 
matrices D(t), R(t) and n(t) and propagate these, rather than R(t) and n(t). The 
following algorithm is due to Gentleman (1973).
A2.2.3 U -D  RLS -  Fast Givens Transformations
R( t )  n( t )
. x { t+l) '  y( t+1) _
Let A(t)= , D(t)=d\&g(di{t) dm{t) )
Then R(t+1), n(t+l) and D(t+1) may be recursively calculated such that 
P(t+l)~1=R(t+l) '  D(t+l)R(t+l) and R(t+1), D(t+1) have the same format 
as defined in (2.2.15).
For j= l,...,ra  define r](t)=jth row of A(t) and Z)-i(t+l), to be the last row 
in the intermediate matrix resulting from applying (j-1) transformations to 
A(t) where zo(t+\) — [^^Tl)7 y(t+1)]
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Set <$o=l 
Do for j= 1 to m
— d](t)6}-\/dj(t+l) 
c= d ^ / d ^ t + l )  
s = Sj-ilzj-iit+lfii/diit+l)
Do for k=j+ 1 to m
L?j(H-l)]k = -i( 1 )H k — [#j -i ( 1 )1 j If fj ( k
[^ (H -lp k  = ctf](<+l)!lk-sC2j-i(<+l)]k
This form of the RLS algorithm is discussed in detail by Hannan, Kavalieris and 
Mackisack (1986) and allows the user to have a flexible range of options as to what 
the actual output consists of. Note that at the completion of the hth. transformation
we have,
(2.2.16) nh(t+l) Dh(t+l) 0 V2 Rh{ t+l) nh(t-\-l)
0 Vh(t+l) — i---
-- o cr 0 eh(M-l)
where Dh(H-l)=diag(di(H-l),...,dh(H-l)) and Rh(L-t-l), %(£+!) are defined in the
same way as were Rh(t+l), fth(M-l) in (2.2.11). Hence, the LSE §h{t+l) may be
obtained by back substitution from
Rh(£+l)^h(HT) = %(HT).
In the above reference it is shown that the quantity eh(H-l) in (2.2.16) satisfies 
(2.2.17) y{t+l)-k{ty  Xbit+l^e^t+l)
and
(2.2.18) y(t+l)—^ h(H-l) ' :rh(M-l)=<$hCh(H-l)
From Lemma 2.2.2 we have,
(2.2.19) Sh(H-l)2=Sh(£)2+^hCh(£+l)2
In fact, (2.2.19) is not required since Sh(H-l)2=dh+i(£+l). This follows from
Sh2 - S h + i2=  Wh+i7 Dh+1%+1 -T ih 7
=[nh+J  2+i 4+i
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(omitting t for simplicity). But [wh+i^h+i=C^h+i]h+i as Fh+i has unit diagonal and 
since Sh+i2= ( l  — S+i)<Sh2, (compare with (1.2.7) of the Levinson—Durbin
Recursion (Al.2.1)), the result follows.
It remains therefore, to examine procedures relating to the estimation of ARMA 
models, where the structure of x(t) needs to be specified. Before doing so, we first 
investigate the problem of adaptive estimation.
§2.3 Adaptive Estimation
In the preceding section, only the time—invariant form of the RLS algorithm was 
discussed in the sense that by writing the algorithm in the form of (2.1.2), the 
functions Ft, would be time—invariant. (We are referring here, to any of the
associated implementations of the RLS algorithm, collectively). In this form, the 
RLS algorithm is not applicable to the situation where the system may be 
time—varying. The reasons for this can be better understood by first looking at an 
example of a time—varying system where online identification is required.
Recall the "active suspension" example introduced in section 2.1. The idea here 
is to try and maintain the optimal stability of the vehicle, particularly during the 
transition of a corner. Here, the vehicle experiences centrifugal forces that act 
against the frictional forces which facilitate the changes of direction in cornering.
In a normal or passive suspension system, this effect causes the vehicle body to roll 
outwards, away from the corner, so that it becomes less stable. Clearly, the position 
of the vehicle body relative to its height above the surface on which it travels, 
changes. By actively controlling the height, the stability of the vehicle during 
cornering can be increased over passive systems.
The true mechanism is beyond the scope of this thesis, but we might suppose 
this could be done by using frequent height measurements (at various positions 
around the vehicle), to adjust a hydraulically driven suspension system. If the 
sampling frequency is high enough, then we could reasonably expect the mean
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corrected height at time t , y(t ) say, to be correlated with recent lagged values, 
y ( t - j ) ,  j =  1,2 ,... . Thus, an AR(p) model could be used to predict y ( t + 1), which then 
determines what adjustment to the suspension system may be required. The system 
is then readjusted when y ( t + 1) is observed. Clearly, for such a method to be 
effective, only recent data should be emphasized in the identification of the AR(p) 
model. Then the parameter vector will be able to adapt more quickly to changes 
observed in the mechanism generating the data. (For example, in exiting a corner 
where strong serial correlation was observed to a level straight where there may be 
little correlation between the observations).
In chapter 5 we provide another practical example of where adaptive 
identification is required online, that relates to Rissanen's PMDL principle. 
However, it is clear from the above example that, although the system may be 
time-varying, the same model structure can often be maintained as long as the 
identification procedure is adaptive.
It is apparent that, attributing equal weight to all observations in the auxiliary 
memory will not provide an effective adaptive estimation procedure. By modifying 
the function Ht  associated with the updating of this quantity, the RLS algorithm 
can be easily converted to an adaptive estimation procedure. We now describe 
methods which achieve this and in section 2.5, adaptive identification is discussed. 
However, we emphasize that the following methods are essentially arbitrary 
procedures which have been found to work effectively in practice in a wide variety of 
situations where nonstationary behaviour is evident. Thus, we are not concerned 
with the formal modelling of nonstationary time series systems; a subject which lies 
beyond the scope of this thesis. We shall assume that the P(t )  from (A2.2.1) is used, 
as the other implementations follow trivially. Here, we essentially follow Ljung and 
Söderström (1983) and Goodwin and Payne (1977).
1. Forgetting profile
The purpose of a forgetting profile is to artificially emphasize the effect of the
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current data. Thus the estimates obtained are more representative of the current 
state of the system. The usual LS function (2.2.1) is modified to
(2.3.1) Vt(e)=s^ 1\ t{s)(y(s)-e, x{s))2
where At(s) is typically increasing in 5 for given t. Of course, this is simply 
generalized least squares and the minimizing value of Vt(0) is
(2.3.2) 0(<)=Ls= r  
However, the expression (2.2.3) is the off-line estimate and this sequence of off-line 
estimates can only be computed recursively if a certain structure is imposed on 
At(s). Thus, if we assume that
(2.3.3a) At(s)=A(f)Aw (s) , 1< s< t - 1
which can also be written as
j p t(s)a<s)2/(s)
(2.3.3b) Xt(s)=\s(S) ^ \ U )
a recursive calculation of (2.3.2) can be effected. (Typically As(s)=l). We omit the 
derivation (see Ljung and Söderström, 1983, section 2.6.2), but note that A(s)=l, 
Vs, gives the standard LSE given in (2.2.2).
The function At(s) defined by (2.3.3), is referred to as the forgetting profile. To 
be appropriate for adaptive estimation we require A(s)<l and often an exponential 
forgetting profile is used where A(s)=A<l, Vs. Then,
(2.3.4) At(s)=At_sAs(s)
and A is referred to as the forgetting factor. In this case, the P(H-1) in (A2.2.1) is 
replaced by A_1[P(£)—{ \+ x( t+ l) / P(t)x(t+l)}~1P(t)x(t+l)x(t+l)/ P(t)], taking
At(£)=1, so that the modified RLS equations become as given in (A2.3.1) below. 
Note that in the factorized form of (A2.2.2), adaptive estimation is effected by using 
X[R(t) I n(t)], but in (A2.2.3) only AD(t) is required which involves the least number 
of additional calculations.
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A2.3.1 Adaptive RLS -  Exponential Forgetting
If exponential forgetting is used in (2.3.1), then the LSE 9(t) in (2.3.2) is 
recursively calculated as
(2.3.5a) 0{t+l)=6{t)+K(t+l)(y{t+l)-0{t)'x(t+l))
where
(2.3.5b) K(t+l)=6(t+l)P(t)i(t+l)
< 5 ( £ + l ) = [ A + ' P(t)x(t-\-l)} *
P(<+l)=A-1[P(0-^(<+l)P(Qa<^+l)a<i4-l)/ P(0]
However, because the past has been weighted down in an exponential manner, 
the information contributed by the past also decreases exponentially. Although this 
reduction is desirable from the point of view that such data may no longer be 
relevant, it does introduce a certain contrariety. This is the balance between 
adequate damping and adaptive response time which can be rather sensitive. As A is 
decreased, the response time becomes quicker, but at the same time random 
fluctuations, due to noise for example, become amplified in the current data. 
Therefore the response becomes more sensitive to random perturbations and can 
result in very erratic behaviour of the estimates and may sometimes lead to wild 
oscillations. (This is equivalent to what W. E. Demming, in the context of Quality 
Control, referred to as "hunting the system"). Conversely, as A nears unity, the 
response time becomes increasingly slow and the estimates do not adapt fast enough 
to be useful.
Clearly, A will need to be experimentally tuned to the application at hand but 
for the simulation studies conducted in chapter 5, values of A>0.9 provided the best 
results. The choice of A also affects the calculation of quantities such as the 
prediction variance ^ { t ), since, here, some notion of an effective sample size is 
required. This can be considered to be
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t
(2.3.6) r ( 0 = J 1At(5 )= A (0r(i-l)+ l 
(Assuming, A i(l)=l). Hence, if b\(fy is to be obtained from
(2.3.7) sh(t)2=\{t)sh( t - l )2+6h(t)eh{t)2
t
where now Sh(t)2= X h ( s + l ) } 2, then b‘lL(t)=T(ty1stl(t)2. Note that 
when exponential forgetting is used, r(t)—►(l-A)-1, so that, in practice, r(t) could 
be approximated by this quantity after some large enough t.
In the above, we have primarily discussed the use of exponential forgetting, since 
it avoids the problem of choosing A(t) at each t. This implies that a certain amount 
of pretuning is required and in some situations (for example, in adaptive control) it 
may be better to tune A online. However, we cannot properly deal with such 
procedures here and refer the reader to, for example, Goodwin and Sin (1983) where 
the subject of adaptive control is comprehensively treated.
As indicated in section 2.1, adaptive estimation can also be used in non 
time—varying systems. By taking A(£)<1 for say, t <50, the effect of these initial 
observations in starting up the recursion will be significantly reduced. For £>50, 
A(t) can be set to unity or simply removed from subsequent recursions by switching 
back to standard RLS. Alternatively, one might allow A(£) to slowly increase to 
unity (eg. X(t)=(t- l )X(t- l )  / 1). We point out however, that using forgetting profiles 
in stationary systems will mean that the parameter estimates will be biassed. 
Truncation
Instead of artificially emphasizing the effect of the current data, an alternative is 
to base an estimate on only a finite number of observations. That is, to use a sliding 
window ?/m, which we defined in section 2.1. Thus, yl represents the active number 
of points used to calculate the estimates at time £, so that yt-m is completely 
discarded or truncated. Let,
(2.3.8) P t-»(0= ,_E h*( *)*(*)'
Then, with extended notation, the sliding window RLS algorithm is recursively 
calculated as follows.
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A2.3.2 RLS -  Sliding Window
Let y(t), x(t) be observed. Then the RLS updating equations (A2.2.1), for a 
frame of size m and using (2.3.8) become:
(2.3.9a) Pt.m(t)=
0 = ^ t-m( 0
To maintain a frame size m, y(t-m), x(t-m)  are now discarded giving the 
RLS adjustment equations,
(2.3.9b) Pt.m.l(t)={I+&t^(t)Pt.^t)}(t-m)x(t-my}Pt.m(t)
^t-m+l( 0 =  ^ t-m( 0  ^ Vm(
Similarly, the factorised forms of P(t) can be written in the form of (2.3.9) with 
inverse Givens transformations used in (2.3.9b). The algorithm requires that the last 
m observations (?/(s),i(s)}, t - m  <s <t be stored and clearly, at each t, twice the 
number of calculations are required as compared to standard RLS. Like A, the frame 
size m needs to be specified a priori or from pretesting some data.
Although the data contained in the active window is not modified, the increased 
amount of computation required over the forgetting methodology may make the use 
of this method less desirable than forgetting. Also, the method is possibly better 
suited to processes where the time—variation in the parameters is slow, since if 
sudden changes occur, the window would, for a time, contain a mixture of possibly 
distinctly different processes. Consequently, the adaption may be ineffective and the 
use of a forgetting profile may be more appropriate. Such a situation is considered in 
chapter 5.
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In some cases it may be plausible to model the time variation in 9(t) by a 
stochastic equation. In this type of situation the Extended Kalman Filter may be 
appropriate (see Anderson and Moore, 1979). However, we do not deal with that
situation here.
§2.4 Recursive PLR Algorithms
In the off-line PLR algorithm, an iterative least squares approach is used to 
obtain improved parameter estimates. The conversion to an online procedure is done 
by replacing the iterative LS updating with RLS time updating. However, as in 
section 1.4, the RLS algorithm needs to be complemented with a residual recursion 
in order to construct the regressor x(t) since this will now contain unobserved 
inputs.
The recursive calculation of estimates of the unobserved inputs can be done in a 
number of ways and following (A2.4.1), we go on to describe three methods which 
derive from the basic RLS algorithm,
(2.4.1) 9(t)=9{t-l)+P(t)x{t)e{t), 
where
(2.4.2) e(t)=y(t)-9(t-l) 'x(t)
In the following, it is assumed that (2.4.1) is to be used in the online estimation of 
ARMA systems of fixed order but for notational simplicity, the dependence of the 
quantities in (2.4.1) on 9 is suppressed. In each case we need only specify y(t),x(t) 
and 9(t) so that the use of factorization and adaptive estimation is taken as given.
A2.4.1 AR
If the underlying process is assumed to be an autoregression of order m, then
(2.4.3) x(t)'
0(t)' («))•
The asymptotic properties of 9(t) will be the same as for the off-line estimate. 
Because no residual estimation is required for x(t), no additional computation is
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needed for (2.4.1). Hence, AR approximations to more general processes (such as 
ARM A) are often used in online estimation, particularly in high frequency sampling 
applications where the amount of computation needed, can be critical. Experience 
also shows that a good description of the data can be obtained in many situations.
However, where explicit estimates of the ARMA parameters are desired a 
residual recursion is required. The underlying process is now assumed to be ARMA. 
A2.4.2 AML 
Here,
(2-4.4)
where
(2.4.5) e(t)=y{t)-0{t)'x{t)
This can be computed at time t since the e(t-j),  j> 0 are available to compute e(t). 
Of course, e(t) still needs to be formed for (2.4.1).
AML stands for Approximate Maximum Likelihood which is somewhat 
misleading since the method is not based on the maximum likelihood principle. The 
term Extended Least Squares (ELS) is used for AML by engineers and is more 
appropriate. However, convention has meant the term AML has stayed and so we 
shall use it. Of course, the e(t) from (2.4.2) could be used instead of e(t) to 
construct x(t) in (2.4.4) which would avoid the extra computation needed in (2.4.5). 
Then the procedure is sometimes referred to as RMLi. However, it is with (2.4.5) 
that convergence of AML can be established. The following theorem is due to Solo 
(1979).
Theorem 2.4.1 Convergence o f  AML
Let y(t) be generated by (1.1.1) with b0(z)j-0, \z\<\ and satisfying the 
positive real condition (PRC), (1.4.11). Let (1.1.6) hold. Then for 0(t) 
obtained by AML we have
0(t)—>0o a.s.
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The PRC is sufficient but not necessary for the theorem to hold and whether 
convergence takes place or not, will also depend on the zeros of a0(z). However, 
examples can be given where convergence does not take place using AML when the 
PRC is not satisfied (see Ljung and Söderström, 1983,p.228). Note that the PRC 
defined in (1.4.11) is also equivalent to
(2.4.6) ß0{j)e ijw < 1
and is always satisfied for q= 1.
Although AML is the online version of the SPL algorithm (A 1.4.1) no CLT 
result is available for AML. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.4.1, it is suggested 
that y/t (0(t)-0o) will be asymptotically normal with the same limiting distribution 
as that obtained stated in Proposition 1.4.2, namely with covariance matrix, 
D~q X0(Dq-)'. However, this has not been established.
A2.4.3 RML
Recursive Maximum Likelihood (RML) corresponds to the online version of 
HR(3) where 0( t) is as for AML and 
(2.4.7)
The quantities ri(t),£(t) are generated by
(2-4.8) J / t - i
where
J 04t-i(j)e(<-j) =  J 0ttt-iCM t-j)
Note that at-iO?)iKi)- &t-i(zK(<)+e(0 = ®t-i(2)>K<)= ®t-i(.z)&t-i(*)"V *)=«(*)• Thus> 
putting ijj(t)=Ti(t)—€(t)+e(t), RML can be written in the form (2.4.1) where 
e(t)=Lü(t)-Ö(t-l)/x(t) is the residual recursion (2.4.2) and x(t) is constructed via 
the recursive filtering operation (2.4.8).
The convergence of RML has been investigated by Hannan (1980a) and is also 
discussed in Ljung and Söderström (1983). It can be shown that provided projection 
and monitoring methods are used, RML will eventually converge. Monitoring refers
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to the stability of the 0(t). If this becomes unstable, 0(t) needs to be replaced by 
some stable 0(t) until 0(t+1) returns to the stability region. That is, 0(t) is 
projected into a stability region.
If such a procedure is done then also y/t{0(t) - 9 o)rjAN(0flö1) under (1.1.6). Thus 
RML will provide asymptotically efficient estimates.
A2.4.4 AM
This procedure was initially suggested by Astrom and Mayne (1983) as a 
recursive version of the three stage method proposed by Mayne and Firoozan (1982) 
and consists of running AR, AML and RML in parallel. Thus, AR feeds into AML 
which in turn feeds into RML. We shall refer to the method as AM noting that the 
procedure is the online equivalent of the HR procedure (Al.4.3) discussed in section 
1.4. Similarly, we denote the stages of this procedure by AM(j), j=l,2,3.
Thus at AM(1) we compute,
(2.4.9) =y{ t ) -0(1){ty x<l){t),
where 9 {l)(t) correspond to the vectors (2.4.3) associated with the AR
algorithm.
Now AML is used but e(t) is replaced by the stage I estimate (2.4.9). 
Computations can be saved by using e(t) in (2.4.2) in place of Call
9 (2) (t) , j (2) (t) the vectors equivalent to (2.4.5) so that we calculate
(2.4.10) e i2)(t) =y ( t ) - 0 C2)(t)' x(2) (t)
Again, the e(t) form could be used, but in either case, the MA coefficient portion of 
9 (2) (t) provides the filter needed at AM(3) for computing the r)(t),£(t) as in (2.4.8) 
which are used in the construction of x{3) (t). Thus, the final output is 9 (3) (t) as in 
RML. For simplicity, we shall denote this output as 0 (t)
For the AM algorithm to be consistent, h=d\m(9(1) (t) ) in stage I will need to 
increase with t, so that AIC or BIC could be incorporated at AM(1) with aft (t) 
calculated via the Fast Givens Transformations factorization, (A2.2.3). The 
following theorem is established in Hannan, Kavalieris and Mackisack (1986).
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Theorem 2.4.2 Online Convergence and Asymptotic Normality o f  AM
Let y(t) be generated by (1.1.1) with p,q given. Assume (1.1.6) holds. Let 
0 (t) be the final output from the AM procedure (A2.4.4) with h—ht 
determined by BIC at stage I. Then
0(t)—>S0 a.s.
and
Thus, the AM procedure is strongly consistent, provides asymptotically efficient 
estimates and importantly, does not depend on projection type methods or 
conditions associated with 0o. Unfortunately, the theorem is not relevant for the 
real-time situation since ht increases as \ogt and therefore, the number of 
calculations required, increases with t. If ht=h is taken as fixed, then 0(t) will still 
converge, but not to 0O. From the result given in Hannan, Kavalieris and Mackisack 
(1986, pl21), based on an unpublished paper by Mayne, Astrom and Clarke, 0(t) 
converges in fact, to some 0(h) and 0(h)—>0O as h—>oo.
In practice, monitoring may be needed at AM(2) (at least in the initial part of 
the estimation) to ensure the stability of the filtering operation used in HR(3). Also, 
it may be better to use £ {1)(t) at stages II and III since £ {2) (t) is dependent on 
the quality of 0 (2)(t) . Asymptotically, this makes no difference. We now discuss 
this algorithm in terms of recursive identification procedure.
§2.5 Recursive Order Selection
In this section we shall be mainly concerned with recursive order selection for 
autoregressions as this will be extensively investigated in chapter 5. The extension 
to ARMA models follows naturally from an application standpoint, but the 
asymptotic properties of such procedures have not been fully investigated. We shall 
comment on this later.
The recursive identification procedure we consider here, involves the parallel
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processing of an information criterion with a recursive time—and—order parameter 
estimation algorithm. An obvious candidate is the Fast Givens factorization of the 
AR algorithm (A2.4.1) given in the previous section, which corresponds to AM(1). 
Such a calculation has been considered in Hannan, Kavalieris and Mackisack (1986) 
for the recursive parameter estimation of an ARMAX model of known order, using 
BIC or AIC to select the AR order at AM(1). Here, x(t) is defined as in (2.4.3) and 
AIC, BIC are defined as in (1.5.1) but using the recursively calculated estimate, 
ofi (t). This may be obtained from D(t) or (2.2.19) and corresponds to an estimate 
of the prediction variance of an AR(h) process at time t. Thus AIC, BIC can be 
recursively calculated.
As well as these criteria, we shall also consider a criterion which we call SPR, 
defined by
i - l
(2.5.1) 5 P R (/i)= f1J /ieh,s(5+l)2, 
where
(2.5.2) eh,t(t+l)=y{t+l)-Oh(ty Xbit+1)
Here, Xh{t) corresponds to the first h components of x(t) above and h=ht is chosen to 
minimize (2.5.1). Note that the sum over s in (2.5.1) starts at s=h since we cannot 
properly estimate h for s<h. In chapter 5, the relation of SPR to Rissanen's PMDL 
criterion will be elucidated and the following strong consistency result established. 
Proposition 2.5.1 Consistency of SPR
Let y(t) be generated by an autoregression of order h0<m<oo. If h=ht is 
chosen to minimize SPR then ht—>h0 a.s.
The delta criterion (1.5.8) can also be recursively computed, however, in this 
case, more calculations are required since tT{[Rh(t)'I\(i)Rh(t)Yl/h} is needed. In 
the AR case above, this extra computation may not be necessary, but for the more 
general ARMA model, or where for example, the m in Proposition 2.5.1 cannot be 
prescribed, there may be some advantages in using this criterion, if the calculations 
can be performed. This, of course, needs further investigation. However, one reason
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why this might be so arises when adaptive estimation is considered. Assuming a 
forgetting profile is used, adaptive recursive identification is possible by using the 
adaptive form of Sh{t) (2.3.7). Now, the effective sample size r(t), needs to be used 
instead of t, in the relevant criteria. Thus BIC becomes
(2.5.3) BIC'(h)=logen? (t)+h\ogr(t)/T(t ),
where atf (t)=T(t)~1s\i(t)2 and Sh{t)2 is given by (2.3.7). Similarly, the adaptive form 
of (2.5.1) can be defined as SP R '(h)=T(t)~istl(t) 2 where,
(2.5.4) 5h( m ) 2 = J 1At(s)eh,s(5+l)2 =  A(£)sh(*)2+eh,t(*+l)2
Clearly, when exponential forgetting is employed, the penalty term,
C(r(t))=\ogT(t)/ r(t), in (2.5.3), converges to a constant, since r(t)—►(1-A)"1. In 
contrast, the corresponding C(r(t)) term in the delta criterion (1.5.8) remains 
active. Hence, better discrimination may be possible using this criterion rather than 
BIC '.
Having proposed a method for recursive identification which can be easily 
modified to an adaptive procedure one must also consider the virtues of applying 
such a method in practice. In many cases, the AR model is used as an 
approximation to the process being generated so that the choice of the order m 
corresponding to the dimension of recursive algorithm, is important. This is because 
while sufficient parameters are needed to give an adequate description of the data, 
overfitting encumbers the computation and may introduce undesirable numerical 
problems. More importantly, it can mean that we may be spending much of the 
time estimating redundant components of
For an asymptotically stable system where h0<m exists, incorporating recursive 
order selection allows the algorithm to tune into the correct dimension and possibly 
permit one to discontinue the calculation at higher orders if ht stabilizes after a 
certain time. Thus, some latitude can be given to the choice of the maximum order 
m (at least initially) whereby the problem of having an insufficient number of 
parameters can be avoided. (Note that higher estimates of dimension greater that m
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cannot be included later on in the procedure except in a rather ad hoc way).
The facility to select orders from the range 0<h<m, also adds a further attribute 
to adaptive estimation. Instead of tracking the parameter of a time—varying system 
with a fixed-dimensioned model, adaptive recursive identification procedures 
provide a means to track the order of the model as well. Consider again, the active 
suspension example. Along a straight path a low order AR model may be sufficient, 
whereas different orders can be used in the transition of corners which will have 
differing characteristics.
Because Oh(t) itself is often not explicitly required, for example to calculate 
quantities such as cf^ ( )^, a substantial saving in computation can be made by using 
so called Lattice Algorithms (also known as Ladder algorithms).
Lattice Algorithms
The basic idea of the lattice calculations is to introduce an orthogonal 
transformation to effect a Gram—Schmidt orthogonalization of the regressor variable 
x(t). That is, Lattice forms correspond to a particular change of basis. Thus, 
consider the regression of y(t) on a new regressor 
(2.5.5a) x{t)=Ax{t),
for some invertible A. With,
(2.5.5b) 0 =(AA) '0 ,
the regression may now be written as
(2.5.6) y{t)= 0 'x(t)-\-e(t) =0' x(t)+e(t),
and the problem of determining the LSE of 6 from (2.5.6) is equivalent to the 
original problem. We now apply this change of basis technique in the context of 
fitting autoregressive models.
Suppose 0~h is the LSE obtained from regressing y(t) on x{ t) '=(y( t- l ),...,y(t-h)). 
Adding the regressor y ( t -h - l )  will increase the order of the autoregression to h+l. 
But this regressor, as well as containing new information not present in x(t), is also 
typically correlated with x(t). In terms of a regression we can express this by writing
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(2.5.7) y ( t - h - l )  = -(/)'x(t)+ni(t)
where r\(t) represents the new information in y ( t - h - l )  not present in x(t). 
Consequently, 9h will need to be adjusted to account for the new correlation 
between y ( t - h - l )  and x(t) and therefore differs from the parameter estimate 
associated with x(t) in the AR(/H-1) fitted model (ie. the first h elements of 0h+i )• 
However, if we had added only the new information r \{ t - l )  instead of y ( t - h - 1), no 
adjustment to 9h would have been required since rh(t-l)  is uncorrelated with x(t).
Thus, for fitting autoregressions up to order m say, the idea is to use the 
regressors rh(£-l), Ä=0,l,...m-1, instead of y ( t -h - l ) .  The rh(t-l)  are often called 
the backward prediction errors and from (2.5.7) it can be seen that is a
linear combination of {y(t- l ) , . . . ,y( t -h-l)} .  Putting f(^)/ = (ro (i-l),...,rm-i(i- l))  
and x(t)' =(y(t-l), . . . ,y(t-m))  it follows that the A in (2.5.5a) will be lower 
triangular with unit diagonal and defines a linear change of basis in the regressor 
space of an autoregression. The corresponding change of coefficients to 9 given by 
(2.5.5b) is typically denoted as 9 ' =(Ko,...,Km-\) where the AT are called the 
reflection coefficients. (By construction the Ah correspond to -#h(fr) where #h(M is 
the hth partial autocorrelation). Thus, the model description,
m—1
(2.5.8) y(t) =  )+ £(f) 
together with an algorithm to determine rfit) is known as a Lattice form.
Of course, the algorithm associated with a Lattice form will be recursive so that 
the change of variables procedure discussed above, actually depends on time. 
However, the idea remains exactly the same and the derivation of the equations 
presented in (A2.5.1) below is not intrinsically difficult. For a much more detailed 
exposition on this subject, the reader is referred to Ljung and Söderström (1983, 
section 6.4) and Friedlander (1982). In the latter reference Lattice Algorithms are 
comprehensively examined in the context of adaptive estimation and a large number 
of different implementations are considered, including a sliding window version. The 
term "lattice" derives from the network diagrams which are often used to describe
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these algorithms. The following (unnormalized) prewindowed lattice algorithm with 
exponential forgetting is adapted from Friedlander (1982).
A2.5.1 Lattice Algorithm
Initialise:
eo{t)=r0(t)=y{t) 
t i ( t )= Rl( t )= \R e0(t-l)+y(t)2 
7-i (t)=l
Compute for h= 0 to mm(m,t)- l
Ah+i (0 = AAh+i(<-l)+Ch(0ni(<-l)/7h-i(^-l) 
7h(0 = 7h-l(0_ ni(0(^h(0)'lrh(0 
^ h + l ( 0 = A h + l ( 0 ( ^ h ( < - l ) ) _1 
eh+l(0 = ch(0“ ^h+l(0rh(<-l)
Rh+l(t)=R]\(t) —/vh+i( )^ Ah+i(/)
ni.l(<)=rh(t_1)-^h+l(<)Ah(()
^h+l( )^=:^ h(^—1) —Ah+l( )^ Ah+i(^ )
6 r
Note that only the variables A ,R ,R ,7,r need to be stored at each t and with the 
addition of (2.5.4), (here fh+i(0—eh,t-i(£))> the above algorithm may be used as an 
adaptive recursive identification procedure. Thus, only 9m calculation (steps) are 
required at each t as opposed to about m2+6m for the Fast Givens algorithm. 
However, 0(h2) calculations will be required to obtain the parameter estimate 0h(t).
To overcome the bias problems associated with the Toeplitz calculation, a 
normalized form of (A2.5.1) can be used and leads to Burg's Algorithm (1975) 
among others. Morf, Vera and Kailath (1982) have discussed this normalization 
which is needed to ensure the reflection coefficients remain less than unity in 
modulus.
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These methods may also be used to compute AML by taking y(t )  to be the 
vector process ( y ( t ) , e ( t ) ) '  and Friedlander, Ljung and Morf (1981) provide a lattice 
implementation of RML. Thus, returning to the recursive identification of 
ARM A models, o \ , q(t) can be used in, for example BIC , to select the order at each 
of the AM stages. Again, it is computationally more efficient to examine p = q  
parametrizations (at AM(1), p = h , <7= 0). Howeve *s is done then, for example, 
the residual 6h(1) ( t) which feeds into the regressor j (2) (t) may have been computed 
at a number of different /it's. Similarly, the filter bt ( z )  used in AM(3) may also have 
been based on different order estimates. Consequently, the effect of this needs to be 
investigated asymptotically. This remains to be completed. Note that in this 
situation, where parameter estimates are required to obtain bt ( z ) ,  the speed of the 
Lattice algorithm will come back toward the Fast Givens algorithm since, as 
mentioned above, 0 ( h 2) calculations are required to obtain 9h(t) .
Chapter 3
Theoretical Analysis
§3.1 Prelude to Part II
In the preceding two chapters a number of algorithms and procedures for the 
identification problem defined at the beginning of section 1.2 have been presented, 
along with a general discussion of the asymptotic properties of the estimates and 
practical application of such procedures. The remainder of this thesis is therefore 
devoted to the detailed investigation of particular algorithms and the effects that 
different choices within these algorithms may have, asymptotically or in practice. 
From this, we shall be able to make a comparative assessment of the performance of 
the algorithms.
An important part of this evaluation will be based on simulation studies. This is 
an extremely useful tool, particularly when design factors such as forgetting profiles 
or sliding windows are incorporated in the algorithm. The effect of initial conditions 
can also be examined. Thus, a substantial portion of Part II deals with the results of 
simulation studies. However, it should be pointed out that the simulation results 
may be of limited or subjective value or may even be inconclusive (ie. we may be 
unable to say whether the result has universal implications or is simply a product of 
the particular data set used). Furthermore, it is usually possible to consider only a 
small range of models in the simulation experiment. Consequently, the objectives of 
the simulation study need to be well defined in order for the results to provide 
useful information.
To obtain results of a more general validity, it is necessary to analyse the 
asymptotic properties of the estimates produced by the algorithms. Here, we make 
certain statistical assumptions about the data, (which is treated as a realization of a 
stochastic ARM A process), and calculate what the resulting statistical properties of
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the estimates are. Again, the convergence properties of the estimates and their 
limiting distributions will give an indication of the performance of the algorithms. 
However the calculations involved are often extensive and there will be some 
limitations to the analytic treatment. Although a global convergence result might 
exist, it may be very difficult to establish. Also, it may not be clear as to when an 
asymptotic result can be considered appropriate. For example, what value 
constitutes a sufficiently "large V'. (This is a good example of where the analysis 
needs to be complemented by simulation studies).
In establishing the asymptotic properties of the algorithms, we shall need to use 
many results associated with the theory of stochastic processes. Thus, the purpose of 
the remainder of this chapter is to collate some important technical results and limit 
theorems that will be pertinent to analysis conducted in Part II.
§3.2 Preliminary Results and Conditions
In this thesis, the asymptotic properties of the algorithms are investigated under 
the following conditions which henceforth, will be referred to as Conditions A.
Conditions A :
Let y(t) be generated by an ARM A process (1.1.1) where (1.1.5) holds and 
e(t) is a stationary, ergodic sequence satisfying (1.1.2). Let Jt-i be the 
a—algebra of events determined by e(s), s<t. Then the following conditions 
are assumed:
(0 €[t(t) |7t-i]=0 
(ii) S[e(t)2\7iA}=G2 
(in) £[e(£)4]<oo
Of course, the essential feature of Conditions A is that the classical theory still 
goes through even though the t(t) are no longer assumed to be independent. Hence, 
the results we obtain will be of a more general nature than if independence were 
assumed. We now briefly discuss the implication of these conditions.
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One of the main purposes for using linear models is linear prediction. Thus, a 
natural restriction would be to require that the best linear predictor is the best 
predictor (in the least squares sense). Since y(t) is generated by a stationary, purely 
non-deterministic process, 7t is also the a—algebra of events determined by y(s), 
s<t. Then, the best predictor of y(t) is £[y(t) Thus, we require
«(: 0 = vi<■) -y(tI t -i):= y(0 - £ [  y ( t )  \?t-i]
and therefore
(3.2.1) £[e(t) |J t-i]=0
(Conversely, (3.2.1) implies that y(t\t-l)=£[e(t)\7t-i]). Hence we have Condition 
(*) which, as we indicated under (1.1.6), means that the e(t) are martingale 
differences.
In evaluating a central limit theorem for system parameters we shall need to 
deal with quantities such as £[e(s)e(s-l)e(£)6(2-l)]. This is zero for s>t using (?) 
but at s=t will involve fourth moments unless
£[e(f)2|7t-i]=<r*
which is condition (it). Then £[e(t)2 c ( t - l )2]=cr4 and hence quantities of the form 
T ' ,2Y.ti(t)c(t-j), j  >0, will have the same variances and covariances as if y(t) were 
Gaussian. (Note that this last point provides a formal justification for using 
likelihoods based on Gaussian assumptions even though Gaussianity is not assumed. 
Recall that we have previously discussed this point in section 1.3).
However, except on the basis of Gaussianity, Condition (ii) is not the most 
desirable since it is a requirement that would seem to be difficult to justify from the 
observed properties of the output. A possible alternative is to assume only that 
£[e(t)2 |7t-i]<oo a.s. In some cases Condition (**) can be replaced by the much 
weaker condition that
(3.2.2) lim  £[c(t)2\7t-\i}=£[e(t)2\7_J=cr2 a.s.
k_t oo
Although this is implied by Condition (ii), (3.2.2) only amounts to saying that 
e(t)2- a 2 is purely nondeterministic in the sense that it is not influenced by the
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infinitely distant past. The only problem with assuming (3.2.2) and not condition 
(ii), is that the asymptotic covariance matrix in the limiting distribution will not 
then be the classical one and can often become very complicated. Although fourth 
moments do not enter into the final formulae we obtain in Part II, it follows from 
Condition (in) that e(£) and y(t) are o(t^4) a.s.
Note that because we only ever see one (or part of one) realization of the 
stationary process generating y(t) in the situation considered in this thesis, assuming 
the sequence e(t) is ergodic only amounts to saying that we regard (1.1.2) as fixed 
over the one realization we ever see. Thus, by ergodicity
(3.2.3) T~l ►tfojcr2 a.s.
However, we shall need to know at what rate the convergence, in (3.2.3) for 
example, takes place. The following theorems, are therefore of importance.
Theorem 3.2.1 An, Chen and Hannan (1982)
Let Conditions A hold. Then for HT=(\ogT)a, 1 < ö< oo,
max 
0 <t<HT T li^ l e(s)y(s-t)-S0&o2 = O (QT) a.s.
where Q =(\og\ogT/T)1^  2.
(For the remainder of this thesis it will be assumed that the quantities # T,QT are 
defined as in Theorem 3.2.1 )
It follows that the autocovariances may also be bounded.
Theorem 3.2.2 An, Chen and Hannan (1982)
Let Conditions A hold. Then 
max
0< t <Ht c(t)~ 'y(t) = 0(Qt ) a.s. 
where c(t) is defined as in (1.2.6).
Results of this type first appeared in An, Chen and Hannan (1982) and were 
improved by Hannan and Kavalieris (1983, 1984a) and Kavalieris (1984) where 
Condition ( ii) is avoided. Hannan and Deistler (1988) have subsequently established 
these results correcting certain parts of the proofs in above papers that were later
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found to be faulty.
§3.3 Autoregressive Approximation
From Proposition 1.5.1 we have seen that the order h of a fitted autoregression 
will increase as logT if a criterion such as BIC is used to choose h. As 
autoregressions are used to initiate the PLR algorithms of section 1.4 there will be 
an asymptotic effect from using estimates based on autoregressive approximations. 
This will need to be examined and so the purpose of this section is to present a 
number of important asymptotic results which have been established in relation to 
estimates based on autoregressive approximations. The results that we shall give 
here may be found in the references cited at the end of the previous section.
To motivate the discussion we consider the regression of y(t) on £h{t)' = 
Let iph =(ph(l)v>^h(Ä ))' be the parameter minimizing this 
regression so that the residual eh(t) of this regression is given by
(3.3.1) ch(t)=y(t)-rph'\(t)
Now if is calculated by the Levinson—Durbin recursion (Al.2.1), then satisfies 
the Yule—Walker equations,
(3.3.2) f h^h= -Ch
where Th^ Ch are defined as in (1.2.5) but using c(r) in place of the 7(r). Here h 
denotes the order of the fitted autoregression (3.3.1). Similarly, we shall denote 
rh,^h,(h as the quantities associated with the regression (3.3.1) but where the true 
autocovariances, 7 (r), are used. Thus ^  = ( £^ h(l)r"?7Jh(^))/ satisfies -(h-
From Theorem 3.2.2 it follows that, uniformly in h, h<H^,
(3.3.3) II fh-rh II = o(l) a.5.
where ||.|| denotes the Euclidean norm. Although this is not the fastest rate of 
convergence, (3.3.3) is sufficient to show the following result (An, Chen and 
Hannan, 1982).
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Lemma 3.3.1
Assume Conditions A hold. If h<H^ then
0<Ci  ^ Amin(rh) £ Amax(rh)  ^ C2<00 t t . S .  as T ►OO 
where Amin(rh), Amax(rh) denote the smallest and largest eigenvalues of Th 
respectively.
Consequently, it can be shown (Hannan and Kavalieris, 1984a) that Th1, Th1 are 
bounded a.s. and uniformly in h. Define ||T ||0= max Sj|flij|. This is known as the 
row sum norm which is a Banach norm (i.e. satisfies ||A£||0<||A||o||£||o)-
Lemma 3.3.2
Under Conditions A and uniformly in h<H^
lirtfHo < ci<oo, HT^IIo < C2 <oo a.s. as T—+oo 
Of course, the constants ci,ca are not necessarily the same as those in Lemma 3.2.1.
We next consider the asymptotic properties associated with the parameter 
estimate ^h- In particular, we look at the difference ^h-^h  which in turn leads us to 
examine the differences, y?h(j)-<A>(j)? j< K where the ip0(j) are defined by
oo
e(<) =  k0{z)-'y(t) =  b0)z)-l a0(z)y =
First, we require the following result which is a direct consequence of the theorem of 
Baxter (1963).
Lemma 3.3.3 Baxter’s Inequality
Let 2jg(u)= \k0(etw) | 2 as in (1.1.12), k0{z) =a0(zy1b0{z) under (1.1.5) with 
ko(z)~x=b0(zy la0(z)=Y>jg)o(j)d- Let be as above. Then there are H<oo,
c<oo depending on g(u) such that, for h > H,
h 00
I M S)-M S)  I <  c  h § 1 1  MS) I
Note that the right side of this inequality will be bounded since under (1.1.5), the 
<Po(j) converge to zero at a geometric rate. Indeed, \ipo{j)\icPo where p0 is the 
modulus of the largest zero in b0(zA). Thus, if we assume £(T)<h<H,r where 
/(r)=logT/(-21og/?0), the bound will be 0 [ T X^2) since pl0^ = T x^ 2.
Put ipo' =((p0(l),...,y0{h)). Then from (3.3.2)
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(3.3.4) -rh (^ h -^ h ) = Ch+FhV’h
= {Ch+r h^o}+{(rh-r  h){iph—^ o)}+{r h^h-^o)}
so that for k=l,...,h we have
h h
(3.3.5) {j))c(j-fy=Z0<Po{j)c{j-k)+
Assume ^(T)</i<i/T. Then it follows form Lemma 3.3.3 that the total contribution 
from the last two terms on the right in (3.3.5) is 0 ( T 1^ 2). (Since | y(r) | <7 (0 )<oo 
by stationarity and | c(r) - 7 (r) | = o(l), uniformly in r <HT, by Theorem 3.2.2).
We may replace c(j-k) in the first term on the right in (3.3.5) by
since, as shown in An, Chen and Hannan (1982, p929), this will only introduce an 
error that is, uniformly in j,k, o(rT 1^ 2) a.s. Consider then
( 3.3.6) r \ z iy(t-k) z h+lip0( M t - j ) < c T 1/2
As the quantity in square brackets is 0(1) a.s., this last expression is 0 ( T ^ 2) a.s. 
To see this, note that by ergodicity T"1I^t/(<-j)2= 0 ( 1 ) a.s. and by stationarity 
Yjj p l\y ( t- j)  I = 0(1) a.s. since E. plE[\y(t-j) | ]<0 0 . Thus, the result follows by the 
Cauchy—Schwarz inequality.
It follows from (3.3.6) that the right side of (3.3.5) may be written as
r l^c(t)y(t-k)+o{r l12
and this is 0(Q ) a.s., uniformly in k, by Theorem 3.2.1. Thus, since fh 1 is
bounded by Lemma 3.3.2, (3.3.4) becomes
T1
(3.3.7) ipb = r'h11=1 + 0 ( r l/2) a.s.
where here the 0( T 1^ 2) terra denotes a vector whose elements are of that order. 
Henceforth we shall not make this distinction. Thus the elements of ^h -^h  are 
0 (<2 t ) a.s. and since this can be written as (^h-^o) “ (V’h-^o) we have the following
result.
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Lemma 3.3.4
Under Conditions A with i(T)<h<HT,
\ M j ) - M j ) \ = 0 { Q T) a.s.
An alternative proof of this result based on autocorrelations is given in Hannan and 
Kavalieris (1983).
We shall also be interested in the accuracy of the residual ih{t). Using the above 
results the convergence of quantities of the form r iY<i(c\i(t)-e(t))(eh{t-j)-e(t-j))  
can be analyzed. From Kavalieris (1984, Lemma 5.1.3) we have,
Lemma 3.3.5
Assume conditions A hold and i(T)<h<HT. Then, uniformly in /i,
T
ft'1J l ( f'h(<) - £(i))(fh(<-;)-f(<-j))=#oj<r2+Op(l)
T
A'1<l 1e(<)(4(<-j)-e(<-i))=-^oj^+O p(l) , j >0 
In the above Lemmas we have taken h>i(T). However, from Proposition 1.5.1, 
the order of a fitted autoregression, h say, chosen by BIC satisfies
M n ( i + o ( i ))
for large T. Because the o(l) term could be negative it would seem that we cannot 
use h in the above Lemmas. If i(T) is replaced by ch, c >1, then clearly ch>i(T) for 
T sufficiently large. Thus we shall take h to be chu c>l, where h\ is chosen by BIC.
The last result of this section relates to the rate of convergence of the prediction 
variance which will be needed in chapter 5. Define
<7h2 = r % ( ih(t)f, ol j oWl(i)7(i),
Then the following may be derived directly from the preceding Lemmas.
Lemma 3.3.6
Assume Conditions A hold. Let afi iah as above. Then 
(a) Uniformly for h<H^
<?h =<Th + ° (<3X) o-s•
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(b) If y(t) is generated by an autoregression of finite order h0. Then for h>h0
=
where CT=0(\og\ogT). 
For part (b) note that yo(j)=0, j  >h0.
rh)
~T a a.s.
§3.4 Toeplitz Calculations and ARMA Estimation
At the ARMA stage of the PLR algorithms discussed in section 1.4, it was 
assumed that the estimate of 0o would be based on the iterative least squares 
procedure (1.4.4). However, this means that the structure of PT(0n)-1 will not be 
Toeplitz. Indeed, consider the element
(3.4.1)
As explained under (Al.2.2), (3.4.1) is to be interpreted as containing only 
positively indexed terms of y(t). Thus (3.4.1) depends on j,k and not just on the 
difference (j-k)  as does
T - ( j - k )
c ( j - k ) = r l (E l y(t)y{t+j-k)
However, the difference between (3.4.1) and c(j-k) is o( T'^'1) and therefore 
negligible for large T. This difference is often referred to as "end terms" of which 
there will a finite number. Thus, the o {T x^ 2) follows from the fmiteness of the 
fourth moment of y(t).
It follows that there is a matrix AT(^n) say, whose elements are o ( T ^ 2) a.s., 
such that [PT(^n)_1+AT(^n)] has a Toeplitz structure. Consequently, for the 
situation we consider in this thesis, the asymptotic results we obtain in Part II will 
not depend on whether the actual calculations were performed by a least squares 
procedure or, what we shall term as a "Toeplitz" type procedure. By Toeplitz type, 
we mean that PT(^n)_1 will have a Toeplitz structure. Note that PT(^n)_1 will also 
contain elements of the form T~1Y,iy(t-j)en( t -k ), where en(£-&) will need to be 
evaluated in terms of a function of y(t). However, under the Toeplitz assumption
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these terms also only depend on the difference (j-k).
The reason for assuming the calculations are of Toeplitz type is that it simplifies 
the nature of the estimating equations involved in the proofs of Part II. (Note 
however, that in the proof given in the Appendix to chapter 5, end term corrections 
will be considered). Indeed, the Toeplitz calculation can be considered in terms of an 
orthogonal projection on a Hilbert space. For example, the Yule—Walker equations 
of the previous section can be thought of as the equations of estimation of a 
regression of y(t) on y(t-j), j=l,...,Ä; £=l,...,T+/i, with y(t) defined as zero outside 
of l<t <T. Hence the minimizing quantities of the regression may be defined in 
terms of convolutions of Fourier transformations of y(t) in the space ^2 ( — 7r,7r). The 
following result is therefore of particular importance.
Lemma 3.4.1 Hannan and Robinson (1973)
Let u(t) be sequences for which it is true that
converge almost surely to limits v(r) say. Let </?(A) be a continuous function 
of A with period 2 7r. Then
The proof of this result depends on approximating the function <p(u) uniformly 
by the Cesaro sum of its Fourier series and in Hannan (1973b) the same result is 
discussed in the case where c/?(A) need only be piecewise continuous. The result is of 
importance because we will need to consider the convergence of terms such as 
y(£-j)e($-fc) where e(t) can be expressed in terms of a 2—transform of y(t), 
usually depending on some 0. For example, e(t)=VQ(z)y(t) say. Thus, if the 
calculations are of Toeplitz type and the function v§(elw) is continuous (in w), the 
result of the above lemma may be applied and we obtain
T - r
v(r)= T l u(t)u(t-\-r)=v(-r), 0< r<T
where
a.s.
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In establishing strong consistency of the SPL estimator of 90 in chapter 4, 
Lemma 3.4.1 will be used to derive the limiting form of the estimating equations in 
(Al.4.1). It is not obvious that the "deterministic" SPL estimate obtained from 
these equations is necessarily 0o. However, the following result due to Astrom and 
Söderström (1974) will enable us to show that this is indeed the case.
Lemma 3.4.2 Uniqueness — Astrom and Söderström (1974)
Let k(z) be the transform of an ARMA(p,</) model having true transfer 
function k0(z). Assume that (1.1.5) holds and k(z)=a(z)Ab(z) satisfies the 
equations
(3.4.2) Ik0(elu) \2k(eluJy lb(eluy 1e~luuJdu=0, w=l,...,p
2I f  I £ o ( 0  121Ketu) I ~2b( eluy le~lvuJdiJ= 0, v=l 
Then necessarily, k(z)=k0(z).
The factorisation of k(z) is unique when p=p0, q=qo• The proof of this result 
depends on showing that the function
9i(z)=\k0(z)\2k(zy1b(zy2
is analytic inside | z |=1. We point out that the equations (3.4.2) are not the same as 
those obtained via Lemma 3.4.1 for the deterministic SPL estimator. In the SPL 
equations no ^(e1^ )-1 term occurs. However, by precisely the same argument as used 
in Astrom and Söderström (1974) it can be shown that if the equations (3.4.2), 
without the term b(etu)~1, hold, then the function
g2(z)=\ko(z)\2k(zylb(z)-'
is analytic in \z\<\  and again necessarily, k(z)=k0{z). It is this corollary result that 
we use in chapter 4 to show that 0o is the unique global minimum of the SPL 
procedure.
However, since SPL is also an iterative procedure, the asymptotic behaviour of 
the parameter estimate is governed by two limiting processes. Namely, the number 
of iterations n and the sample size T. For the case where T is fixed and n —>oo the 
following version of the fixed—point theorem will suffice.
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Lemma 3.4.3 Fixed Point Theorem — Dieudonne (1960)
Let 7 be a Banach space, V an open ball in 7 centred at y0 of radius ß. Let v 
be a mapping of V into 7 such that \\v(yt) -v(y2)\\ 112/i—2/21 for any pair of
points ?/i,f/2 in V, where k is a constant such that 0<fc<l. Then if 
\\v(yo)-yo\\<ß(^-k) there is one and only one point y such that y =v(y) .
If 9 can be shown to be a consistent estimator of 0o then the asymptotic 
efficiency of the procedure can be considered by establishing a central limit theorem 
(CLT) result. Because of Conditions A we shall need a CLT result for martingales. 
For our purposes, the well known result of Billingsley (1961) is essentially all that is 
needed.
Lemma 3.4.4 Billingsley (1961)
Let e(t) be a stationary, ergodic sequence of martingale differences with 
variance a2. Then
T
r ‘ i l i £( 0  -Lo,<72)
The above result has of course been considerably extended (see Hall and Heyde, 
1980). It will also be necessary to consider the convergence of a square—integrable 
martingale. Following Neveu (1975) we use the term increasing process for a 
monotonically increasing sequence of random variables At say, associated with a 
square—integrable martingale Zt. Then At satisfies
AM - A t=£[Zu l2\7t]-Zt2 , To=0
That is, if Zt— Ej£(s) where £[£($) |^s-i]=0, £[£(s)2]<oo, then /tt=Ej£[£(s)21 J s-i]- 
The following result will be used extensively in chapter 5.
Lemma 3.4.5 Neveu (1975)
Let Zt be a square—integrable martingale such that Zo=0 with which is 
associated the increasing process Tt. Then if
(a) <oo, Zt—>Z <oo a.s.
(b) fi™ At =0°. Zt= o(f(A t)) a.s. 
where f( t)= ta, a >1/2 may be used.
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§3.1 Some Matrix Theory
We conclude this chapter with a discussion of some results from matrix theory. 
In particular, we define what we mean by V(A) where A is a matrix and discuss 
certain properties associated with matrix norms. We do this now so as to avoid 
lengthy diversions in the proofs where these results will be used. Also, we point out 
that the first is considered for notational convenience only. Thus, for a matrix 
A=[aij] we define
(3.5.1) V (4 = [V(flij) ]
where V is the usual gradient operator. Consequently, by the standard rules of 
differentiation and matrix algebra, the following properties may be easily verified.
Lemma 3.5.1 Gradient Formulae
Assume the elements of the matrix X  and the vectors u,v are differentiable 
functions of the parameter 0=(#i,...,0h)- Define V(X) as in (3.5.1). Then if
(a) u—Xv^ V(u) = V(^)(»®/h)+AV(»)
(b) X = uv\ V(X) = v ( t t ) (» '  ® / h ) + a V ( » ' )
(c) X  is square and det(X)^0
V(A_1) -
where /h denotes the h*h identity matrix and ® the tensor product of 
matrices.
For our discussion on matrix norms we follow the comprehensive text by 
Lancaster and Tismenetsky (1985).
Here we confine our attention to norms (denoted by || ||) of square matrices 
which satisfy
(3.5.2) I M 4 1  <  I I 4 I I I 4 I
for all A,B, as well as the usual properties of a normed linear space which we take to 
be Cnxn. Such norms are referred to as matrix norms. Note that not all norms of 
matrices are matrix norms. However, the Euclidean or Frobenius norm
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(3.5.3) IMIla = W « * \ \
1/2
4= [a jj]
and the row sum norm || ||0 introduced in section 3.3 are examples of matrix norms. 
More generally, if  P is nonsingular and || || is a matrix norm, then the function 
g(A)=\\PAP~1\\ is a matrix norm.
Let Ai,...,An be the eigenvalues of A and define the quantity
(3.5.4) =  m<pt{ I Ai I }
This is known as the spectral radius of the matrix A and while it  is not a norm 
can be zero without necessarily T=0), it is intimately connected with the magnitude 
of matrix norms. Indeed, for any matrix norm
(3.5.5) MII>**A
Clearly, it follows from (3.5.5) that the lower bound defined by the spectral radius 
can be achieved by some matrix norms, possibly under certain conditions. For our 
purposes, this is of importance and so we pursue it further. First note that a matrix 
norm is said to be compatible with the vector norm, denoted here by || ||v, if
(3.5.6) l|iMlv<ll4IMIv
holds for all A and x.
It can be shown that for any vector norm
<»«) -  ssHtfD- -
is a matrix norm and is compatible with 
matrix norm compatible with || ||v then, for all A,
v, the function defined by 
ma^ j M*llv
V —1
v  Furthermore, if  || || is any other
j M )  < M U
The function g(A) in (3.5.7) is referred to as the induced matrix norm. Note that the 
row sum norm || ||0 defined in section 3.3 is induced by the vector norm 
||j||0=:mf x | j i |  (also called the infin ity norm).
Of particular importance is the spectral norm, which we denote by || ||s, induced 
by the Euclidean vector norm || H2. Thus,
(3.5.8) M ils =  \\Ax\\2 =  sn
where sn is the largest singular value of A. Note that si corresponds to the spectral
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radius of A* A. Now, i f  A is a normal m a trix  then it  can be shown tha t ||A||s= ^ a and 
hence the lower bound is achieved by using the spectral norm. By "norm al" we 
mean tha t the m a trix  A is un ita rily  sim ilar to a diagonal m a trix  of its eigenvalues. 
Tha t is, there exists some £/, satisfying U *U =I, such that
A = UDU* , D =  d iag(A i,...,An) 
which is equivalent to saying A is normal if f  A*A =  AA *.
Let the m a trix  A now again be general w ith  d is tinct eigenvalues, Ai,...,Am, 
1 <m<n. Consider the m a trix  norm defined by 
(3.5.9) M U =  \\P A R %
where P reduces A to Jordan Canonical Form. That is,
P A P =  d iag (/(A 1),...,J(Am))
where, for l< j  <m
J( Ai) =  diag(A(i,) ...,A(ql) )
.( i)
and the Ak are of the form  X ilr+N\ where N\ = 0 I t -1 0 0 . This decomposition is
unique up to the order of the Jordan matrices J(A i) and Jordan blocks Ak . (We 
mention only tha t the dimensions r  and q tha t appear in  the J(A i) depend on the 
algebraic and geometric m u ltip lic ities  associated w ith  each d istinct eigenvalue Ai). 
The elementary divisors of the m a trix  \ I - P A P ~1 are of the form
( A - A i) r= d e t(A /-A k  ) and if  r = l ,  the elementary divisor is said to be linear. Thus, 
when all the elementary divisors of AI-PAP~l are linear, the Jordan blocks are all 
l x l  matrices. In  this case it  follows tha t the m a trix  norm defined in  (3.5.9) is equal 
to  the spectral radius of A. Since de t(X I-P A P '1)=de t(X I-A ) we have the following 
result.
Lemma 3.5.2
I f  all the elementary divisors of (A I -A )  are linear then for the m a trix  norm 
defined in (3.5.9)
Mil =
Clearly, this is always true i f  A has n d is tinct eigenvales.
PART II
Applications
Chapter 4
Regression Procedures
§4.1 Chapter Outline
In this chapter we investigate the three PLR algorithms defined in section 1.4. 
Namely, the SPL (Al.4.1), LRR (Al.4.2) and HR (Al.4.3) procedures. The 
motivation for using these algorithms has been discussed in the above section so we 
shall not repeat that discussion here. We will however, operate within the same 
context in which these algorithms were presented. That is, where the order of the 
ARM A system is known. (Although from section 1.5, we have seen that these 
algorithms could constitute part of an order selection strategy, at least in the case of 
HR). Thus, the purpose of this investigation is to compare the performance of these 
algorithms in terms of estimating the coefficient vector of an ARM A (p,q) model, 
q>0 (since the procedures are identical for q= 0).
Of course, the theoretical results stated in section 1.4 would suggest that HR is 
the preferred among of the three algorithms. However, these are asymptotic results 
and in accordance with the discussion presented in section 3.1, we check these 
results by simulation. The simulation experiment also provides a guide to the 
practical application of the algorithms and illustrates some of the numerical 
difficulties that can arise.
In the following section we present a more detailed description of the algorithms 
to that given in section 1.4. This will result in a more user—ready form of these 
algorithms and also introduce notation and definitions of quantities that will be 
used throughout this chapter. However, because of the stability problem that arises, 
modifications to the algorithms are necessary and these are described in section 4.3. 
The results obtained from a simulation experiment conducted for the ARM A (1,1) 
case are presented in section 4.4 which bear out the theory. We conclude this
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investigation with the theoretical analysis of the algorithms in section 4.5.
Before starting the investigation we emphasize that the results are of suggestive 
value only since, in practice, there will be no true ARM A structure. Furthermore, 
the orders p,q will need to be determined. However, it is worthwhile considering the 
behaviour of these algorithms under the assumption that a true model exists, since 
this is a situation in which it is essential that the algorithm work well.
§4.2 Algorithms
Having observed j/(£),£=l,...,T, assumed to be generated by (1.2.2), the following 
iteration is suggested by Spliid (1983). At the nth iteration, n= 2,3,..., a0{j),ßo{j) are 
estimated by the coefficients an(j),ßn(j) in the regression
(4.2.1) y(t)= -  S lan(j)y(t-j)+ 
where
(4.2.2) in ( t )= ß 0cta( j ) y ( t - i ) - £ 1ßa , 0
(As the orders are assumed to be known, we omit the zero subscript on p,q for 
notational simplicity). To initiate the procedure an autoregression of order h is used 
to obtain e i ( t ) ,  that is,
h
(4-2.3) y{t)= -£j$>h(.M<-j)+ei(<)
Spliid (1983) suggests using h=p+q. However, the simulation results in section 4.4 
indicate that it may be better to choose h with respect to data, by AIC or BIC for 
example. In this case, the Levinson—Durbin recursion (A 1.2.1) can be used for
(4.2.3) or alternatively, a recursive version of the least squares method (Al.2.2). 
The virtues of these procedures have been discussed in section 1.2 and modifications 
(see next section) may be necessary to avoid bias or stability problems.
Thus, the procedure based on (4.2.1), (4.2.2) is iterated until the bn(j), ßn(j) 
converge. With (4.2.3) this gives the SPL algorithm (Al.4.1) described in section 1.4 
in PLR form. Hence, from (1.4.4), the coefficient vector 0n in the regression (4.2.1)
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can be iteratively calculated as
(4.2.4a) On+i=XnUn, n= 1,2,...
where
T T
(4.2.4b) Xn=rT l^j^xn(t)xn(t) , Un= 'T^^^xn(t)y(t)
At each iteration, xn(t) is constructed using the recursively generated residuals 
obtained via (4.2.2), or if n— 1, the autoregression (4.2.3). For n> 1 however, using 
the 2—transforms,
fln(z) = S Qä„(j)zl, 6n(z) = S 0ßä„(0)=/?„(0) = l , 
(4.2.2) can be written as
tn(t)=an(z)y(t)-(bn(z ) - l )en(t), t >0
where en(t)=y(t)=0, t<0, so that the transfer function from y(t) to cn(t) is given by
(4.2.5) kn(zY1=an(z)/bn(z).
Thus for SPL, 0n+i depends only on 9n and we may put
(4.2.6) 0n*l =fT(0n)=X?~UB.
In the section 4.5.1 we discuss the convergence of SPL under a condition which 
will be related to (1.4.6) given in Proposition 1.4.1 and show there is a T0, 
P(T<oo)=l, such that, for T>T0, there is a unique solution 9 to 0=fT(0) in a 
neighbourhood of 90 and that 9—>0o a.s. Then, also under this condition, it will be 
established that 9n converges locally to 9 a.s. That is, 9n—►9 provided we assume 
that the sequence is initiated within a neighbourhood of 90 and T > T0. However, as 
indicated in section 1.4, the result is unsatisfactory since it relates only to local 
convergence. It seems possible that under (1.4.6) or the condition we shall use, 
global convergence could be established (see section 4.5.1 later), and the results of 
the simulation study (in particular, Figure 1, section 4.4) would appear to support 
this assertion. In any case, as was pointed out by Stoica et al (1985), convergence to 
the true parameter 90 will not always take place and their condition (1.4.6) 
becomes, for the ARMA(1,1) case, a0(l)/?0(l)< l/2 . The effect of this condition is
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well illustrated in section 4.4.
It is from (4.2.5) that the type of numerical problems discussed in section 1.4 
become apparent for the SPL procedure. For example, if b0(z) has a root near \z\<l 
sample fluctuations can often result in bn(z) being unstable. Thus, to avoid possible 
stability problems a check has to be made that hn(z)t0, |z|<l is satisfied at each 
iteration. Methods for monitoring this condition are discussed in the following 
section. Similarly, singularity problems may arise when an(z), bn(z) have near 
common factors. Of course, both these situations are representative of the type of 
critical cases mentioned earlier in section 1.1 and are used extensively in the 
simulation study to compare the three algorithms.
In LRR the residual updating is delayed by replacing j=l,. . . ,q  on the
right in (4.2.2) by en-i[t-j). (Note that this is the same as eliminating (4.2.2) 
altogether and replacing cn-i(t~j) by in (4.2.1)). It follows then, that the
transfer function from y(t) to cn(t) for LRR is 
(4.2.7) kn+iizY^dn+iiz) ~{bn+1(z) - l } k n(zYl
Now, although the iterative calculation (4.2.4) is the same, we do not have (4.2.6) 
as for SPL since, from (4.2.7), it can be seen that 0n+i will depend on all the 
previous iteration estimates, 0n+i-k, k= 1,2,... . (See also Stoica et al, 1985, pl436). 
Also, as k\(z) corresponds to the ^-transform of the autoregression (4.2.3) used to 
initiate the procedure, (4.2.7) is a polynomial with geometrically decreasing weights. 
Thus, no numerical problems should arise even if 0n (temporarily) leaves the 
stability domain. Therefore LRR does not require monitoring.
In section 4.5.2 Proposition 1.4.3 is established which shows that the LRR 
procedure converges when the positive real condition is satisfied. (Local convergence 
in relation to LRR is discussed by Stoica et al, 1985). The restricted sense which was 
referred to in Proposition 1.4.3 concerns the fact we do not show 0n—►6 as is shown 
for SPL but that ||0n-0n|| can be bounded by some <$n depending on n (and T) but 
which may be chosen arbitrarily small. Thus the 0n values do converge in this sense.
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Here, ßn denotes the parameter vector of the LRR regression when the true auto- 
covariances are used. (See section 4.5 later).
The last procedure we consider is HR (Al.4.3) which has three stages denoted by 
HR(j), j=l,2,3. If one of these is iterated we shall write HRn(j), n= 1,2,... for the nth 
iterate and 0n(j) for the corresponding parameter estimate at the nth iteration. 
HR( 1) is the autoregression (4.2.4) where h is chosen to minimize, for example, BIC 
(1.5.1), for h<H^. If HT<(\ogT)a for some integer a<oo then from Proposition 1.5.1 
the h minimizing BIC satisfies Ä=(logT/-21ogp0)(l+ ö(l)) where p0 is the modulus 
of a zero of b0(z) nearest to |^ |=1. For theoretical purposes we shall take h as chi, 
c>  1, where hi is chosen by BIC. However, unless T is very large h is generally 
much smaller than that given by this formula.
From Proposition 1.4.4 HR(2) gives consistent estimates that are asymptotically 
normal. It will be shown that when SPL converges the asymptotic distribution at 
convergence is the same as for HR(2) as asserted in (1.4.14) at the end of section 
1.4. Iteration of HR(2) seems to be of no value. This iteration will converge only 
under the same condition as for SPL and the convergent estimates have the same 
asymptotic distribution as for HRi(2).
We now reconsider the function discussed in section 1.4
(4-2.8) ; l i £e(<)2> £e (0 = Jo  a i M t - f i - Z
where the subscript 0 refers to the dependence of the function ee(£) on parameters 
Thus, putting j?(«-j)=[dce(<)/daO)], £ (f-j)=  - [d t ^ t ) / dß{j)\, we obtain
K*)v(t=y,b(z)((t)=t9(t)
As shown in section 1.4, HR(3) is equivalent to one step of a Gauss—Newton 
optimization of (4.2.8), the optimization commencing from the HR(2) estimates 
a2{j), p2 (j) with the initialization condition, y(t)=0 , t<0 . Since (4.2.8) is just the 
quantity S (0) defined in the modified likelihood Cc(0) (1.3.11), the HR procedure 
corresponds to a Gauss—Newton iteration to optimize a modified likelihood. As the 
effect of the initialization condition is asymptotically negligible, HR should provide
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very good initial estimates from which to commence a full optimization.
It is shown by Hannan and Rissanen (1982) that 0(3) obtained by regressing 
C2 ( t ) + r j ( t ) - £ ( t )  on ( - r j ( t - l ) , . . . , - r j ( t - p ) , £ { t - l ) , . . . , £ ( t - q ) )  has the same
asymptotic distribution as the MLE on Gaussian assumptions. Thus the HR 
procedure is asymptotically efficient and while no asymptotic gain can be made 
from iterating HR(3) there may be some improvement for finite T.
The conclusion that is suggested by these theoretical results is that it seems 
preferable to use HR over SPL or LRR. Since we are proposing these algorithms as 
computationally inexpensive procedures to provide good initial estimates for an 
optimal procedure, local convergence results seem of limited value. Also procedures 
that depend on uncheckable a priori conditions are to be avoided. What is needed is 
a procedure that should always work and will give good initial values. Of the three 
procedures studied only the HR algorithm appears to satisfy these requirements.
We now describe the above procedures in a more user—ready format. All 
procedures commence with the autoregression (4.2.3).
Step I : Parameter Estimate
Input: y i t ) , (n- i ( t ) , ia-i(t),Tja-i(t),p,q,
For n= l, put q=0,(p=h), otherwise p,q are fixed 
Construct:
SPL,LRR,HR(2)
HR(3)
Regress: y(t) on xn-\(t) , SPL,LRR, HR(2)
tn-l(t) + fjn-l{t)-£n-i{t) On Xn-i(t) , HR(3)
Output: regression parameter vector 0n
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Step I I : Convergence Check
If ||0n— 0n-i|| < E then end, otherwise continue 
Step III : Residual Update
Cn(t) = an(z)y(t) -  (bn(z) -  l)e(t), y{t)=e(t)=0, t<0, 
where
and
HR( 3),SPL 
LRR
bn{z)rjn{t)=y(t), bn{z)£n{t)=en(t), ljn(t)=£n{t)=0, t<0
§4.3 Modifications
In practice, it is often necessary to modify aspects of an algorithm in order for it 
to operate successfully. This is because random fluctuations in a small sample may 
cause the estimates of the parameters to occur outside the stability region even 
though the "true" parameters satisfy the conditions required for convergence. Thus, 
if the estimates are not monitored, numerical instability in the algorithm may 
occur. (Of course, some algorithms are designed so as to avoid this problem). In this 
section we discuss a number of modifications in relation to the algorithms discussed 
in the previous section. However some aspects may have general implications. We 
first present the Schur—Cohn Test, then discuss its relevance.
A4.3.1 Schur-Cohn Test
Let p(z)=a(0)+a(l)z+ ... + a (p ) / ,  {a(0),n(p)} /  0. Define,
flr+1 (j) =  ar{0)ar{j)-ar(p -r - j )a T{p-r) , ao(j)=a{j)
The necessary and sufficient condition for all the zeros of p(z) to lie outside 
I z I =1 is that ar(0), r=l,...,p  be all positive.
In HR and SPL a check has to be made in Step I that 6n(^)/0, 12r| <1, since
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otherwise exponential growth can occur in the residuals, eventually resulting in the 
the program running the algorithm to abort. This check can be done by the Schur— 
Cohn criterion above which detects the presence of zeros in \z\<l in a polynomial. 
Should the test fail, then the zeros inside |^|<1 can be "flipped", that is, reflected 
on the unit circle by a procedure due to Wilson (1969). Wilson's procedure exploits 
the covariance structure of a MA(q) process (1.2.9) and uses a Newton Raphson 
procedure to refactorize
(4.3.1) |6(z)|2 = |6k(z)|2, bk(z)iO, |z |< l
to which we referred to earlier in section 1.2 as the spectral factorization of b(z). 
Here, k denotes the iteration number of the Newton Raphson optimizations and as 
shown by Wilson (1969) the factorization procedure has quadratic convergence. 
More importantly, at each iteration a stable bk(z) is produced. Hence, only a finite 
number of iterations need to be actually performed (whether or not the procedure 
has converged). Note that the Schur—Cohn Test and each iteration of Wilson's 
procedure require 0 ( f )  multiplication and divisions. Consequently, it is 
computationally cheaper to only use Wilson's algorithm when (A4.3.1) fails.
An alternative could be to keep using the last stable b(z) in the HR or SPL 
algorithms until a new one is found (a(z) will change at each iteration). This type of 
resetting technique has been shown to provide convergence in other algorithms such 
as RML (Hannan,1980) and covariance resetting in Kalman filtering (Goodwin, 
Elliot and Toeh,1982). However we have not investigated this here.
If p=h is to be initially estimated then the Levinson—Durbin recursion (Al.2.1) 
may be used as discussed in section 1.2, (Al.2.1) but as has been said, it is known 
that this recursion can give large biases if there are poles of k0(z)=a0(z)Ab0(z) near 
|^ |= 1 , (Paulsen and Tjostheim, 1985). These biases are essentially due to a fiction 
inherent in the Toeplitz procedure in that y(t) is treated as if it were zero for t <0 or 
t > T. To avoid this problem a normalized version of the Lattice algorithm discussed 
in section 2.5 could be used. (See Makhoul, 1981, Friedlander, 1982).
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Another way to try to mitigate these effects is to use a taper function on the 
data (Dahlhaus, 1984). Here, we multiply y(t) by a damping function w(t/T) acting 
on the end points of the observed sample. For example, the cosine taper given in the 
reference above could be used:
However, in the simulations conducted here, no significant effect was observed by 
using this taper function and a taper has not been used in the results reported in the 
next section from the simulation study.
§4.4 Simulations
The simulation results reported in this section and in chapter 5 were obtained on 
a VAX/8700 machine. The simulated data was generated using pseudo—normal 
innovations from the subroutine G05DDE in the NAG library. All outputs and 
innovations were initialized to zero and the first 200 outputs discarded from each 
data set to avoid transient start—up effects.
In these simulations we take p=q= 1, which is the simplest case of mixed or 
ARMA—type models but clearly allows investigation of the types of critical cases 
discussed earlier. Of course, problems that manifest themselves in the ARMA(1,1) 
case would certainly do so for higher order models, but in a more complicated 
manner. For example, an ARMA(2,2) model allows for complex roots which can be 
used to create quasi—cyclic behaviour. However, since none of the algorithms or 
monitoring procedures explicitly require the calculation of the roots, we avoid 
complicating the experiment further. Note that for q— 1 however, the PRC is always 
satisfied, so we are restricting ourselves to cases where LRR converges here. Of 
course, this will not be true for SPL as the condition required for convergence is
w(x) =
|[1 -cos(2jre/ p)] 
1
, x e [ 0 , p / 2 ]
. ze  ( p / 2 , l —p/2)
, xe  [ l —p /2 , l]|[1 —cos(2 jr( 1 -x)/p)}
a„(l)/?0(l)< l/2 .
The existence of this condition is clearly evident in Figure 1 which shows the
BELOW
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Figure 1
Contour Plot showing convergence of SPL 
ARMA(1,1) case, T -  1000
SPL - ARMA(1,1) convergence (T=1000)
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performance of SPL, without monitoring, in the first quadrant of the permissible 
parameter space | a0(l) | <1, | ß0(l) | <1. The contour plot represents the number of 
successes out of 100 replications computed at each of the grid points defined by 
Qf0( 1),/?0( 1)—0.1 (0.05)0.95 for a sample size of T=1000. Note that the yellow contour 
level although listed by the plotting routine as ABOVE 88, essentially corresponds 
to the region where 100% success rate occurred. Note also that at a0(l)=/?o(l) the 
system is unidentified and a fault line has been used as shown in Figure 1. The line 
Of0(l)/30( l)= l /2  is also plotted. Here success means that either the iterations ended 
before n—50 because the criterion at step 2, using E='Ti, was satisfied or the 
algorithm was still performing reasonably at n=50.
Thus success as determined by the cutoff at n=50 allows for the case where 
convergence does not eventually occur but instead, oscillates indefinitely about some 
value. This may be generous to SPL as the true value may not be a point of stable 
equilibrium of the iteration, which is the case when <y0(l)ß0(l)>l/2  (see section 
4.5.1). However when 0n oscillated, overflow tended to occur before n= 50 so that a 
failure was recorded and therefore the effect of the generosity may not be large. 
Again we emphasize that Figure 1 pertains to the unmonitored SPL procedure so 
the diagram conforms with the theory and also seems to support the assertion that 
the procedure may be globally convergent when Proposition 1.4.1 is satisfied. (We 
shall return to this point in section 4.5.1)
Of course when monitoring is incorporated in the procedure, the oscillatory 
behaviour discussed above is compensated for. This can be seen from Figure 2 where 
a scatter plot of the iteration points generated by SPL to estimate the true value 
(ao(l),/?o(l))=(0.9,0.6) are shown for 7hj5000. The true point is circled and 
following the estimate based on the AR residuals, labelled 1, the next few iterations 
produce estimates which progressively diverge outwards in oscillatory fashion along 
a straight line until the boundary a0( l ) = l  is reached. After this, monitoring comes 
into effect and the remaining points (simply marked by a cross) are clustered around
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the boundary position.
Figure 2
Scatter Plot of Iteration Points for SPL 
&0( 1) = 0.9 , ß0(l) = 0.6 , T = 5162
1.001
aß  = 0.5
0 .9 0 -
0 . 8 5 -
0 .8 0 -
0.75
This behaviour is also shown in the following surface plots. In Figures 3 and 4 
the quantity dn=\\9n-9 0\\ (labelled NORM) is plotted over n (labelled iter) and T 
where T ranged from 100 to 25000 (with the actual values chosen to have equal 
increments on the natural logarithmic scale). On the plots the T values have been 
coded with 1 corresponding to 7=100 and 15 corresponding to 7=25000. Clearly, 
for Figure 3 a plateau—like shelf is formed regardless of sample size with only the 
first iteration estimate of 0o appearing to converge properly.
In contrast, Figure 4 depicts the situation when 0o corresponding to (0.9,0.5) is 
estimated. Note that ot0(l)ß0(l)=OA5 which is just inside the boundary. Although 
oscillation docs occur, particularly at the smaller values of 71, the result shows that
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Figure 3
Surface Plot showing convergence of SPL at a0(l)= 0.9, /?o(l)=0.6 
dn=\\0n-0o\\ , ra=2,...,50, T =  100,...,25000
SPL convergence at (0.9^0.6)
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Surface Plot showing convergence of SPL at ao(l)=0.9, /?o(l)=0.5 
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asymptotically, convergence to the true value will occur. Interestingly however, the 
estimates only seem to improve as T increases and not, a5 might at first have been 
expected, with increasing n also. This in fact, conforms with the asymptotic theory 
as we shall see in the next section.
Clearly then, there is little purpose in comparing SPL with other methods unless 
we take a0(l)ß0(l)<l/2.  Thus for the remainder of the simulation study we restrict 
ourselves to cases where the above condition is satisfied.
A large number of simulations were performed incorporating the design factors 
P=parameters, T=sample size, M=AR  order and T=algorithm. To ensure 
homogeneous results, all levels of the A/, A factors were processed at each 
replication of a P, T level. The P levels were chosen as representative of various 
types of critical cases and the sample sizes ranged from 100 to 1000. The three
Table 1
Simulations: ao(l)= -0 .5 , /?o(l)=0.9, T=250, P=0.04, 200 Replications
A LG M FAIL IT E R IF L P
1 1 1
P a ra m e te r  E s tim a te s
A R s.e .(A R ) M A s.e.(M A )
SPL 1 3 7.99 118 -0 .4 7 8 6 0.0897 0.8473 0.1294
2 1 4.94 38 -0 .4 9 9 8 0.0706 0.8482 0.0789
3 2 5.61 38 -0 .4 9 7 0 0.0716 0.8496 0.0792
4 3 5.71 42 -0 .4 9 0 7 0.0780 0.8467 0.0990
L R R 1 0 3.35 0 -0 .5 0 1 9 0.0693 0.7853 0.0772
2 0 2.17 0 -0 .4 9 8 7 0.0684 0.8275 0.0714
3 0 2.10 0 -0 .4 9 8 7 -0.0686 0.8251 0.0712
4 0 2.07 0 -0 .4 9 9 5 0.0688 0.8097 0.0742
H R 1 0 3.52 10 -0 .4 9 2 1 0.0656 0.8728 0.0573
2 0 2.57 0 -0 .4 9 5 8 0.0606 0.8692 0.0531
3 0 2.65 0 -0 .4 9 6 2 0.0607 0.8685 0.0528
4 0 2.84 0 -0 .4 9 6 7 0.0608 0.8679 0.0521
KEY: M levels: 1 =p+q, 2=21ogT, 3=AIC, 4=BIC
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tables presented here illustrate the results for two important critical cases, namely 
|/?|«1 and a  « ß and are representative (with respect to the sample size T) of the 
simulation results in general. By this we mean that for a fixed P level, uniform 
improvement in all the summary statistics listed in the Tables (except for ITER) 
was observed as T increased.
Table 2
Simulations: <*0 (1 )= -0.5, /?o(l)=0.9, T=1000, E— 0.01, 50 Replications
A LG M FA IL IT E R IF L P P a ra m e te r  E s tim a te s
A R s.e .(A R ) M A s.e .(M A )
S P L 1 0 7.00 20 -0 .4 9 5 2 0.0408 0.8907 0.0325
2 0 3.46 40 -0 .4 9 8 3 0.0398 0.8869 0.0332
3 0 4.10 40 -0 .4 9 8 1 0.0398 0.8871 0.0331
4 0 4.72 36 -0 .4 9 6 6 0.0396 0.8890 0.0326
L R R 1 0 6.78 0 -0 .5 0 0 7 0.0345 0.8558 0.0356
2 0 2.32 0 -0 .4 9 9 5 0.0345 0.8757 0.0325
3 0 2.42 0 -0 .4 9 9 7 0.0345 0.8748 0.0325
4 0 2.26 0 -0 .4 9 9 8 0.0347 0.8664 0.0327
H R 1 0 4.52 0 -0 .4 9 9 4 0.0298 0.8911 0.0183
2 0 2.74 0 -0 .4 9 9 4 0.0298 0.8911 0.0182
3 0 2.78 0 -0 .4 9 9 4 0.0298 0.8912 0.0183
4 0 2.94 0 -0 .4 9 9 5 0.0298 0.8910 0.0183
In the tables the E  value corresponds to that used in the convergence check of 
step II, M  denotes the AR order levels (given in the key below Table 1) and FAIL is 
the number of failures that occurred for a given M, A. These failures were in 
addition to the specified number of replications and recorded in the following 
manner.
For each replication every level of M, A was performed and unless all levels were 
successful (in the same sense as previously defined for Figure 1 but with the 
prescribed E value), only the FAIL indicator was updated. Hence, the same number 
of replications were used to calculate the summary statistics in each of the tables.
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ITER is the average number of iterations taken for each M,A and IFLP is included 
to indicate the number of times the b(z) was found to be unstable for each M,A. 
Monitoring b(z) in this case simply consisted of replacing /?n(l) by l / ß n(l) before 
the next iteration, however for general q the monitoring procedures discussed in the 
previous section would need to be incorporated in the algorithm. (Note that from 
Stoica et a/, 1985, monitoring for LRR would seem not to be required. However, we 
have not investigated that here).
In comparing the last three levels of M  note that asymptotically AIC and BIC 
will choose the order as logT/(—21og|/30(l) | ) (Proposition 1.5.1). For Table 1 the 
M= 2 level, 21ogT, is 11 and for Tables 2 and 3 it is 14. The asymptotic value for 
AIC, BIC for Table 1 is about 51ogT, however the observed values will be much 
smaller and about the same as the M= 2 level. (See also Hannan and Kavalieris, 
1986, Table 1).
Table 3
Simulations: <ao(l)=0.5, /?o(l)=0.6, T=1000, £=0.20, 50 Replications
A LG M FA IL IT E R IF L P
1 n f
P a ra m e te r  E s tim a te s
A R s.e .(A R ) M A s.e.(M A )
S P L 1 3 9.12 58 0.3426 0.3154 0.4380 0.3230
2 3 12.26 103 0.2366 0.2933 0.3237 0.2882
3 1 11.24 84 0.3150 0.2964 0.4096 0.2946
4 1 10.18 46 0.3337 0.2906 0.4327 0.2967
L R R 1 0 * 3.10 55 0.3893 0.3067 0.4805 0.2894
2 0 2.66 11 0.3108 0.3035 0.4089 0.3038
3 0 2.26 9 0.3421 0.2824 0.4408 0.2793
4 0 2.20 9 0.3581 0.2807 0.4567 0.2771
H R 1 0 2.16 15 0.3748 0.3163 0.4729 0.3094
2 0 4.36 11 0.3385 0.3176 0.4376 0.3163
3 0 4.28 6 0.3584 0.2665 0.4616 0.2651
4 0 5.18 6 0.3761 0.2704 0.4780 0.2650
With reference to Table 3 it is worthwhile noting that the specified model is
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close to white noise. (Indeed, AIC and BIC were found to select values around the 
M - 1 level, which in this case is p+ q=  2). Thus the accuracy of the parameter 
estimates would be better described by a variance measure relative to the line a = ß . 
This corresponds to a rotation through 45° to new coordinate parameters (x ,ip ) say. 
For example for HR with AIC (M=3) the asymptotic standard errors with the 
corresponding sample standard errors given in brackets, are 0.0213 (0.0228) 
perpendicular to the line a = ß  and 0.2601 (0.3881) parallel to a = ß . This illustrates 
that a wide range of parameter values close to the line a = ß  will produce models 
with characteristics very similar to the data generating mechanism. Hence, very 
large samples are needed to distinguish between them. This will also be true in the 
general case so that in practice, one might consider Fitting a reduced order model.
Table 4
Asymptotic Standard Deviations
T able
S im u lation
P aram eters ( a , ß )
T SPL
Ct ß
H R
a  3
1 ( - 0 .5 ,0 .9 ) 250 0 .064 0.065 0 .057 0 .028
2 ( - 0 .5 ,0 .9 ) 1000 0.032 0.033 0.028 0 .014
3 (0 .5 ,0 .6 ) 1000 0.239 0.221 0 .192 0 .177
Table 4 shows the standard deviations obtained from the asymptotic formulae 
derived in the following section. Clearly, only the results of Table 2 appear to agree 
reasonably although the AR standard errors for SPL seem somewhat inflated. Thus, 
for these rather critical cases the asymptotic theory will be accurate only for large 
sample sizes.
The conclusion from the tables is that it is better in general to use AIC or BIC 
(or 21ogT) than a Fixed AR order. However the E  value used will cause the 
algorithm to "over—iterate" if this is small relative to the standard error. So far as 
the need to reflect zeros LRR and HR do the best. (Again, this may not be required
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for LRR). For HR, this is due to the fact that from n= 2 on the parameter estimates 
are asymptotically efficient (Proposition 1.4.4) and therefore zeros are less likely to 
be outside the stability region and for LRR, the transfer function is an all—pole 
filter. The greater accuracy of the HR estimates is evident from the tables.
Note that the results shown in the tables are for the HR procedure where HR(3) 
is iterated. However, for Tables 1 and 2 the results are only marginally better than 
those obtained from the noniterated HR(3), except at the M= 1 level. At the M=1 
level, the noniterated procedure produced a larger standard error for the MA 
estimate. Note also from the Tables, that for M> 1, the number of iterations was less 
than n= 3 (HR(2) is counted as one iteration), hence the HR(3) stage was not 
always iterated. In contrast while comparable errors were obtained to those of Table 
3, the noniterated HR(3) estimates were closer to the true values. Thus while some 
improvement may be obtained through iteration in general, the last case shows that 
this may not necessarily be true.
The number of iterations clearly does not favour the SPL procedure and for the 
same number of calculations per iteration LRR is preferable. It will be seen in the 
section 4.5.3 that iterating HR(2) seems of no value and while both LRR and SPL 
have fewer calculations per iteration than HR(3) (rjn(t),£n(t) do not have to be 
formed) there is no argument for using either as input to HR(3) and it seems wiser 
to iterate the asymptotically efficient pocedure. Furthermore we have considered 
only cases where SPL will converge and as will be shown in the next section LRR is 
dependent on the PRC. The full HR procedure discussed in section 1.5 always 
converges when AIC or BIC are used even when p,q are unknown (Hannan and 
Kavalieris, 1984a).
§4.5 Theoretical Analysis
In the following we assume that conditions A of section 3.2 hold and without loss 
of generality we shall take 0o=l since all the estimates for 0o are scale free. Because
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we deal with each algorithm separately we shall not introduce a special notation for 
SPL, LRR as this will only make the notation burdensome. However to distinguish 
between the estimates obtained from HR(2), HR(3) we shall write 0(2), 0(3) 
respectively. Later we will also discuss the 0n(2) sequence.
We now introduce the quantity 0n, computed as for 0n, but using the true 
autocovariances 7(r) in place of the sample estimates. Thus, 0n is a theoretical 
quantity and we shall refer to properties concerning 0n as "deterministic". For 
example, 0n for SPL minimizes
(4.5.1) ^  f  I k0(elu) 121 a(eu)-{b(eluJ) -l}&n_i(eia;)-112du, n =  2,3,...
where k0(z)=b0{z)/a0(z), kn(z)=bn(z)/an(z). Therefore, as in (4.2.6), we also have 
0n+1=/(0n)  for SPL. Similarly, 0n for LRR minimizes (4.5.1) but with
(4.5.2) A;n(^)"1=fln(^)-{0n(^)“ l}^n-l(^)'1 , 
as the deterministic transfer function from y(t) to cn(t).
By the ^—transforms ciq(z), b^z) we mean
(4.5.3) ae(z)=J0ttOy' be( z )=S0ß(j)J, a(0)=/?(0)=l ,
where O' Thus, we shall write ae(z),ke(z),6e(t) etc for
these functions evaluated at a point 0 when such notation can be meaningfully 
applied to the algorithms. (For example, ke(z) makes sense for SPL but not LRR).
For simplicity we will often omit the argument elu in expressions such as (4.5.1) 
and unless otherwise stated, the limits of integration over u  are —7r,7r. However, it is 
usually easier to evaluate these integrals over | z\ =1. This is because
^  f  g(e'u)du = ±  <f g(z)z-'dz ,
so that if z~1g(z) is analytic in 12:| <1, the resulting integration is zero. Finally, the 
numbering system will be indexed according to the algorithm being analysed for 
clarity.
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4.5.1 SPL
As mentioned above, when expected values are used (4.2.6) becomes
(4.5.S1) 0 n +l =f{9n)=Xn1Un
where
(4.5.S2) X n=£[xn(t)xn(t)'] = ^ f  | ko\2vnvn*dcü
un=£[xn{t)y(t)] = ^ f  \k0\2vndcü
and
(4.5.S3) vn{z) '=(-z , . . . , -zp,zkn(zy \ . . . , 2*kn(zy1)
Since we can also define k ^ z y ^ a ^ z ) / b$(z) for SPL, the functions in (4.5.S2) can be 
evaluated at a point 9. Thus
(4.5.S4) J(9)=X-0\
is well defined and of course, f{90)=90. We shall write X0, u0 for the functions Xe, 
Uq evaluated at 90. Therefore v0{z) is defined as in (4.5.S3) but using k0(z)A so that, 
as in (1.2.3), x0(t)=v0(z)y(t) contains lagged values of y(t) and the true innovations 
e(t). Note that here, xn(t)=vn(z)y(t) and means that xn(t) is evaluated at 9=9n 
which differs from the definition of xn{t) given in (4.2.4b). There, xn(t) is the result 
at 9=9n.
If we assume the calculations are of Toeplitz type then, Ae for example, can be 
written as
(4.5.55) I(u)vM*dU,/(a>)=r1| | 1j/(<)ei'“
Thus, we also have
(4.5.56)
As discussed in section 3.4 the use of Toeplitz assumptions will not affect the results 
of the asymptotic analysis and is more convenient to use. We now consider the 
convergence of SPL adopting the approach indicated in section 4.2.
Convergence
We first evaluate the gradient of f{9) at 90.
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Lemma 4.5.Si
The gradient of f(0) defined in (4.5.S4), evaluated at 0=0o is given by
(4.5.57) Vf(0o)=I-XölDo 
where D0 is defined below
Proof:
Note that (4.5.S4) can be written as
} { 9 ) = 9 + X l \ ,
where
r*= h  / l * o l W  du
Thus, at 0o
(4.5.58) r0= ~  J k0v0du = ~  (fi k0v0z~xdz = 0
since the vector function k0(z)v0(z)z~1 has components of the form
which are analytic in \z\<l (from (1.1.5), b0(z)±0, |z |< l). Then, from 
Lemma 3.5.1 and using (4.5.S8) we have
V/(0o)-/+Vo(X01)(ro®/)+X81Vo(re)
=/+Xö1V0(re)
where V0 means that the gradient is to be evaluated at 0o. Now
(4.5.59) V0(re)= ^  f  |fco|2{Vo(t'e)^o"1+r'oVo(fce"1)}da) 
and since
Vo(^)=Vo(f0) =  bö^Up' f i]-aobö2[0,uq'] = - b ^ v 0'
where um'= (^ ,...,/1), it follows that the term involving V0(^e)fe1 in (4.5.S9) 
leads to a function which is analytic in |^|<1. Consequently, its integral is 
therefore zero and we obtain
A>= -Vo(r0) = ^ f \k0\2K 1 v0Vo*du 
The result now follows.
To establish a convergence result for the SPL estimate of 60 we shall require the
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following condition which may be compared with (1.4.6) in Proposition 1.4.1 of 
section 1.4.
Condition 4.5.SI
\\I-XölD0\\ < 1
Clearly, this condition is the least restrictive when \\I-Xö{D0\\ is equal to the 
spectral radius of I-Xö{D0. (Recall from section 3.5 that the spectral radius is 
defined as the modulus of the largest eigenvalue). Thus, we shall take || || to be the 
matrix norm defined in (3.5.9) since by Lemma 3.5.2, its value is the spectral radius 
if the elementary divisors of the matrix are linear. We point out however, that in 
the actual proof of convergence any matrix norm compatible with the corresponding 
norm for vectors, may be used. Also, note that Condition 4.5.SI is not the same as 
the Stoica et al (1984) condition given in Proposition 1.4.1 since the spectral radius 
may not always be obtained. For the ARMA(1,1) case (writing a0(l)= a , ß0(\)=ß  
for simplicity) we have
7 ( 0 )  - r
* 0 =
- 1  1
7 D 0 —
- 1  1
Thus,
_ j  ß \- 1  '
<* P [ - I  ( i - c ? ) l ( l - a ß ) \
which has distinct eigenvalues 0 and - a ß / ( l -aß).  Condition 4.5.Si therefore 
requires that a0(l)ß0(l)<l/2  which was previously indicated as the condition 
required for convergence for SPL in this case. Its effect is well illustrated in the 
simulations of section 4.4.
Lemma 4.5.S2
There is a closed ball #dRp+q of positive radius about 60 and a T0, 
P(T0<oo)=l, such that for T>T0 and OeB the smallest and largest 
eigenvalues of Ae, denoted by Amin(Af0), Amax(Ae), satisfy,
(4.5.S10) 0 < Ci < Amin(A0) < Amax(A0) < C2 <  00
where A0 is given by (4.5.S5)
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Proof:
Now for some closed ball #c!Rp+q about #0, the function k§(z)~x=%(z)lb§(z) 
will be a continuous function of 0 since b0(z)±0, 12r| <1. Thus VqVq* is also a 
continuous function in B and therefore Xq satisfies the conditions 
of Lemma 3.4.1. Hence
A0— A^0 ß.s.
uniformly for OeB. Consequently, T0 may be chosen so that -X e differs by 
an arbitrarily small amount and it is sufficient to show (4.5.S10) holds for 
the eigenvalues of Ar0.
Let £ be an eigenvector of Ar0 with £'£=!. Then 
A(Xe) = t  Xe(= ±  f  I *o|2* 'W « w  
>mi,n I k0(e,u) \2 ~  f t  i>eve*(du>
>0
since k0(z)±0, |^|<1 and the quantity in brackets is nonzero in some 
nondegenerate neighbourhood around 0o. This is because otherwise
, , 6«(e‘“) Sj=o t i * p * i e ' ,W
e(e ae(e’“) E g
which is a contradiction if p,q are the true orders of a0, ö0. Similarly, an 
upper bound can be established and the Lemma is proved.
Lemma 4.5.S3
There is a closed ball #clRp+q about 0o such that, uniformly in OeB, 
/T(0)—►/(<?), V/T(0)-+V/(0) a.s. as T—►oo
Proof:
Consider
(4.5.S11) fT( 0 ) - m = X ^  uQ- X ~ , \
= Xq1 (W0-W0) +  X 01 (Xq~Xq)Xq Uq
□
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By Lemma 4.5.S2, T0 may be chosen such that Xq{ , uniformly in 9, is 
bounded for some closed ball B about 90. In proving Lemma 4.5.S2, it was 
also shown, uniformly for 9eB, that Xq—>Xq a.s. Hence the second term in 
(4.5.S11) converges a.s. to zero. Since
« e =  h  f  I(u})%du
also satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.4.1, uniformly for 9eB, Üq—>Uq 
a.s. Thus the first term in (4.5.S11) also converges to zero and the first part 
of the Lemma is established.
For the second part of the Lemma it is sufficient to show that, uniformly 
for 9eB, V(i£0)—►V(mq) a.s., V(JT0)—*V(X0) a.s. since then
Vir(#)=V(Xe1 «el
= i e-‘ V(X9)(ie‘ H®I)+X? V(«e)
converges a.s. and uniformly for 9eB to V/(0). Now
V ( « e ) =  f
and
(4.5.S12) V ( f 0) =
0
WqVffce1)
Thus V(ü0) is a continuous function in B and therefore by Lemma 3.4.1
V(«e)—►V(tte) a.s. ,
and uniformly in 9tB
We may proceed in exactly the same way for V(X0). Thus,
V ( * e )  = h f  J M V f o V ) * « '
where
v(»eV )  =
using Lemma 3.5.1. From (4.5.S12) it can be seen that V(v0v0*) will also be a 
continuous function in B so that V(X0) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 
3.4.1 and we have, uniformly for 9eB,
V(Xe)->V(Xe) a.s.
□
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From Lemma 4.5.S3 it follows that fT(0o)—►/(#o)=90 a.s. and we now show the 
following.
Lemma 4.5.S4
90 is the unique solution to 9 =f(0).
Proof:
If 9=f(9) then Xq9 - uq=  0 which means the following equations hold:
(4.5.S13) ^  J*\k0( e u) \2kQ(etuy 1e~tuudu = 0, u=
f  \ko(etu) \2\k6(e‘u’)\'2e~’’’ud u =  0,
It follows from Lemma 3.4.2 that necessarily any kQ(z)'1=a§(z)lÖq(z) 
satisfying (4.5.S13) is k0(z). Since p=p0, (p=Qo it follows that 90 is the unique 
solution to 9=f(9).
□
Theorem 4.5.S1
There is a closed ball B about 90 and a T0, P(T0<oo)=l such that for T>T0 
there is a unique solution in B to fT(9)=9. Call this solution 9. Then also
9 —>90 a.s. as T—► oo
Proof:
Let 9 denote a point lying on the line segment joining 9\ and 92 which lie in 
B. Hence 9 also lies in B and in particular, we take 9 to be the point such 
that
l | V / T ( « ) l l = o < X  I I V / t ( 0 i + < ( 0 2 - 0 > ) | |
Then from Dieudonne (1960, Result 8.5.4) we have that
Since ||V/(0O)||<1 under Condition 4.5.Si it follows from Lemma 4.5.S3 that 
we may choose B, of positive radius v say, small enough and T0 large enough, 
such that, for 9eB and T>T0, ||Vjj,(0)||<l. Consequently ||Vjj,(0)||<1 giving
Also by Lemma 4.5.S3 fT(90)—>90 a.s. Thus we may choose T0 such that
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(4.5.S14) \\fT(0o)-0o\\<S, T> T0, 5 < v(l-c )
It now follows from the Fixed Point Theorem of Lemma 3.4.3 that for T >T0 
there is a unique solution in B to f^(9)=9 which we denote by 9.
Suppose 9 —£+90 a.s. Then there is a set of realizations with positive 
probability such that 9 -f->90 for this set, since from some T0 on, the 9 
vectors will be in B. Thus with positive probability there are sequences 7j 
such that 9(j)—>9\t90 (where 9(j) is 9 for 7 j ) .  But then
(the last part by Lemma 4.5.S4), which is a contradiction. Hence 9—>90 a.s
□
It remains to show that 9n—►9 as n—►oo, which is now done.
Theorem 4.5.S2 Local Convergence of SPL
Assume Condition 4.5.Si holds. Then there exists a nondegenerate 
neighbourhood T about 90 and a T0 with P(T0<oo)=l, such that 9 eT for 
T > T0. Thus, as n—>oo
9n—>0 a.s.
if the sequence is initiated inside Tand T>T0.
Proof:
The proof essentially follows Jennrich (1969, Theorem 8). We first point out 
that N may be contained within B used above and T0 may be larger than 
previously used. Now
L . i - e = f T( 9 n) - f T(§)
Hence, again using the result of Dieudonne (1960, Result 8.5.4),
IIA..1-8 || = ||/t(4 ) - / t (^)|| < l|V/T(«)||||ön-ö  II 
where now, 9 is the point lying between 9n and 9 such that ||Vj^(^)|| = 
0<K i — ^ n)||- By exactly the same argument as used in the
proof of Theorem 4.5.SI, there exists a closed ball Tof positive radius about 
90 such that, for 9eNand T>T0 with T0 sufficiently large, ||VJ^(0)||<1. Since
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9 —>90 a.s. by Theorem 4.5.Si we may choose T0 such that 0 eTfor T>T0. 
Thus if 0neTand T>T0, then
||^n+l —^  || < c\\On-0  || , C <  1 ,
since now ||Vjj,(0)||<c<l as Ö e/. Hence 0n+i also lies in M. It follows that 
when the sequence 9n is initiated inside M for T > T0, it remains in N if 
Condition 4.5.SI is satisfied. Furthermore, 9n—>9 a.s. (as n—>oo) since 
|| O n - 0  || < Cn_2|| §2 ~9 ||.
□
Thus we have shown that subject to Condition 4.5.SI 9n converges locally to 9. 
But as we have said earlier, the result is unsatisfactory to the extent that it relates 
only to local convergence. Indeed, in view of the simulation results presented in 
section 4.4, particularly Figure 1, it seems plausible that the SPL procedure is 
globally convergent subject to Condition 4.5.SI. However, in fairness to the reader, 
this assertion is based on a trend observed in the pattern of the contour plot of 
Figure 1 as the sample size increased from T=100 to T=1500 (not shown). Namely, 
the uniform expansion, with increasing T, of the yellow contour level towards the 
fault line a0(l)=Ä>(l) and the line a0(\)ß0(l)=l/2.  Thus Figure 1 is representative 
of the state of the trend at T=1000.
The way to prove the SPL procedure is globally convergent (for T>T0, 
P(T0<oo)=1 under Condition 4.5.SI) would be to construct a Lyapunov function. 
(See Hirsch and Smale, 1974). The obvious candidate is d£ - d 2 , where a 2 is the 
residual variance for the regression corresponding to 9 (and 9 is unique by Theorem 
4.5.SI) and dn is the residual variance for the regression defining 9n. (By Theorem 
4.5.S2, 9n—>9 locally). However, we have been unable to establish that d£ is 
monotonically decreasing (in n). The main problem here is that, as a result of 
(4.2.2), no direct relationship exists between d£ and dn-i and it is not obvious that 
that dn either for T large or for the deterministic case, T =oo. Consequently,
we have not established that d£ - d 2 is a Lyapunov function for T>T0 and some
T0 with P(T0<oo)=l.
Central Limit Theorem
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Stoica et al (1984) derive a central limit theorem (CLT) result for JT(9~90) as 
given in Proposition 1.4.2. (They assume independence for the e(t) but Conditions A 
will suffice). In the above reference they assume that the limit 9 (as n—►oo) exists 
and is a consistent estimate of 90 (as T-*oo), at least in probability. Of course, this 
is the hard part of the proof and as we have seen a.s. convergence holds. The local 
convergence of SPL is discussed later in Stoica et al (1985, pl432). However, the 
argument is heuristic and pertains only to the deterministic form of SPL, (4.5.SI). 
Also, accepting that their equation (2.9) is to be considered as only approximately 
true, the subsequent assertion that, "It then follows that [Al . f . l ]  is locally 
convergent to [90] iff [Proposition l . f . l  holds}', (where [ ] denotes terminology 
expressed in notation we use) seems somewhat expedient. The result given in 
Proposition 1.4.2 is also obtained heuristically in Spliid (1983) for the vector ARMA 
case.
Since for SPL, 9n converges locally to 6 by Theorem 4.5.S2 we are in the same 
position as when we consider the asymptotic distribution of a ML estimator. That 
is, we act as if we have actually found 9 and use its distribution.
Theorem 4.5.S3 Asymptotic Normality for SPL
Assume Theorem 4.5.S2 holds so that 0n—1>9 ,n—>oo. Then
y/T(9-90) ~AN(0,ng)
where
(4.5.515) n s=Dö'X0(DölY
Proof:
Consider the function
(4.5.516) gT(6)=fT(0)-8
= ^ e ' («0  - ^ o 0)
= * e ‘
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assuming that the calculations are of Toeplitz type. As gT(0)=O by the 
definition of 0, expanding the components of (4.5.S16) in a Taylor series 
about 0O gives
(4.5.S17) 0= [/T(^ o )-M j+ V ^ T(^ p j(^ -^ o ) , j= l,...,p + ?
where IE ]j denotes the jth element of that quantity and 0) is some point on 
the line segment joining 0 and 0O. By Theorem 4.5.SI 0j—>0O a.s. for each 
j= l,...,p+q. Now
VsT(0)=V/T(Ö )-/
so that by Lemma 4.5.S3, V#T(0)—>V f ( 0 ) - I  a.s. as T—►oo, uniformly in 0. 
Thus the matrix [V[#T(0j)]j] derived from (4.5.S17) converges a.s. to
V/(0o )-I=-X-0lD0
From (4.5.S16)
fT(0o)-0o=X£l 
T
where Ad1 =T~1iY,lx0(t)x0(t)/—►Aö1 a.s. Thus
^T ($ -e0)=-[Vg(80)}-lX il r l/\ l lXo(t)e(t) + oP(l)
By Lemma 3.4.4, x0(t)i(t)is asymptotically normal with mean zero 
and variance A0. It follows that y/T(0-00) is asymptotically normal with 
mean zero and variance
[ V^ ( ^ o) ]_1 ^ ö1 A0 Aö1 [Vg{0o)'}_1 = Dö1X0XöiX0(Dö1) ' = ftg.
□
4.5.2 LRR
Here, we establish a form of global convergence for LRR under the positive real 
condition (1.4.11). (Throughout this section the abbreviation PRC will be used for 
the positive real condition). Note that the local convergence result given by Stoica 
et al (1985) for a step—variable form of LRR is not appropriate here since the last 
part of (1.4.9) would not be satisfied for a unit gain sequence {//n}, //n= l Vra. Also, 
their proof is heuristic and if followed to its conclusion through Ljung and
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Söderström (1983) and Ljung (1977) would seem to be incomplete. (Note that these 
last two references deal with on-line estimation whereas the present case is off-line 
where there are two limiting processes, n and T, so the transition is not obvious). 
However, we shall not pursue this further and point out that their result that the 
PRC is needed is correct and enlightening.
Convergence
Consider first 0n obtained from minimizing (4.5.1) with (4.5.2). The 
minimization of (4.5.1) is effected by regressing y(t) on the regressor 
(4.5.L1)
where this is the true regression using 7 (r). From (4.5.2)
(4.5.L2) €n(t)=kn(z)'1y(t)
=an(z)y(t)-(bn(z) - l )en-i(t)
=y(t)-0a' Xn-i(t)
Since cn(t) is the residual from the regression above and is therefore orthogonal to 
xn-\(t), we have the following
(4.5.L3) £[en(t)2]=£[en(t)y(t)}=(rl,
£[en{t)e{t)]=£[y{t)c{t)}=l,
remembering that we have taken the residual variance of the innovation process 
r(£), (which is also orthogonal to zn-i(£)), as <Jo=l. Clearly a \> \  since <7n=l would 
imply (4.5.1) had been globally minimized which is only true if kn(z)~1=k0(zy1. As 
h(z)~x is the 2—transform of the initial autoregression (calculated using expected 
values), k^z)'1 is for any given n, a finite polynomial so that equality is not 
possible. We now prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4.5.L1 Deterministic Convergence for LRR
For the deterministic LRR procedure, 0n—+0o, as n—*oo, under the positive 
real condition (1.4.11).
Proof:
Consider the regression of a0{z)y(t) on xn(t) as defined in (4.5.L1). Since this
no
is only adding a linear combination of the regressor variables already present 
in xn(t), the residual variance oi+i has not changed. Similarly we could 
consider the regression of a0(z)y(t)~(b0(z)- l ){cn(t)/ al} on xn(t). Again the 
residual variance is oi+i. But a0{z)y(t)=b0{z)e(t)=e(t)+(b0{z)-l)e(t) and 
since e(t) is orthogonal to xn(t) the residual variance of the regression of 
u(t)=(b0(z)- l){e(t)~(en(t)/ crl)} on xn(t) is an+i-1. Note that by the PRC, 
*n+l “ l< £ [ u { t ) 2] = ^  f  \ k 0 \ 2\ b 0- l \ 2\ k ö l - ( T n 2k n \2 d u
~h f  l ^ o | 2 | t f - ^ n 2^n1| 2
= £ [ { e ( t ) - ( e n ( t ) / a 2) }2}
(4.5.L4) =£n__L
o  n
using (4.5.L3). (Similarly, the same argument may be used for 
u(t)=(b0(z)-l)c(t)  to show that <7n<2). Hence, it follows that o i - l  is 
monotonically decreasing to zero.
Of course, the parameter estimate ^n+i> say, has changed and for the 
regression of Lü(i)=(b0{z)- l ) (e( t) -en(t)) on xn(t) is given by 
ipn^=Xn1S[xn{t){a0(z)y{t)-e(t)-(b0(z)-l)€n{t)}]
= X i1un-X ä 1^ S l a0(j)£[xa( t ) ( -y{ t - j ) )]+S1ß0(j)£[xa(t)(a{ t - j ) ] J  
Since £[xn{t){-y(t-j))], £[xn(t)en(t-j)] correspond to the jth and (p+j)th 
columns of Xn respectively, multiplication by Xn of these quantities simply 
results in the product corresponding to the appropriate elementary unit 
column vector of /P+q. Hence
^n+l— $n+l do
Now,
ol +1 -1 =£[( u( t) -  ^ n+l ' Xn ( t) )2] 
=£[u(t)2]-ll) n+l'An^n+l
1—^n+1 AnV’n+l
Thus, it follows from (4.5.L4) that ^n+i7 An^n+i is also monotonically
I l l
decreasing to zero and since the smallest eigenvalues of An and A0 are 
bounded below by a strictly positive quantity, we have that —>0. That is,
0n— 00-
□
We now discuss the convergence of 9n. Note that we do not have 0n+i=jp(0n), 
9 = f (9)  as for SPL and one would need to insert 9n.\,...9\ in the argument of f . 
Thus, the method of Jennrich (1969) may not be used for LRR since now 
9n+i=fT{9n) does not hold.
Theorem 4.5.L2 Restricted Convergence of 0n for LRR
Let 0n, 9n be the sample and deterministic parameter estimates obtained for 
the LRR procedure. Assume Conditions A hold and that the positive real 
condition is satisfied. Then
(4.5.L5) ||0„-0„|| < c„Qx, QT=(loglogT/r)1/2
where cn is a constant that depends on n.
Proof:
Assume (4.5.L5) holds up to n. We will show it holds at n+1. Since
0n+l— 0n+l= A n*tfn — A'i/Wn
= X n\un-Un) + Xn1(Xn- X n)9n>l
it is sufficient to show the elements of An-A n, un- u n can be bounded by 
some cn+iQT say. (Note An1 will be bounded since 9n—>90 from Theorem 
4.5.LI).
Now An, un contain components of the form
(4.5.L6) T ' ^ y i t - M t - k ) ,  r \ l iy( t- j)ea(t-k), T l^ R( t - j ) U t - k )
and by Theorem 3.2.2 the first term in (4.5.L6) is y(j-k)+ 0( QT) a.s. (Again, 
we assume the calculations are of Toeplitz type). For brevity, we consider 
the second term at j= 0 since for the other components, we follow precisely 
the same lines. (Note also that in this case we need only consider k >0 since 
by the inductive assumption and one application of (4.2.7), the proof for k< 0
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follows immediately). Then
T T
(4.5.L7) T \ l iy(t)cn(t-k) = r \ l iy(t)kn(z)Ay(t-k)
where, by repeated application of the recursion in (4.2.7), we may express 
kn(z)~l in the form
n —1
(4.5.L8a) kn{z) * —
Here
• ; - !  a
(4.5.L8b) (/?n,j(^) = ( —1) g Q(bn-l(z)-l),  ^Pnio{z) — \
= Pn,j(*) + rn,jM
(4.5.L8c) fln-j(^) =  ^ o»n-j(0^, ai(z)=h [z)A
= an-}(z)+mn-}{z)
Note that we may also write
• K Q -1 ) a
(4.5.L8d) ipa,j(z) =z> J Q
Here, the 2:—transforms (/?n,j(2), fln-j(^) are defined in terms of the elements of 
#k, fc=2,3,...ra and the coefficients of rn,j(^), rnn-j(z) are less than or equal to 
cn'Qt by the inductive assumption that (4.5.L5) holds up to n. Thus,
substitution of (4.5.L8a) into (4.5.L7) gives
ti 2 T T
(4.5.L9) y |or l (S1y(0v5ii,j(^)«n-j(«)K<-*:) + 7"1<i 1^ <)Ä,n-x(«)ei(*-fc)
Now, if the PRC holds, then there is a To, P(T0<oo)=l, such that
I ^](elw) - 1 1 <p<l, j  <n, T>T0, u£[-7r,7r]. Hence, if T0 is sufficiently large, it
is also true that
(4.5.L10) I <A i,j(0  I < C1/77, 0 < p <1, uxe[-7T,7t],
and indeed, we may choose T0 such that 
(4.5.L11) |T n ,j(O fln-j(eIU;)| < C2P3, 0 [^-7T,7r]
For later purposes we define K( T) to be the integer part of dlogT+1 where d 
is chosen such that
p K (T) < pdl°9T= rp-i
We shall shortly consider the outer sum in (4.5.L9) for j>K(T). First
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note that, for r<(logT)a, a<oo,
(4.5.L12) r 1Y,iy(t)el ( t - r ) = T 1?lty(t)c{t-r)+'r1Y,ty(t){e1( t - r ) -e ( t - r ) }
=£[y{t)c{t-r)]+0(QT) a.s.
where E^  denotes the sum over 1 <t<T. To see that this is true consider
O
(4.5.L13) r 1E^(^)c(^-r)=5[?/(Or(^-r)]+wE0«:(w)r1E^(^){e(^-w)e(^-r)-<5Ur(J2}
The second term on the right in (4.5.L13) may be truncated at u=c\ogT for c 
sufficiently large since, for w<clogT, this is 0(QT) a.s. by Theorem 3.2.1. For 
u >clogT, we may choose c such that n(u)<T&Au, EJ Au | <oo, for any a<oo. 
Thus we consider
T &T lT,te ( t -r ) \ t T, „ ^ a t - u ]  
which is a.s. dominated by
c r a r i J iti / 2 _ 0> a >1/2 
by Kronecker's Lemma.
For the second term in (4.5.L12) we obtain
h 00
J o ^ h O ' W o U -  £ h+1tp0( j ) T lEty{t)y(t-r-j)  
so that for i(T)<h<HT, the first term in the above expression is 0(QT) a.s. by 
Lemma 3.3.4 and ergodicity. The other term is of course 0 ( T 1^ 2) by 
precisely the same argument as used for (3.3.6). Hence (4.5.L13) is 
established.
Now, using (4.5.L8d) and taking j>K(T) we may write (4.5.L9) as
n —2 p j( q —  1 )a T
s  Jo^n-jM  J „  Cn.j{v )T l £ y ( t ) y ( t -m )
j=K( T) u
(" -1 )(« -! ) . T
+  J 0 Cn,n-l(»)7vl(S
where m=k+r+v+j, m\=k+v-\-n-\. This is dominated by
^ _2
c2r‘ s p j - K { T )
j=K(T)
T C\pl T x ^ ( i je^t-rrh)
Thus, employing the same argument used in (3.3.6) for the first term, and 
(4.5.L13) for the second, it follows that this expression is 0 ( T l) a.s. Thus,
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we may truncate the outer sum in (4.5.L9) at j=K(T) defined above, with 
the remainder being 0 ( T l) a.s.
We may now consider a typical component of (4.5.L9) for some j<K(T). 
This will be of the form
( f r + $ r  ) r ' £ 1y(t)y(t-k-r)
where £r,£r correspond to the rth coefficients in ^njj(^)fln-j(^) and 
((/?n,j(2)an-j(2)-^noWan-j(2)), respectively. By the inductive assumption 
that (4.5.L5) holds up to n, |? r |<cn/ (5T and from Theorem 3.2.2 it follows 
that the above expression converges a.s. to
£r7 (k+r) + cnQT
Thus, taking all components over j, we may choose cn+i such that 
T
T l^ y {  t) £n(t-k)=£[y(t) en(t-k)\+ cn+\QT 
Clearly, the same argument may be used to show the other terms in (4.5.L6) 
converge to their respective expectations and hence that (4.5.L5) holds at 
n+1. Thus the Theorem is proved.
□
It is difficult to bound cn save by a function increasing exponentially with n. 
However, Theorem 4.5.L2 shows that there is an no<oo and a ni which may be 
chosen arbitrarily large, so that for some rj>0, which may be chosen arbitrarily 
small, then there is a 7b<oo such that \\9n-9 n\\<rj, no<n<ni, T>To. Thus the 9n 
values do converge in this sense.
As a consequence of the above we have not pursued establishing a central limit 
theorem result for LRR. Note that we have not shown 0n—>0 and therefore cannot 
use the asymptotic distribution of 6. It is possible that a CLT result could be 
obtained for 9n with n a slowly increasing function of T. One suspects that the same 
limiting distribution as SPL would be obtained. However this remains to be shown.
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4.5.3 IIR
As stated in Proposition 1.4.4 and established by Hannan and Rissanen (1982), 
Hannan and Kavalieris (1984a), the HR procedure provides asymptotically efficient 
estimates at HR(3) (under Gaussian assumptions) and at HR(2), 6(2)—>60 a.s. The 
reader is referred to the above references for details. Here, we concentrate on HR(2) 
and derive a CLT result for 6(2). Later we shall also discuss iteration of 6(2), ie. the 
6n(2) sequence.
Central Limit Theorem for HR(2)
For convenience we shall assume BIC is used to choose the order h of the 
autoregression (4.2.3) at stage I, however the same result holds if AIC is used. Then 
6(2) is given by
(4.5.H1) 6(2)=X~i1u1
where X\, ü\ are defined as in (4.2.4b) and are assumed to be of Toeplitz type. We 
shall show that,
(4.5.H2) ^T(0{2)-0o)=X-o1r ' / \ l l e{t)z{t)+oP(l)
where z(t) will be defined below and satisfies the conditions stated under Lemma 
3.4.4. Thus, it follows from (4.5.H2) that y/T(6(2)-60) is asymptotically normal 
with zero mean and covariance matrix Xö1W0Xö1 where W0=£[z(t)z(t)/]. It is this 
matrix that we explicitly calculate in the course of establishing (4.5.H2) and so we 
leave the formal statement of the CLT result until the end. Conditions A are 
assumed to hold and to avoid encumbering the notation further, we shall omit the 
limits in the summation over t. Again we take ^(r)=logT/(-21og/?0) where p0 is the 
modulus of the largest zero in b0(z~{).
From (4.5.HI) we have,
X ^ T ( 6 ( 2 ) - 8 o) = r l/2Tlixl( t M t ) - 0 o'x l(t))
(<)}
(4.5.H3) = r l/2Ztxl(t){e(t)+(b0{z ) - l ) ( c ( t ) - i1(t))}
Thus (4.5.H3) has components of the form
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(4.5.H4) - r l/2S(j/(< -a){e(()+J1(3o('')(e(<-r)-fi(<-r))} , u=l
r l/2Ejfi(«-!)){«(<)+J1/30(r)(f( i-r)-f i(< -r))}  ,
Consider
ou
T'1//2^ iv(t-u)(c(t-r)-ei(t-r))=r^2T,ty(t-u)Sl(<po(j}-Vb(j})y{t-r-j
r k  00
(4.5.H5) = y / T ^ 1{ M j ) - M j ) ) K r - u ^ j ) ^ .=^+lip0{j)c{r-u+j)
where c (r -u+ j)= T 1Y>iy(t-u )y(t-r- j) .  Since BIC is used to select h we may take
h >£(T) for large T  and indeed, we may take h equal to the integer part of clogT, c
sufficiently large, such that tp0(j)<T~bAj, E.| Aj | <oo, b >1/2. Thus 
00  00 
Ti/2jJ t +xV°{i)c(r-u+}) < c T hTi/2.Jj,+l Aj  11 c{r-u+j) \
Since the c(k) are uniformly bounded, it follows that the right side of this inequality
is o(l) a.s. as b >1/2. (That the c(k) are uniformly bounded follows from
I y{k) I < 7(0) by stationarity, and | c{k)-y(k) \=0(\ogT/ Tl^2)=o{ 1) by Theorem 3 of
An, Chen and Hannan (1982)). Now, putting ip0{j)-Vh{j)=Vh{j)-Vh{j)+Vo(j)-<ph{j)
,we may use Baxter's Inequality (Lemma 3.3.3), with h as above, to show that
h
J Tß±l( <A>( j) -  fphU)) c( r—u+j) = o(l) a.s.
Thus (4.5.H5) is reduced to considering
h
“ V (Ä ( j) ~Vh{j)) c( m+j)+o(l), m=r-u
where, putting Xh{t)' = (-y ( t- l ) , . . . , -y ( t-h )) ,  the first term in this expression may 
be written as
y / T ^ h - A ) '  'Tl%ty(t-u)xh(t-r) 
Thus, from (3.3.7) we obtain
(4.5.H6) -  ri/2Zr i 1Ch(ra)+o(l)
where (h(m)'=(c(m-\-l),...,c(m+h)).
We now show the following lemma.
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Lemma 4.5.H1
Assume Conditions A hold. Then, uniformly for £(T) <h <HT, the first term 
in (4.5.H6) is
(4.5.H7) r ‘/2S(e(t)y(t+m\ i - l)  + oP(l)
where y(t+m\t-l)=£[y(t+m)\7t-i]
Proof:
We first show that Tf1 (h(^) may be replaced by T h^hl^), which are 
defined in terms of the true autocovariances. Now
(4.5.H8) fh1Ch(m)-rh1Ch(m)=rV(Ch(m)-Ch(m))+fh1(rh- r h)rh1Ch(m)
Since Th1 is bounded by Lemma 3.3.1 and, uniformly in k, c(k)-y(k)=0(QT) 
a.s. from Theorem 3.2.2, it follows that the right hand side of (4.5.H8) is 
0(Qt ) a.s. Thus, we consider
(4.5.H9) r l/2E(e(i)it,(«)'{rh1Ch(m)-rh1Ch(m)} ,
From Theorem 3.2.1 we have that
r l/2E<£(«)t,(«-;) = o[(iogiog T)l/2]
Thus, (4.5.H9) is of order,
0[(loglogr)l/2]0(<3T)x/i = OtTl/2«5T2(logr)“]— 0 a.s.
Therefore, it remains to show
- r l/2£j((<)xtl( i)T h 1Ch(m)-. r l/2?,te(t)y(t+m\t-l)
Consider ra<0, and note that m >-p.  Then, since (h(^) corresponds to the 
-rath  column of Th,
Xh(t)' T h1 (h{m) = -y(t+m) = -y ( t+ m \ t - l ) ,  m< 0 
Hence the lemma holds for ra<0. Now, for ra>0,
Ch(ra)= -£[y(t+m)xh(t)]
so that Th^hlra) corresponds to the deterministic parameter in the 
regression of y(t+m) on Jh(0- Let eh(£+ra) be the error associated with this 
regression. That is,
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eh{t+m)=y(t-\-m)-Xh{t)/ThiCh{rn)
=y(t+m)-y{t+m\yl)
where, adopting the notation of section 2.3, y^' =(y(t-l),...,y(t-h)). Then 
£[{T'/*Lt<(tMt+m\y{) -  y(t+m\t-1)]}2]
=  T l'£fi{y(t+m\j/J) -  y(t+m\t-l)}2}
= £[{y[t+m\yl) -  y(t+m\<-l)}2]
=  £[{(yt+m\Q-)  
= o\(m)+o2(m)-2<72(m) —► 0 as h—>oo 
since Ch{t+m) is the error obtained from the orthogonal projection of 
y(t+m) on Xh(t) using true autocovariances. Hence the lemma holds for fixed 
m> 0.
□
We now examine terms involving ei(t-v) in (4.5.H4). Thus, consider 
(4.5.H10) T l/2Yjit\{t-v){c(t-r)-c\(t-r)}= T ^ 2Yitt(t-v){e(t-r) - t \ ( t -r )}
- r 1/2Tli(€{t-v)-c\(t-v)){e{t-r)-e1{t-r)}
From Lemma 3.3.5 the second term on the right in (4.5.H10) is 0 P(h/ T1^ 2) a.s. if 
t*=r, oP(h/Tl/ 2^) otherwise. In either case, putting h= 0((logT)a), a<oo, gives op(l). 
Thus, proceeding as before
T l^2Tjie(t-v){e(t-r)-ei(t-r)}
= -y/TZl( M j ) - M j ) ) T'1Zte{t-v)y{t-r-j) +  oP{ 1)
00
Again taking h >dog T with c sufficiently large such that, ^0(j')< 7"bAj, £ | Aj | <oo, 
b >1/2, it follows that the contribution from the last two terms on the right in the 
above expression is o(l) a.s. For example, the penultimate term is dominated by
c7i / 2-bj r iEj  e(t-v) I S h+l I Aj I I y(t-r-j) |} — 0 a.s. 
since T^E c(t-v)2=0(l) a.s. by ergodicity, E.| Aj | | y(t-r-j)  | =  0(1) a.s. since
* j
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E.| Aj \£[\ y ( t -r - j )  I]<o° by stationarity. The last term follows by Theorem 3.2.1 
and Baxter's Inequality. Hence, using (3.3.7), we are reduced to considering 
(4.5.H11) r l/2Esf(s)ih(s)T'h1 r ‘E(e ( M * h ( M  + oP(l)
Put £h(r-^)=£K£-v)£h(£-?'')]- Then from Theorem
3.2.1, <^ h(^— 0(C?T) a.s. so that Th1 £h(r-v) may be replaced by 
Th1?h(^-,y) using the same argument given in the proof of Lemma 4.5.HI. Thus 
(4.5.H11) becomes
(4.5.H12) r l/2E(f(0 zh (0 'rh ‘4h(r-i>) +  Op(l)
and here -F h ^ h ^ -v )  corresponds to the deterministic parameter in the regression
of e(t+r-v) on ^(^). However, in this case the result is almost trivial since e(t+k) is
orthogonal to Xh{t) for k >0. For k<0, Xh{t) Ej=0(/?o(j)y(t+k-j) which
clearly converges to e(t+k) as h—►oo. Thus we may choose h such that
00
r l/2T,t( ( t )S h+lifioU}y(t+k-j) =  o(l) a.s. 
and therefore (4.5.H12) may be written as
r l/2E(e(<)f(«+r|l-l) + oP(l)
where of course e(H-fc| t—1)=0, k >0 and is just e(t+k), k<0.
Collecting these terms together, (4.5.H3) becomes (ignoring the oP(l) term)
(4.5.H13) X ^T (0 {  2)-8„)= r l/2Zte(t)j:0ßo(r)xo( t+ r \ t - l )
= r ' / 2Et((t)z(t), say
where
x0{t+r\ t - l ) ' = ( - y ( t + r - l  1$-1),...,-?/(t+ r - p \<-l),e(<+r-l | t-l),. .. ,e{t+r-q\ t - 1)) 
Now taking y{t)=0, t <0, we have, for m >0,
y ( t + m \ t - l ) = - t - t f + S f o i t i t i t + m - j l  t - 1)
Thus the vector of predictors in (4.5.H13) may be recursively updated and z(t) can 
be expressed in the form
z(t)=Moxo( t ) = ^ 0ßo(r)Cfxo{t)(4.5.H14)
where
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(4.5.H15)
A p Bq '
0 Nq \ ’
- a 0( l ) . . . - a 0( p - l )  \ - a 0 ( p ) - ß o ( \ ) - . - ß o  (?)’ o o
A p —
i
o
____
1
5 B q —
n
o J
5 II
1
0
1 
__
_
Since X \—>X0 a.s. then by Lemma 3.4.4, we have now established the following 
CLT result.
Theorem 4.5.H1 Central Limit Theorem for HR(2)
Assume Conditions A hold, and let 0(2) be the estimate obtained from 
HR(2) with AIC or BIC used to select the order of the autoregression at 
HR(1). Then
VT(0(2)-0oMMO,ftH)
where
(4.5.H16) n n=Xö{M0X0M0' Xö1
and M0 is defined in (4.5.H14).
We now prove the assertion that H =fl stated at the end of section 1.4.
b H
Theorem 4.5.H2
Let ft ,Q be the covariance matrices (4.5.S15), (4.5.H16) obtained for the
u it
limiting distributions of the SPL and HR(2) procedures, respectively. Then, 
for any given p,q
f t  Eft 
S H
Proof:
Recalling that ft =Dö1X0(Döl) / we need to show 
DoX0( Do1) ' = Xö1 M0X0M0' Xö1 
Clearly, it will be sufficient to show that
Xq-M qDq
Now, from Lemma 4.5.SI and (4.5.H15)
X0- M 0D0= ^  f  \ko\2(I-b-o1 i 0ßo(r)Cr)vovo*du 
= ,^ (jM r ) ~  f  \k0\2b-01(Iz-r- C r )v0v0*du
(4.5.H17)
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But
(Izr-Cf )v0(z)y(t)=x0(t+r)-Xo(t+r\t-l)=eo(t+r), say 
where e0(t+r) depends only on e(t+k), k>0. Thus, putting u)(t)=b0(z)~lx0(t) 
(4.5.H17) is just
J o ßo(r)£[e0(t+r)u(t)'] = T,Qß0(r)£[£[e0(t+r)u(t)' | =  0
and the theorem is proved
□
Convergence of HRn(2)
Although 0(3) is asymptotically efficient it may be worthwhile iterating HR(3) 
but as seen in section 4.4, usually one or two iterations will suffice. It is fairly 
evident from this that it will be better to proceed directly from HR(2) to HR(3) 
rather than iterating HR(2). Of course, HRn(2) will yield and estimate 0n(2) such 
that ßT(ßn(2)-ß0) obeys a central limit theorem. However, it can be seen from the 
following that the HRn(2) procedure will only converge under the same Condition 
4.5.SI as for SPL and asymptotically no improvement will be gained by iterating.
Now for HRn(2) we also have ^n=J^(^n-i) as in SPL. Hence 
L - 0 o=fT(0n-l)-fT(0o)+fT(0o)-0o
=v/T(»o)(0n-i-0o)+xo-1r 1 i tc{t)x0(t)+oP{ r l/2) 
=^f{0o)(ön-i-6o)+x-ol r 1 ( r l/2)
using Lemma 4.5.S3 to replace Vjfj, and X 0 by their expected values. Thus 
(4.5.H18) W ß a(2)-e0)={I-XölD0) W 9 a-i(2)-$o)+Xöl r i/2Ltt{t)x0(t)+op(l)
Clearly, the recursion (4.5.H18) will be stable if Condition 4.5.Si holds. When this 
is so we can expect that ßT(ßn(2)-ß0) will converge in distribution to
oo
j 0(/-Xö1Do)"^ö1 r ^ \ t { t ) x 0(t)=Dilx
which has the same limiting distribution as 0(2) . The argument here is not 
complete since the op(l) term has not been accurately evaluated but we go no 
further here, since it is clear that one should use 0(2) to compute 0(3) rather than 
iterate the HR(2) procedure.
Chapter 5
Recursive Estimation of Autoregressions
§5.1 Introduction
The problem that is addressed in this chapter is that of fitting, recursively in 
time, an autoregressive model,
h
(5.1.1) a ( z ) y ( t ) = E 0<ph,jy(t-)=e</>h,o=l
to time series data ?/. Again, the standard assumptions, (1.1.2), (1.1.5), (here, 
b(z)=1), are assumed to hold for (5.1.1). In particular, we consider the recursive 
identification of (5.1.1) using the type of procedures discussed in chapter 2. There 
could be many reasons for employing such a procedure, some of which have already 
been advocated in section 2.5. However, for the purposes of the investigation carried 
out here, the optimal encoding of speech for transmission over a communication 
channel provides an instructive paradigm in terms of which the problem may be 
understood.
The above situation is discussed in Astrom and Söderström (1983, Example 1.3) 
and is worthwhile relating here. The speech signal itself is usually digitized so that 
it can be quantized to a finite number of bits which are transmitted over the 
communication channel. As the transmission line has limited capacity it is 
important that the most efficient use is made of it. Note that if the receiver is 
intelligent (as distinct from a computer) the transmission need only be of sufficient 
quality to allow adequate interpretation as opposed to adequate recognition. 
Furthermore, if y(t+1) say, is the next sampled value of the (digitized) signal, then 
transmitting e(£+l)= y(t+l)—y{t+l 11) (where y(t+l\t)  is the prediction of y(t+1) 
at time t) will be more efficient since the prediction error is typically smaller than 
the signal itself and can therefore be quantized with fewer bits. This technique is 
known as predictive coding so that if an optimal encoding procedure is used further
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efficiency may be achieved.
While we envision speech encoding and not speech recognition or speech 
synthesis (see Markel and Gray, 1976, Crochiere and Flanagan, 1986) as a suitable 
analogy, the real complexities of such a topic lie beyond the scope of this thesis. For 
example, in practice the transmission channel itself will not be noiseless (as we 
implicitly assume here), so that signal extraction methods are also required in the 
decoding. Furthermore, the sampling frequencies involved are often of the order of 
6kHz so that the actual practical implementation of an encoding algorithm requires 
a fairly high degree of technical sophistication. However, Rissanen's (1986) PMDL 
criterion introduced in section 1.5 is clearly of importance here, and indeed, is 
central to the investigation carried out in this chapter. Thus, we maintain the 
analogy to speech transmission and incorporate some aspects of speech analysis in 
the ensuing discussion.
From section 2.5, the recursive identification of (5.1.1) can be effected by 
processing a recursively calculated order selection criterion in parallel with a 
time—and—order version of the AR algorithm (A2.4.1). This corresponds to AM(1) 
of (A2.4.4) and in Hannan, Kavalieris and Mackisack (1986) the BIC criterion
(2.5.1) is used to select the autoregression order based on the Fast Givens 
Transformation Algorithm (A2.2.3). If all orders h<H  are to be considered at each t , 
this involves about I f + S H  operations. Of course, the Lattice procedure (A2.5.1) 
described in section 2.5 will perform the identification much faster (using 2.5.1), 
requiring only 9H  operations per time point. (It may be possible to reduce the 
amount of computations further by using normalized lattice algorithms but we do 
not consider that here and refer the reader to Friedlander (1982) for further details).
Both the above identification procedures provide the "honest" prediction errors
h
(5.1.2) eh( t + l ) = S 0^ , i ( t ) y ( t + l - j ) ,  v5h,o(«)=l
=2/((+l)-4(*)'zh(M-l)
where
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Öh(t)'=(Vh,l{t),-~iVh,h{t))
xh(t+l) '=(-y(t) , . . . -y(t-h+1)).
The term "honest" is used only in relation to the fact that the predictor of y(t+1), 
namely #h(0/:rh(^+l)> only depends on data to time t. This is important if the 
identification of (5.1.1) is to be considered in the context of encoding y(t) for 
transmission since, clearly, quantities encoded using information at time (t+1) 
would be impossible to decode.
Suppose eh(M-l) is encoded by some prescribed method known to the decoder
who, having run the same algorithm will have y(\),...,y(t). Thus the decoder also
knows the predictor Oh(t)'Xh(t+1) and hence y(t+1) from (5.1.2). Now the decoder
can rerun the algorithm to update the order estimate h=ht+\ and the necessary
quantities associated with the new h before eh{t+2) is received. Here, BIC could be
used or as suggested in section 2.5, the criterion SPR (2.5.1) which we now write as
*-l
(5.1.3) 5 P R = r1J Aeh(s+ l)2
As mentioned in section 2.5 we need to take s >h since we cannot really estimate h 
for s<h.
In the following section we relate SPR to Rissanen's PMDL criterion and show 
that SPR is asymptotically equivalent to PMDL under certain conditions. Thus
(5.1.3) also corresponds to a predictive encoding procedure which is optimal in the 
sense that total average code length for yt can be minimized.
However, in a wide range of applications it will not be realistic to assume y(t) is 
stationary. This is certainly true in the case of speech since the character of the 
signal will depend on what sounds (called phonemes) are being pronounced. 
Consequently, the predictive encoding procedure also needs to be adaptive. The 
affect this has in relation to SPR, PMDL is discussed in the next section.
§5.2 Rissanen’s Principle and SPR
Recall from section 1.5 that if 0,h (dim{0)=h) describe the true situation we may
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encode yt with
/ - l
bits in an optimal encoding. Let 0(t) be the MLE of 6 from data to time t, for h
fixed. (Note that for an AR process the LSE is asymptotically equivalent to the
MLE). Thus, ht is chosen to minimize
/ - l
(5-2.1) - J Alog2?e<s)<hMs+ l) |j /s)
which gives the PMDL criterion (1.5.11) defined in section 1.5 and corresponds to 
an encoding procedure which can be decoded by a decoder running the same 
algorithm. If we now act as if y(t) is a Gaussian AR process then (5.2.1) becomes
'/t5llog(2)"llog (27rcfh2(s))'1/2exp \y(s+l)-Oh(s)'xh{s+l)
V${s)
where we have changed to natural logarithms and initiated the AR recursion using 
zero starting values (hence the increase to h+1). Multiplying by 21og2f1 and
eliminating constants gives
(5.2.2)
where
/ - l
I log aS(s) + t|,(s+ l)2/
(5-2.3) ff|(0= f1J 1eh,t(s)2 , £h,t(s)=S0Wi,j(t)!/(s-i)
For simplicity we shall henceforth refer to (5.2.2) as PMDL.
This can be readily computed by the Givens algorithm discussed in the previous 
section and as the Theorem below shows, leads to strongly consistent order 
estimates in certain situations. Note that since the reflection coefficients in the 
Lattice algorithm (A2.5.1) correspond to the partial autocorrelations -y?h,h(0> it 
would appear from the last equation in (1.2.7) of the Levinson—Durbin recursion 
(Al.2.1) that the Lattice could also be used to compute PMDL.
Theorem 5.2.1 Strong Consistency of SPR Criterion
Let y(t) be generated by autoregression (5.1.1) of finite order h0. Assume 
Conditions A hold. Then if ht is estimated by SPR or PMDL
Q.S.
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The proof of Theorem 5.2.1 is complex and lengthy and will given in the 
Appendix to this chapter. Recently, Hemerly and Davis (1987) have independently 
proved this result although they require slightly stronger conditions on the e(t). 
What we shall show is that asymptotically, these criteria cannot be minimized for 
h<h0 while, for h>h0
(5.2.4) SPR=a2(t) + ^ J2 S ? { l+ o (l)}  + o (f‘) a.s.
(5.2.5) PMDL=\oga20 + ^ £ * { l  + o(l)} + o(l) a.s.
Here, o2(t)=t~1Ylile(s)2=Oo{l+o(l)} and the final o(t~l) and o(l) terms in (5.2.4),
(5.2.5) do not depend on h. It is interesting to note that (5.2.4) eventually increases 
with h (as of course it must to satisfy Theorem 5.2.1) so that using (5.2.4) as a 
measure of "prediction variance" one is penalized for introducing further regessors in 
the autoregression. In contrast, afi(t) decreases with increasing h. Also note that the 
factor hlogt/1 appears again.
Rissanen (1986, Theorem 1) essentially shows that (5.2.5) is an asymptotic lower 
bound to the description lenghth. These results (5.2.4), (5.2.5) therefore show that, 
in the case studied, the lower bound is actually asymptoticaly achieved for PMDL. 
Although these results do no more than verify the validity of the use of the PMDL 
principle in the case studied, it is nevertheless of some significance.
However, as we indicated at the end of the previous section, the conditions 
surrounding Theorem 5.2.1 will not be the circumstances of the real situation in 
general. This is not only because h0<oo but also that y(t) may not be stationary. 
This means that the adaptive techniques of section 2.3 need to be applied. Consider 
first using a forgetting profile. This can be effected with only a small number of 
extra multiplications at each time in either the Givens or Lattice algorithms. Then 
the function (2.3.1) to be minimized for (5.1.1) is
(5-2.6) A5 1At(*){J=0^h0(i)j/(s -i)}2
where At(s) is defined in (2.3.3) and the effective size, r(t) is defined in (2.3.6). Thus 
BIC may be replaced by
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(5.2.7) BIC'= log (Jhlt) + h \ogr(t)/r(t)
where now At(s)ei,t(s)2. Similarly,
/ - l
(5.2.8) SPR' = T(t)~l Zh\ t{s)eh{s+l)2
For PMDL one first needs to consider (5.2.2). One way to derive an adaptive 
criterion is to act as though the e(s) have variance cr2At(s)-1 at time t. Then the 
squared deviations [T!\_Qip{i,-](t)y(s-j)]2 will be weighted by At(s)/a2 in the natural 
least squares formula that is to be minimized. This is an arbitrary procedure. 
However, then (5.2.2) becomes, ignoring quantities not depending on h,
(5.2.9) PMDL'= f1 ^  I log <7h^ s) + At(s)e(s+l)2/<7h^ s) J
From the simulations presented in the next section the effect of forgetting in 
SPR/, PMDL7 is quite marked. In SPR/ the forgetting appears to alter the effect of 
the penalty term h\ogt/t in (5.2.4) to something more like h/r(t) rather than 
h\ogr(t) /  r(t) as in (5.2.7). The consequence of this, as will be seen in the 
simulations, is that the order estimates produced by SPR7 fluctuate in a very 
erratic manner. To see why this might be so, note that (5.2.4) holds because eh(s)2 
can be approximated by c(s)2+(j2h/s, (hence St5_1=logi(l+o(l)) as is well known). 
Now if only the last n observations are used in (5.2.6) with At(s)=l, t-n<s<t and 
zero otherwise, then we would expect eh(s)2=c(s)2+o2h/n. Thus
(5.2.10) n ‘_S+1eh(s)2 » n \ J l +le(s)2+a2h/n
so that the first term on the right in (5.2.10) will dominate too greatly (compare 
also with the AIC formula (1.5.1)). This no proof of course, but the simulations 
presented in the following show that such an effect is found. To compensate for this 
flucatation one can use
(5.2.11) SRM=SPR'+h/r{t)
and this has been investigated in the simulations. (See also Rissanen, 1986b).
For PMDL7 there is an added effect due to the accumulation of terms logcr^s) 
which we illustrate by the following example. Suppose a two—phoneme sound is
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being pronounced and (5.1.1) is to be used to model the resulting (digitized) signal. 
For simplicity, assume that the signal produced by each sound is well approximated 
by AR models of order h\,h,2 respectively and the transition point between the 
sounds can be considered to be t\. Then if h,2<h\ the accumulated terms logons), 
h>li2, s<th in PMDL' are very likely to be much too large at the new order h,2 and 
it will take a long time before the effect of this inflation disappears. An alternative 
is to replace PMDL' by a truncated version of PMDL over a window of size n say, 
that is, to use
(5.2.12) PM1 = rc"*_E+1 jlog <j$ { s)  + eh(s+l)2/<J|?(s)j
which can be recursively calculated using the Sliding Window algorithm (A2.3.2).
§5.3 Simulations
In this section we compare the performance of the order estimation criteria 
discussed in the last section using simulated autoregressive processes with particular 
emphasis on the time—varying case. For all simulations we have used the recursive 
AR algorithm (A2.4.1) implemented via Fast Givens transformations (A2.2.3) since 
this provides all the quantities required to evaluate each of the order determination 
criteria. (See below (A2.2.3) and also Hannan, Kavalieris and Mackisack ,1986). The 
NAG pseudo—normal random generator routine was used to provide innovations to 
produce the AR processes as described at the beginning of section 4.4.
Table 1
Autoregressive Parameters, h0= 8
4  1 -0.7123 4*5 -0.0211
(f>2 0.3495 4& 0.0895
4  3 -0.0543 4  7 0.0153
</>4 0.0496 48 0.1390
Before turning to the time-varying case we first examine the asymptotic
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behaviour of the criteria in the stationary case. The parameter values given in Table
1 are those of an AR(8) model fitted to the (trend—free) Beveridge Wheat Price
Index data series (Anderson, 1971, p247). By generating observations from an
AR(8) process with parameters as given in the Table 1, order estimates determined
by BIC and PMDL were obtained. Using the recursive algorithm as above, an
estimate of the order ht, 0<ht<l0 was made at each time point in a sample
realization of length 1600. This procedure was replicated 25 times so that at each
time point the relative frequency of a particular order, h say is given by
25
(5.3.1) vt(Ä)=J1/r(Ät=Ä)/25
Table 2
Selected Orders: PMDL/BIC for AR(8) process
Order Time
100 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600
0 4.80
17.76
1 16.96
54.32
1.60
15.12 0.08
2 42.52
27.92
57.84
83.20
46.58
93.60
23.24
73.62
6.22
49.46 16.54 1.92
3 8.28 2.96
1.64
0.18
3.52
0.06
0.70
4 3.68 0.8
0.10
5 1.76 0.02
0.20
6 2.20 1.44 7.04 7.68
3.98
3.42
2.20 0.42
7 4.84 7.16 1.68 5.30
2.10
12.46
10.04
13.50
13.94
6.74
17.64
0.58
10.18
8 10.52 25.00
0.04
44.76
2.7
63.56
19.40
77.50
38.30
86.50
69.10
93.26
80.44
99.42
89.82
100
100
9 3.16 2.84 1.24 0.16 0.40
10 + 1.28 0.36
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Then, partitioning into successive time intervals and averaging vt(h) over the 
interval for each order we obtain the entries given in Table 2, expressed as a 
percentage. (The top line in each order row representing the PMDL percentage). 
Note that the percentages in the last row are for h> 10.
It is clear from Table 2 that BIC and PMDL both successfully isolate the true 
order of the simulated process after roughly equivalent time durations. However, it 
is of interest to contrast the different patterns of convergence. In both cases h= 2 
and 8 are the main competing specifications chosen, behaviour that is readily 
explained by reference to the variance to the variance of the one—step—ahead 
prediction error based on h past observations, Poskitt and Tremayne (1987). 
Nevertheless, unlike BIC, it appears that PMDL has quickly recognised the possible 
need for a higher order parametrization and as t increases PMDL attaches greater 
weight to the more profligate models somewhat faster than does BIC. For example 
PMDL selects h0= 8 more than 60% of occasions by the time £=600 whereas BIC 
still only selects this order a little less than 20%. Moreover, the progressive 
proportions with which, for example, an AR(2) and AR(8) model is selected, seems 
to change more smoothly for PMDL then for BIC. Clearly, the cumulative 
summation mechanism associated with PMDL which is not present in BIC provides 
a plausible explanation for these differences.
However, the results given in Table 2 are averages over rather wide time 
intervals and the above effects are much more easily identifiable from the contour 
plots of figures 5 and 6 where vt(h) (5.3.1) is averaged only over successive 8 time 
point partitions. Of course, for these plots h is treated as a continuous variable. 
Hence the contour plots can be interpreted as representing approximate confidence 
regions of the selection frequency, plotted as a function of time. For comparison 
Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the results obtained for SPR and AIC, respectively. Since 
AIC, has a tendency to choose more profligate parametrizations than BIC the 
transition to estimating higher values of h is more rapid for AIC than for BIC and
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Figure 5
Contour Plot for BIC
Distribution of Selection Percentages: AR(8) process
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Contour Plot for PMDL
Distribution of Selection Percentages: AR(8) process
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Contour Plot for SPR
Distribution of Selection Percentages: AR(8) process
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Contour Plot for AIC
Distribution of Selection Percentages: AR(8) process
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the specification h= 2 was not retained beyond 500 time points. However as can be 
seen the true order was never completely isolated by AIC in the time span 
considered. Clearly, the behaviour of SPR is very similar to that of PMDL which 
bears out the theory.
We now turn our attention to the time—varying situation.
Time—varying Case
In order to illustrate the time—varying case comparisons have been made within 
a simple and straightforward design framework. We consider a sequence of AR 
processes of differing orders concatenated together and generated as one signal. Thus 
if hoi is the order of the zth AR process then the signal being generated during the 
zth time interval, t[-i<t <t{ is given by
i
(5.3.2) y(i)=
When an order change occurs, for example, at t\-\, the new parameter set, {(/?0i,j;
is immediately used to generate the signal via (5.3.2). If (^i—^i-i) is 
sufficiently large then the signal can be regarded as being in a steady state over 
much of the time span t\.i to ti, the transitory effects of the change being limited to 
the first few data points after t\-\.
The results given below are for the signal generated from the sequence /ioi=0, 
ä02=6, /i03=8 and h04=0. For brevity we refer to this signal as 0 -6 -8 -0 . In terms 
of the speech analogy introduced in the previous sections this signal could be 
considered as the waveform of the isolated enunciation of a two—phoneme sound or 
word. In fact the AR(6) and AR(8) processes were constructed so as to have spectra 
resembling those obtained from real speech sounds. The resulting spectra are shown 
in Figure 9. Of course, in practice, the spectra change as the sound is pronounced.
The construction was performed by multiplying together a number of 
second—order systems each having a spectral peak at a given frequency u,
Then the generating polynomial of an AR(2m) process is given by
Figure 9
Spectrum Plot (dB's) of AR(6), AR(8) and Innovation Spectra
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(5.3.3) a(z)=j.Ulb{(z)
where
bf(z)= \+ß{{\)z+ß{(2)£
A(l)= -4ft(2)cos(cjf)/(l+/?f(2))
This is referred to in speech analysis as "cascading second-order frequencies at 
formant frequencies". The numeric values used and the resulting parameters are 
given in Table 3. (Note that the ft(2 ) were fixed, independent of f  for each process). 
It is also worthwhile observing that the duration of a speech sound may range 
(approximately) between 30 and 150 ms (depending on the sound, whether it is 
isolated or in connected speech, etc). At a sampling rate of 6.667 kHz this 
corresponds to between 200 and 1000 data points. This provides a useful guide for 
the results that follow. However as has already been stated in section 5.1, the true 
complexities involved in speech analysis lie beyond the scope of this thesis and it is 
intended that the analogy be of suggestive value only.
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Table 3
Format Frequencies and Parameter Values 
(For cascading second—order AR systems)
A R (6 ) A R (S) A R (6) A R (8)
ß ( 2 )  coefficient
ra ra m eiers in A R (2 ) sy stem s
-0 .4 3 9 7 -0 .9 8 9 6 0.8 0 .85
0 1316 0.8097
0 .0905 i> 3 -0 .8912 Form ant frequencies
-0 .1 0 5 3 4>\ 0.6736 (d egrees)
-0 .2 8 1 4 4>b -0 .7575
0 .5120 <t>6 0.5850 20 ^ ' i 12
— -0 .6077 80 x>2 60
— <t>8 0.5220 150 ■*■’ 3 100
j J 4 140
We shall shortly compare the performance of BIC ', SPR ', SRM and PM1 
defined in the last section for the signal 0—6—8-0 discussed above. However, we first 
make some remarks concerning the simulation experiment and PM1. As we have 
said, the spectral waveform changes continuously as the speech sound is pronounced. 
Thus, the constructed signal 0-6—8—0 can at best only be considered a crude 
approximation of real speech. This, of course, was never intended but an obvious 
improvement would be to allow a much longer and smoother transition to take place 
between the AR signals. This can be easily effected by using a taper—type function 
on the additional AR coefficients. For example, in going from an AR(1) to AR(2), 
the v?2 ,2  coefficient could be introduced as
<p2,2Sin[(J-ii)7r/27ii], t\<t<t\+iii
where t\ denotes the transition point and n\ the duration of the change. (Similarly, 
one can remove the coefficient to reduce the AR order). This was in fact carried out 
but it was found that none of adaptive criteria considered above could effectively 
isolate the evolving signal unless n\ was sufficiently small. Hence the simulation
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study reported here.
With regard to PM1, recall that in the previous section the problem of 
implementing PMDL in the non—stationary case was discussed. Results obtained 
using PM DI/ (5.2.9) show that the dominant effect of the terms ^ (s ) , h=h0i 
upon the first part of the summation alluded to there manifests itself in practice, 
particularly when h0i<h0i-i. Moreover, adjusting At(s) is not sufficient to 
compensate and therefore it is natural to consider truncating the summation in 
(5.2.9) as suggested at the end of the last section. If this is done however, it appears 
that inclusion of At(s) causes the second term to be overdamped resulting in rapid 
and extreme fluctuations in the order determined. Thus the straightforward 
truncating of (5.2.9) does not have the desired effect and PM1 (5.2.12) seems to 
provide a reasonable compromise. Note that the estimates used in construction of 
PM1 have not been windowed. Although it might appear natural to base the 
evaluation on estimates obtained by minimizing
rather than (5.2.6). If the past is weighted down sufficiently fast and n is reasonably 
large then the difference in the estimates, and hence the criteria, is likely to be small 
as the contribution of terms for s<t-n to (5.2.6) will be negligible. This proved to be 
the case in our experiments. We shall only report the results for PM1 in any detail 
as this criterion provided the best results out of all these alternatives in the 
simulations that were conducted. It should also be remembered that truncation will 
more than double the number of calculations required at each step (see section 2.3). 
For the recursive algorithm used here, for example, an inverse Givens 
transformation is needed to remove the last time point in the current frame as well 
as the Givens transformation on the new input. From an applications point of view 
this could be significant as it might have important consequences for the online 
(real-time) implementation of such a procedure.
Figure 10 shows the number of occasions on which the criteria BIC' and PM1
(5.3.4)
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determined the true order for the 0 -6 -8 -0  signal expressed as a percentage. The 
duration of each segment of the signal was 1000 time points with t\=l000i, 
2=0,1,2,3,4. The percentages plotted represent the relative frequencies that the true 
orders /20i,2=l,2,3,4 were selected in 25 replications averaged over 4 successive time 
points. Exponential forgetting was used with a forgetting factor A=0.99. (Hence 
At (s)=At_s and f ( t ) x { l -A )_1=100). For PM1 a frame length of 72=300 was 
employed. Since only the percentages for h0\, 2= 1,2,3,4 are shown the zero
F igure 10
Selection Percentages: BIC,PM1 , 72=300
TRUE ORDER PERCENTAGES 
S igna l: 0 — 6 — 8 -  0 , f=  .99
40 -  :
3000
recordings evident at each of the change points indicates that other orders are being 
selected. In Figure 11 the corresponding figures for SPR/ and SRM are depicted.
Clearly B IC 7 provides the best steady-state performance after adjusting to a 
change except for the interval t\ to for which SRM does rather better. In adapting 
to a change however it appears that B IC ' generally responds more slowly than the
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other criteria to increase in order and vice-versa for a decrease, an attribute that is 
closely related to the tendency of this criterion to choose more parsimonious 
specification.
F ig u re  11
Selection Percentages: SPR,SRM
TRUE ORDER PERCENTAGES 
S ig n a l :  0  — 6 — 8  — 0  , f —  .99
100 -
When the percentages of all the orders are examined our results indicate that 
BIC' distributes almost all the remaining choices not attributed to the true order 
amongst models with h<h0 In contrast the other criteria tend to allocate many of 
their remaining selections to more profligate parametrizations. Although the 
criterion SPR' seems to track the signal reasonably well its behaviour is rather too 
volatile and the steady—state percentage it produces is not sufficiently high for one 
to consider it to be effective. The improvement brought about by the addition of a 
penalty adjustment term as in SRM is clearly evident. The results for PM1 are little 
better than those of SPR' and they did not improve for different frame sizes.
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However, as we intimated in section 2.5, the poor adaption of PM1 would seem to 
be the result of the generating mechanism of the signal undergoing sudden changes. 
Therefore, a mixture of two different processes will be contained in the same active 
window for a period of time at each of the transition points, but only the latest 
process is of relevance to the estimation.
Of course these results are influenced by the value of the forgetting factor A. As 
the signal is not continuously changing a better steady—state percentage, can be 
obtained by increasing A towards 1, the estimation process being less sensitive to the 
random perturbations of recent inputs. Unfortunately such a change incurs a longer 
adaption time and thus in practice a compromise needs to be made.
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Appendix 5. Proof of Theorem 5.2.1
As the proof is quite long and complicated, we shall present the arguments in 
progressive stages. First some preliminaries.
It is assumed that y(t) is generated by
(A5.1) y(t-j)=c{t), <A),o=l, <A>(^0, \z\<l,
where h0 is assumed to be the true order so that <^o5ho/0. Conditions A are assumed
to hold, but for convenience, we shall take <Jo=l as this involves no loss of
generality and simplifies the formulae below.
Let Rh{t) be the quantity defined in (5.2.2). We shall give the proof as if the
V?h,j(0 are obtained from the Yule—Walker equations
h
=  0^k<7h (0» *=0 ,1  ,...,/i
cs(t) = i' 1 Jjä/(s)ä/(s+j)
That is, the calculations are of Toeplitz type but the same result would apply for 
other estimation methods. (Recall the discussion in section 3.4). Then from chapter 
3 we have
(a) W=<Th
(b) |Äij(<)-W i>jl=0(Qt) a.s.
t
(c) For h>h0, afi (t)=t~x T i^s^-C th /t  a.s., Ct= O(loglog^)
It follows from these formulae that 
(A5.2) lim  Rh(^)=H-log(7h a.s. h<h0
The only part of the proof of (A5.2) of any difficulty is the verification that
*-l
(A5.3) lim  r 1sL/ieh('S+l)2=ör^
t-¥ 00 —
Now, the left side of (A5.3) is
t - l  t - 1 /- l
1 1 J ± l £ h { s + l ) “+ £ 1 J^{eh(s+1) - e h ( s+ l ) } 2+2^ 1sE^6h(s+l){eh(5+l)-eh(5+l)}
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By ergodicity, the first term converges to while, for example, 
eh(s-hl) — eh(s-hl)}2
t —  1 h f \
= r ‘J * S ' (v5h»j(s) -¥ ’o,j)(v5h,k(s)-^o,k)!/(s+l-;)i/(s+ l-^ )  
j , k 1 J
This follows from (b) and y(s)=o(sL^ 4), which holds because of (iii) in Conditions A. 
Thus (A5.3) holds and hence, from (a),
t - 1
lim  f^E^ehls+ l)2/ £(;($) = 1 a.s.
i-*00 ~
so that (A5.2) holds.
Since <rj;> 1, h<h0 (<A>,ho^ 0) then (A5.2) shows that Rh{t) and
t'1 J±heh(s+1)2
are, for t large enough, not minimized at h<h0. Indeed, suppose otherwise. Then 
infinitely often with positive probability
Rh{t)<Rho(t), some h<h0 
i.e. Rh{t)-Rho{t) = log<7(J+o(l) 
which is impossible since this is a.s. positive for t large.
Thus we now consider h>h0. Put ^h (0 / = (^h>i(0v^h>h(0)* Then with (t) 
defined as in (5.1.2),
eh(s+l)=?/(5+l)-^h(5)/ %(s+l)
= e (s+ l)-(^ h(s)-^o )/ 24i(s+l) 
where ipo' =(Vo,u-,Vo,ho,0,...,0). Thus
eh{s+l)=e{s+l)+Xh(s+l)/ t i l1(s){uh(s)+vti(s)} 
where Th(s) has (j,k)th element Cj-k(s) and Uh(s) has jth component
s
uil,i(s)= s-'?,l e{u)y{u-j), 
while Vh(s) has components
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h
^,j(s)=C j(s)+J1Cj-k(s)v?o,k-%,j(s)
The Uh(s) and Vh(s) terms follow from the direct calculation of Ch(s)/ +rh(5)^0 
where (h(s)/:=(ci(s),...,ch(s)). Note that the %,j(s) are just "end term" corrections. 
That is, they are s '1 by products of the form ip0,ky(u-j)y(u-l) of which there is a 
fixed bound to the number of such products so that %(s)=o(s-1/ 2) a.s. by the 
finiteness of the fourth moment. Thus
(A5.4) r 1J Äeh(5+l)2= r 1^ 16(s)2+ 2r1J Ä6(5+l)^(5-l-l)/ fh 1(s){wh(s)+^(s)}
+ r 1J /i[% (s+l)/ fh 1(s){wh(s)+Vh(s)}]2
We now show that f^ fs )  can be replaced by Th1 (where Th= [Tj-k]) with error
For example, consider 
t- 1
(A5.5) r 1J /ie(5+l)% (5+l)/ {fh1(5)-rh1}wh(5)
t- 1
= f 1JC/i<3se(s+l):rh(s+l)/ M(s)wh(s)
By Lemma 3.3.2, M(s) has elements that are a.s., uniformly bounded. Let I(s) be 
the indicator function of the event that all elements of M(s) are bounded in modulus 
by some suitable fixed constant. Then 7(s)=l, a.s. from some 5 on. Put
t-1
Z t = Z kQse(s+l)xh(s+l)/ M(s)uh{s)I(s)
and call 4+1 the summand. With Zt, which is a square—integrable martingale, is the 
increasing process associated with the square of the martingale
At=hQl£{z£\Ts-1}= %hQs2{xh{s+l)' M(s)uh(s)}2I{s).
Henceforth we shall simply speak of this as "a martingale with increasing process". 
Then, by Lemma 3.4.5, Zt converges a.s. and is thus a.s. bounded if At is a.s. 
bounded. (If diverges then Zt=o{ f(At)},  where, for example f ( t )= ta, a> 1/2).
We shall repeatedly use this result. Now
t- l  t- l  .
ZhQs2{xh{s+l)' M(s)uh(s)}2I(s) < cYihQs4s1' 2<oo, a.s.
since Wh(s)=0(Qs), by Theorem 3.2.1. Hence (A5.5) is t~1Z t= 0 ( f1). As in the above
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expression, c from now on denotes a constant, not necessarily the same one.
It then follows that the vh(s) terms may be neglected to the order ( \o g t )a/ t ,
l /2 < a < l. To see this take, for example,
t - l
(A5.6) r 1sEÄ6(5+ l)jh (s+ l)T h1?;h(5)
which is f 1 by a martingale with increasing process
J^ihts+ iyrsV fs)}2 < cjJ|ih(s+i)||V'
Since ^[||a^(s+l)||2]<oo by stationarity, it follows that
/ - l
(log^)bsE^||Xh(sH-l)||2s_1—►O a.s., b >  1
by Kronecker's Lemma. Thus, applying part (b) of Lemma 3.4.5, (A5.6) may be 
taken as o( ( \o g t )h^2 / 1) a.s.,  b >1. Hence the result.
Thus we need to consider
t - l  t - l
(A5.7) 2 f1sE/je(s+l):rh(s+l)Th1% (s)+ f1sE/i{£h(s+l)Th1Mh(s)}2.
If this is shown to be {/dog//£}{l+o(l)} a.s., then (5.2.4) is established, using 
(A5.4) and the replacements of Th1(s) and fh(s). Again the sum in the second term 
in (A5.7) is the increasing process associated with the martingale which is the sum 
in the first term. Thus, from Lemma 3.4.5 we need to show that the second term in 
(A5.7) is {/dog£/(f{l+o(l)} a.s.
Consider then
(A5.8) J J ^ + l J ' r h ^ h f s ) ) 2
Put (J)h for the matrix with entries ^h-j,k-j in row j  column k, j , k = l , . . . , h .  We put 
<Ai-j,k-j=0, k<j .  (Thus (j)h is upper triangular with unit diagonal). Then (j)h£h(£)=
=  -eh {t) say, and c^hTh())^=Ah= d i a g [ c r ^ _ i , . ] where here, 
co( t )=y( t )  so that a(j = £ [ y ( t ) 2] which is not to be confused with a 2= £ [e ( t )2]. Thus
^ (s + l)T h 1%(5) = -e~h(s+l)/ Ah1s"1wE1e(w)eh(w)
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and (A5.8) becomes 
(A5.9)
h - 1
EE
j ,k= 0
J A{ £ j ('s+ 1 - h + j) s J j «(«) fj( U-h+i) J
jfk (s+ l  -ft+fc)s'1jiS 1e(u)ek(u-A+A)J
We may put
where
V h 0  .
%0VoAzJ 0aj(m)2 = J 0«,k2 ( J 0^
The quantity in square brackets in (A5.9) which multiplies jVjJ2 is then
(A5.10) EE a j(m )ak(n)
r/ —1
m, Ti—O ß  h e( 5+1 — h+ j-m )e(s+ l-h+ k-ri)
Now, we shall show that (log£)_1 by the expression in square brackets in (A5.10) 
converges to zero, a.s., for n±k-j+ m  while if n=k-j+m  it converges a.s. to <7j<$jk, 
uniformly in m. Then, using Schwartz's inequality on the sum over s, since the 
ö j ( m )  decrease geometrically, we may take the a.s. limit under the double
summation and see that (log£)_1 by (A5.10) converges to
00
m| 0Oj(m)ok(ro)«jk<r]
so that (A5.9) is indeed /ilog/{l+o(l)}, a.s., and (A5.4) is {/dog£/£}{l+o(l)}.
Thus consider
/ —I s s
ß hc(s+1 -h+ j-m )e(s+ 1 -h-^-k-njs'1 ß ^ v ^ c ^ u - h + f j s '1 ß ^ e ^ e ^ u - h + k ) .
We first show that all terms in the sums over u may be eliminated for 
u > s-h + j-m , u > s-h+ k-n , respectively. Put
s—h +j  — m s
Si,m(s)= s'1 J j £ ( *i)£j (n-h+j), Xj,n,(s)=«'J|| 1f(u)fj(w-/i+;l -  £j,m(s)
with £k,n(s), Xk,n(5) defined in similar fashion. Note that £j,m(s)=0(Qs) by 
Theorem 3.2.1 and | Xj?m(s) | < cms_1 since
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J o  I OjM I I £(») 11 t(v -h + j-r)  I < oo  a.s.
Thus, we require to show that the terms involving Xj,m(s), Xk,n(s) may be neglected 
from (A5.10). Clearly, when both factors are involved, the contribution to (A5.10) is 
dominated a.s. by
00 t—1
Cripn m\ai(m) I ”1 I J r  2 - Cl< 00
Consider then, the contribution from £j,m(s)xk,n(5) (and hence £k,n(s)Xj,m(s))* This
is dominated by
00 00
(A5.ll) mS0|flj(rn)| J 0 |flj(r)|S Jf(m s)| |4j,m(s)| |f(ns)| |*k,n(s)|
00 f } l/2 00 ( \ 1/2
< craE0 |« i(m )|(E >((m ,)Jej,.(* )2} , £ 0 1«i(»01{Sae(« .)2Xk,nC«)2}
where E^  denotes the sum over h< s< t- 1 and ms= s+ l -/H -j-ra, ns= s+ l -h+ k-n . 
Now
Es6(ms)2^j,m(s)2 < CiE5( c(7?2s)2- 1 ) Os2+  c2E5Qs2
so that the first term on the right in the above expression is 0(1) a.s. since it is a
martingale with increasing process E5Qs4<oo, while the second is 0(\oglogt.\ogt). 
Hence the sum over m in (A5.ll) is 0((loglog£)1//2(log£)1//2) and therefore o(\ogt) a.s.
Since the sum over n in (A5.ll) is a.s. dominated by
00 /  -v 1 / 2
«Jo I aj(r) I = 0((log()l/2)
the result is established.
o(logi)
Thus, we are left with
t -1
Zhe(s+ l-h+ j-m )e(s+ l-h+ k-n)(-]m{s)&,n{s)- 
and now show that if j - m tk - n , the contribution to (A5.10) is again negligible. 
Suppose j-m > k-n . Then, putting r= s+ l-h + j-m  and noting that fj,m(s)=0, 
s < h-j+ m , (A5.10) may be written as
00 t - h + j - m
i(m)ak(n)J 2t ( r)e(r-»)f j(r){k(r-t>)
where v= j-m -k+ n  and
(A5.13) q(*,)=s'1J 1e(tt)£j(«-A+j)
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We may replace s by r in (A5.13) because
s"2 -  (r - 1+ra+/i -  j) "2= Ci rar"3+C2 m2 r"4
and since the series E m |aj(m )| converges, it follows from the argument given 
below that this replacement leads to an error that is again 0(1), a.s., and hence 
o(log£), a.s. For convenience, we take j=k and increase t -h  to t. Thus we obtain
00 t — m
SSn aj (m)ak(n)tS 2 e(r)e(r-n+ m )ij(r)(k(r-n+m )
t f t— r 00  ^ 'I
= m<?n ai(m)«k(»M r-n+ro)£j(r)fk(r-n+m )j
which is a martingale with increasing process that is a.s. dominated by
S,<3r4(s5n |oj(m)ok(»)||€ (r-n+ m )|r=3
As the term in brackets has finite expectation it follows that the above expression is 
0(1) a.s. Hence the result, and the same is true if k -n  > j-m .
It is therefore necessary to consider only n=k-j+m  in (A5.10) when we obtain, 
using (A5.13) and the replacement of s by r,
t — 1 t—h + j —m
h-j+%+1 c(s+l-h+j-m)2(j,m{s)(k,n(s) = J 2 e(r)2f'j(r)f'k(r)
Thus, put
t —h + j —m r —1 r— 1
x t-m = J 2e ( r)2r 2 J 1e(tt)tj(t»-A+j) J ^ ( v ^ v - h + k )
It is sufficient to show that (log^)_1Xt converges a.s. to <$jk<7j. This is because, for 
fixed m, (log£)-1At-m —♦ ^k^j a.s. and therefore
t'hogt EE aj(rn)ak(n)(logO'1Art-m —► tA\ogt E a^ mf a ]  a.s.
I l l y  II  I I I -----W
by dominated convergence.
Consequently, we consider At which can be written as (taking t-h + j  as t since 
the maximum value of h - j  is fixed)
= J 1e(rt-l)2r 2J 1£(«)€j(a-A+i)J1e(t;)ek(t'-/i+*)
This is composed of 3 terms of which the first is
<5jkfTj J i r"1= lo64 {1 + ° (1)}
The second is
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J 1{e(r+l)2- l } r 2{ j 1e(«)€j(«-Ä +j)J1e(!))ek(t'-/H-fc)} 
which is a martingale with increasing process bounded by
t
r 2 J j  e{ u) ej (u -Ih+j) J  l e( »)■ek( v-h+ k
> t
< CrS3Qr4< 00.
by Theorem 3.2.1. The last term is
=  J 1''_2{ U,jVr,k-r^jkOj say.
By interchanging the order in which the sums over r and u,v are carried out, this 
last expression can be rewritten as a sum composed of 3 terms of which the first is
J  JI c ( u)2 < j («■h+}) (k( v-h+ k ) -Sj k<r| j J  / 1 
and by reversing the roles of the subscripts j  and fc, the last two terms are given by
-2
Since E*r 2< cu 1 it suffices to show thatr=u ~
t
(A5.14) (\ogty1J±l u~i{c(u)2e-](u-h+j)ck(u-h+k)-6-]\iG‘j } —►O a.s.
t
(A5.15) (log^)“1uE1w"1{€(w)cj(u-/i+j) Tu-i,k}—>0 a.s.
Clearly, (A5.15) is (log£)_1 by a martingale with increasing process
J±iu~2e}(u~h+j)2 ^u-i,k2 < c E ^ lo g lo g u  cjiu-h+j)2 = o{(log^)b}, 
for any b >1 by Kronecker's lemma, since £[ej(£)2]<oo. Thus (A5.15) is 
o{(log^)b^2/log^} a.s. by part (b) of Lemma 3.4.5 and therefore o(l) a.s. for 1<6<2. 
Finally, writing (A5.14) as
J]1u\e{u)2-l){e)(u-h+j)ek(u-h+k)-6j\Ltf}+J]1u 1{c)(u-h+j)ek(u-h+k)-6j\io:j} 
we see that the first term in this expression is again a martingale and converges as 
before since fj(w) is a stationary process with finite fourth moment. It remains to 
show that (log£)_1 by the second term in the last displayed expression is o(l) a.s.
Thus, using the ^-transforms of tj(t) and Ck(t), we are left with
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00 t
(A5.17) ££aj(ra)ßk(ft) £ u~l{e (u -h+ j-m )c(u -h+ k-n )-ÖmnÖ)k}
Clearly, for j=k and m=n the sum over u is 0(1) a.s. by the same argument as 
before, uniformly in m=n. For j  /&, note first that we may bound the sum over u by 
Schwartz's inequality uniformly in m, n by \ogt. Since for fixed m,n and j -m  > k-n  
the sum over u can be shown to be a martingale with a bounded increasing process, 
then dividing (A5.16) by logt and taking the limit under the outer summations we 
obtain zero. The same is true if j-m <  k-n . Thus the proof is completed, for (5.2.4).
For (5.2.5), for h>h0 we obtain, using (c), and now dropping the assumption that
^o=l,
/ - I
Rh(t)=tA £s=h 
t - 1
= r ‘ £.s=n
t-1
lo g jf ' + <h(»+l), (s-'
[(*<•>’
- in
+ 0(r>)
t- i  
/-I V=*"1i i i{ 1og<ro+ o(l)}+ r1J /i <T32eh(s+l)2{H -o(l)}+ 0(r1)
+  — °o}^A +  o(lOgt/t)
s=h
t - l
s=hX~liy- ■ ' V -’ S ( 7 5
where a(s)2=s_1w£*e(u)2 and again cs/ = 0(loglogs). On putting eh(s+l): 
e(s+ l)+eh(5+ l)-e(s+ l) in the penultimate term of the last expression we obtain
j Ims+i)2 - ^ }|!'+rljl{!ire(s!i)2)S'=0<rl)+o(|og'/^-l a.s.
Thus Rh{t)  is
logo-2 + {l-|-o(l)} -f o(l) a.s.
where the o(l) term does not depend on h. This now completes the proof of 
Theorem 5.2.1.
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